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They’re so simple: just a few fields, a bit of text, and a Submit button.
From order and signup forms, to your tax andmedical history forms,
to surveys about your telephone service and last night’s dinner,
forms and surveys are ubiquitous. They surely can’t be that hard
to make.

Yet behind the apparent simplicity in forms and surveys lies the
choice of apps to build the form, the tedious field tweaking to make
the form or survey work correctly, the careful wording of questions
to make an effective survey, and the work to analyze the data and
make sense of it for your business.

It’s a lot to take on. That’s why you need this eBook.

In Zapier’s Ultimate Guide to Forms and Surveys eBook, you’ll find
lists of the best apps to build a survey or form for any device, along
with guides to the most popular tools you’ll use in your form and
ways to automate your work. You’ll then find guides to analyzing
your survey data, and ways to create powerful business solutions
from just a form. There’s even cheat sheets and sample spreadsheet
files to help you get more out of your forms and surveys.

We help people do more with their forms and surveys every day at
Zapier. In this book, you’ll find some of our best tips to make your
own forms and surveys so great, your users will be tempted to think
forms are simple, too.

Who Is This Guide For?

If you’ve ever wanted to collect data in a form or survey, this book
is for you. If you’ve never made an online survey and don’t know
where to start, you’ll find the apps and tips you need in this book
to confidently make your first forms and surveys. Or, if you already



have your own forms, but want to make them more powerful, this
book has tips to automate your form and turn it into a powerful
business tool. And, for advanced form and survey builders who want
better ways to use the data your forms generate, you’ll find the tips
you need in this book.

It’s everything you’ll need to get started collecting data better with
forms and surveys.

Written by the Zapier marketing team, with content from Christo-
pher Peters, Danny Schreiber, Matthew Guay, and freelance writer
Stephanie Baedell. Original cover artwork by Stephanie Briones.
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Chapter 1: What’s the
Difference Between Forms,

Surveys, and Polls?

Quick: Is it a form, a survey, or a poll?

When you’re wondering if your customers enjoy new features in
your app, are curious about your patrons’ eating preferences, or
need know how many of your users own an iPhone, where do you
start? Should you be using a form, a survey, or a poll?

Great app options exist for each, and frankly they can be inter-
changed to a certain degree: You can make a poll with a survey
app, a survey with a form app, and a simple survey with a poll app
(you get the idea).

So, what makes each type of app different, and should you be
building a form, survey, or poll to gather the data you need?

Surveys

It all starts with what makes a survey different. A survey is a form
with questions specifically designed to gather information about
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people’s experiences, preferences, wants, and needs. Surveys can be
long, so a poll is a survey with just one question—a simple survey.
And a form could be anything—a survey, a poll, an order form, a
quiz, an RSVP sheet, or anything else where you need to gather
data.

Form apps are broad. They include features you might need for any
type of form. Poll apps are simple. They’re designed just to let you
ask one question, typically with bullet-point responses.

Survey apps are right in the middle. They’re designed to help you
ask questions, so they include field formats specifically designed
for questions. There are multiple choice questions, sure, but also
advanced questions with multiple drop-downs, matrix blocks, and
more. Some apps will even include pre-made questions and survey
templates to help users get unbiased results. Surveys can include
dozens of questions, so your survey app will likely let you break the
survey into multiple pages. And, the results pages and dashboards
are designed to help you analyze your survey results and under-
stand what your audience is thinking.

If you want to gather data about your customers or opinions from
your colleagues, a survey is what you need. When you fill out a
census form, or answer questions at a doctor’s office about your
family’s medical history, that’s a survey.

Polls

Polls are almost the same, with one caveat: they only include one
question. Those tiny blocks at the bottom of sites that ask “Did you
find everything you were looking for today?” or the SMS codes on
the bottom of receipts that ask you to rate your meal or service
quality? Those are polls.

You hear about polls often in the news—especially near election
time—but anyone can make a poll just the same as a survey. The
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only trick is, you can only include one question. Add in anything
else, and you’ve turned your poll into a survey. That’s why most
poll apps are designed to only let you add one question. They’re
really, really simple to use.

If you want a simple way to gather data about one thing, you need a
poll. You won’t get very nuanced answers, or extra data to correlate
your answers to other factors, but you will be likely to get a lot of
answers simply because a poll is so easy to answer.

Forms

Forms, as you’ve guess by now, are in many ways the superset of
polls and surveys. Both a poll and a survey could be called a form,
and you could build either with a form app. Form builder apps
are the Swiss Army Knife of data collection tools—they include
everything, and can be used for gathering just about any type of
data.

You could make a form with just one question, and that’d be a poll.
Add in a few more questions, and it’d be a survey. Add in a button
to upload a file or a payment field to sell your products, and your
creation could now only be called a form.

Form apps are a bit different. They’ll include many of the same field
options as you’d find in a survey app—multiple choice questions,
drop-down fields, and more—but they likely won’t include pre-
made questions and tools to help you analyze answers. Instead,
they’ll be focused on helping you gather data. You’ll find file upload
fields, tools to capture images and drawings, and even payment
fields to create order forms. There will likely be more advanced
tools to tweak your form and show certain fields dynamically, and
if you look hard enough you’ll find specialized form apps that are
designed for mobile data collection or include tools to help build
your own apps.
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For the most flexibility in gathering any type of data, you need
a form builder. It’ll let you make just about anything you want—
including a survey or a poll.

Making Your Own Forms, Surveys, and
Polls

Now that you know exactly what you need to make, it’s time to
find the tools you need to make great forms, surveys and more. In
the next chapter, you’ll find over a dozen of the best tools to make
a form—or if you already know you want to make a survey, you
can jump ahead to Chapter 6 to find one of the best tools to build a
survey.

Written by Zapier Marketer Matthew Guay.

https://zapier.com/learn/ultimate-guide-to-forms-and-surveys/best-online-form-builder-software/
https://zapier.com/learn/ultimate-guide-to-forms-and-surveys/best-online-form-builder-software/
https://zapier.com/learn/ultimate-guide-to-forms-and-surveys/best-survey-apps/
https://zapier.com/learn/ultimate-guide-to-forms-and-surveys/best-survey-apps/
http://twitter.com/maguay


Chapter 2: The Best Online
Form Builders for Every

Task

When you need to collect information, learn people’s preferences
or gather feedback, there’s nothing better than a form. Sure, forms
can be boring, but that depends on what tool you choose and how
you use it. You can make a form interesting, simple to fill out, and
then, with the help of Zapier, automatically put the results to work
for your team.

Butwhat form builder is the best for you?A broad sweep of a dozen-
plus popular tools today shows that just about all form editors are
the same. They give you a blank form in the center of your screen
and a list form elements on the side. Their price tags and features,
such as uploading attachments or creating reports, are what differ
most.

http://zapier.com/
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The Form Builders You Should Try

There are more form apps than we could ever cover in one chapter
or article, so we’ve picked the ones possessing features that stuck
out to us. Each of these are form apps, not survey apps: the latter
are great for surveys, while the former let you make any type of
form, from a survey to a simple contact form to an advanced order
form or training quiz. They have the basics you’d need to make any
type of form you want, with enough unique features in each app to
make you want to try out several.

Looking for a survey app? Jump to chapter 6 for a
roundup of 20 of the best survey builder apps to use
instead.

https://zapier.com/learn/ultimate-guide-to-forms-and-surveys/best-survey-apps/
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Google Forms

for Free Forms

We all know Google Docs is a great free alternative to Microsoft
Office, but did you know it’s also a great form tool? Powered
by Docs’ spreadsheets, Google Forms are one of the very best
form options since they’re free and inherently powerful with your
form results placed automatically in a spreadsheet. They’re also
incredibly fast—editing form fields in the Google Form editor is
noticeably faster than using almost any other form app.

Google Forms includes all the basic form fields you’d expect—
there’s no options for payments or uploads, but there are text,
multiple choice, drop-down menus, and more—and basic themes
to help you get started quickly. Then, you can use the power of a
spreadsheet to validate your form entries, add extra features with
scripts, and put your form data to work with customized reports
and lists, if you don’t mind taking the time to put them together
with spreadsheet tools. Plus, in another nice option, you can share
the form—use Zapier to set up new entry notifications—and let your
team help you edit it just like you can any other Google Doc.

https://docs.google.com/forms
https://developers.google.com/apps-script/overview
https://zapier.com/zapbook/zaps/133/send-an-email-from-your-gmail-account-when-a-new-row-is-added-to-a-google-sheet/
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There’s so much goodness here for free, it’s really hard to argue
against choosing Google Docs as your first option for making online
forms.

Google Forms Price: 100% free

For a deeper look at Google Docs—including its spreadsheet and
form features—see our Google Docs review.

See Google Sheets integrations on Zapier

It’s also worth mentioning that Microsoft’s Office.com
free Excel Online lets you make forms. Just open a
new spreadsheet, click the Survey button in the ribbon
toolbar, and add the elements you need. Your survey
results will be saved in an .xlsx file that can be synced
to your computer with OneDrive, which is a great
option if you want to open your results directly in
Excel.

Wufoo

for Robust Reports

https://zapier.com/zapbook/google-docs/review/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
http://zapier.com/zapbook/google-sheets/
http://office.com
http://onedrive.com/
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Wufoo was one of the first form tools to make online forms look
really nice, with a form designer that was so slick you’d want to use
it. But good looks don’t make a great tool on their own, so Wufoo
also brought some of the best features to the table, as well. It’s got
the great form features you’d expect to let you add anything you
need to a form, including payment fields from a variety of sources
and a file uploader tool that’ll let people submit images, documents,
and more through your form—use Zapier to automatically save
the files to Dropbox, Box or Google Drive. You’ll also find over a
hundred form templates and themes to help you get started quickly.

Then, once you’ve got the results you want, Wufoo has an incred-
ibly powerful report generator that lets you turn your form data
into customized charts and more. You can pick a data range of your
choice, add the graphs and reports you want, and share the info
with your team, without ever having to open a spreadsheet. That
alone is a great reason to try it out.

Wufoo Price: Free for 3 forms and up to 100 entries per month;
$14.95/month for up to 10 forms and 500 entries; $29.95+/month
after that

For a deeper look at Wufoo’s features and pricing, check out our
Wufoo review.

See Wufoo integrations on Zapier

JotForm

for Fast Form-Making

http://wufoo.com
https://zapier.com/zapbook/wufoo/dropbox/29932/wufoo-new-entry-to-dropbox-copy-file-from-trigger/
https://zapier.com/zapbook/wufoo/dropbox/29932/wufoo-new-entry-to-dropbox-copy-file-from-trigger/
http://www.wufoo.com/tour/reports/
http://www.wufoo.com/pricing/
http://www.wufoo.com/pricing/
https://zapier.com/zapbook/wufoo/review/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
http://zapier.com/zapbook/wufoo/
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If there was a competition for the app that’d let you make a full-
featured form the fastest, JotForm would win hands-down. Just
go to jotform.com, and you can immediately start making a form
without so much as signing up for an account. Add the fields you
want, then add your email address to get your form responses, and
you can copy the embed code and put the form in your site. That’s
it.

For anything beyond that, you can signup for an account and even
integrate it with Zapier. You’ll find most of the advanced features
you’d expect from other form apps in JotForm, in a simple to use
interface that’s only a bit more dated than the one in the other
form apps on this list. And, surprisingly enough, JotForm is one of
the better options if you want to sell products through your form,
since it supports eight payment processors including PayPal, Stripe,
Authorize.net, and more.

JotForm Price: Free for up to 100 entries; $9.95/month for unlimited
forms and up to 1,000 entries, $19.95+/month after that

For a deeper look at JotForm’s features and pricing, check out our
JotForm review.

See JotForm integrations on Zapier

http://www.jotform.com
http://jotform.com/
https://zapier.com/zapbook/jotform/
http://www.jotform.com/pricing
http://www.jotform.com/pricing
https://zapier.com/zapbook/jotform/review/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
http://zapier.com/zapbook/jotform/
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Formstack

for Professional Features

Formstack is perhaps the most professional form option on this list,
and is also the most expensive. Far more than just a form, though,
you’ll find advanced workflow features that let your teammembers
approve or deny form submissions through the app or with a
simple email. Formstack also offers smart routing to send specific
form responses to particular people on your team—or to custom
apps with its many integrations, including Zapier. It also supports
file uploads, advanced payment processing with calculations and
coupon codes, email encryption, and even digital signatures—all
features that make it far more business-ready for core tasks than
your average form app.

If every other form app has turned out too basic for your needs,
or you’re wanting the most secure ways to process business data
through forms, Formstack is the app you should check out.

Formstack Price: $39/month for up to 20 forms and 2,000 entries;
$99+/month after that

For a deeper look at Formstack’s features and pricing, check out our

https://www.formstack.com
https://zapier.com/zapbook/formstack/
https://www.formstack.com/pricing
https://www.formstack.com/pricing
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Formstack review.

See Formstack integrations on Zapier

Typeform

for a New Take on Forms

There are forms, and then there are Typeforms. Every other form
app shows you the entire form at once, and fills the screen with
small text-boxes and bullet points. Typeform throws the convention
away and instead only shows you one question at a time in a
beautifully modern andmobile-first interface. You’ll tap on pictures
to select multiple-choice options, and type to sort through drop-
down menu options. It’s the one form app that’s so different, you’ll
have to try one of its demos to see how fun it makes forms.

It might not work for every form, but you’ll find new ways to
use forms with Typeform, since forms can include paragraphs of
text and multimedia along with traditional form fields. And when
entries starting coming in, you can use Zapier to automatically add
submissions to a Google Docs spreadsheet. It’s a great option if you

https://zapier.com/zapbook/formstack/review/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
http://zapier.com/zapbook/formstack/
http://typeform.com/
http://www.typeform.com/use-cases/
https://zapier.com/zapbook/typeform/google-docs/34870/typeform-new-entry-to-google-docs-create-spreadsheet-row/
https://zapier.com/zapbook/typeform/google-docs/34870/typeform-new-entry-to-google-docs-create-spreadsheet-row/
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want to use an unconventional form, and if you want your forms
to work great on mobile, it’s one of the best options.

Typeform Price: Free with core features; $20/month with pro
features (logic jumps, payments, and more)

For a deeper look at Typeform, including features and pricing, see
our Typeform review.

See Typeform integrations on Zapier

iFormBuilder

for Mobile Forms

Designed as a mobile data collection solution instead of just an
online form app, iFormBuilder forms are made to live inside of
mobile apps that you’ll then use for on-the-go data collection. The
online designer even shows how your form will look on mobile,
using native iOS and Android form designs to style your forms.
Your team can fill out those forms online or offline, and then sync
the results back to the server at a later time, at which point you
can take advantage of app automation with Zapier. It’s fully HIPPA

http://www.typeform.com/pricing/
https://zapier.com/zapbook/typeform/review/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
http://zapier.com/zapbook/typeform/
https://www.iformbuilder.com/
https://zapier.com/zapbook/iformbuilder/
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compliant, with security features like remote app-level data wipe
and complete client and server-side encryption.

Put all that together, and it’s a great solution for hands-on forms that
your team will use to ensure code compliance in your business, fill
out medical and other sensitive forms during work, and anything
else you’d need a secure, offline form that’d work great in the hands
of your team.

iFormBuilder Price: Free for up to 10 forms and 100 entries;
$86/month ($1000/year) for 10 users and 100 forms with unlimited
entries; $500+/month after that

For a deeper look at iFormBuilder, including features and pricing,
see our iFormBuilder review.

See iFormBuilder integrations on Zapier

For more form builder apps that make mobile forms
and work offline, you’ll find the 10 Best Apps for
Remote Data Collection in the next chapter.

FormSite

for Billing Features

https://www.iformbuilder.com/pricing/
https://www.iformbuilder.com/pricing/
https://zapier.com/zapbook/iformbuilder/review/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
http://zapier.com/zapbook/iformbuilder/
https://zapier.com/learn/ultimate-guide-to-forms-and-surveys/best-data-collection-apps/
https://zapier.com/learn/ultimate-guide-to-forms-and-surveys/best-data-collection-apps/
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When it comes to selling stuff through a form, FormSite offers
billing features that you won’t find in any other form app. In
addition to integrating with Paypal and Authorize.net, you can
directly accept credit card payments and even let customers pay
by cheque. You’ll also find that it includes over 40 objects you can
include in your forms, including an option to embed parts of a one
form into another form. Its workflow features are also something
you’ll find in few other apps: you can link multiple forms, bring
responses from one form to another, and even combine results of
your forms to view data together.

Its form builder is a tad more complicated to use than many, but
it makes up for that with core features that’ll let you do far more
advanced things with your forms.

FormSite Price: Free for up to 5 forms and 10 entries with ads;
$14.95/month for up to 500 entries; $24.95+/month after that

123ContactForm

for Lead Generation

http://www.formsite.com/
http://www.formsite.com/pricing.html
http://www.formsite.com/pricing.html
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There are forms for everything imaginable, but most forms end up
being a contact form of some fashion. That’s why 123ContactForm
is designed to be great for contact forms—albeit contact forms that
can also let you sell products, get feedback, and more. Each form in
this tool is first and foremost a contact form, so you won’t have to
add those elements manually to every form. From that base you can
then add any other form elements you’d like. But then, it’s also got
the templates you need to create great lead forms, surveys, orders,
and even quizzes—everything you’d need from forms beyond just
contact forms.

It’s another form app that’s very simple to use, and even integrates
with Facebook and Blogger in addition to traditional CMS, so you
can embed your form anywhere. Sending submissions anywhere
is easy, too, since 123ContactForm is connected to the hundreds of
apps on Zapier.

123ContactForm Price: Free for up to 5 forms and 100 entries per
month; $14.95/month for native third-party app integrations and up
to 20 forms and 5,000 submissions, $29.95+/month after that

For a deeper look at 123ContactForm, including features and pricing,
see our 123ContactForm review.

See 123ContactForm integrations on Zapier

http://www.123contactform.com
https://zapier.com/zapbook/123contactform/
https://zapier.com/zapbook/123contactform/
http://www.123contactform.com/signup.html
http://www.123contactform.com/signup.html
https://zapier.com/zapbook/123contactform/review/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
http://zapier.com/zapbook/123contactform/
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Formbakery

for Simple, Self-Hosted Forms

Want really simple forms that you can host on your own site,
without any website plugins needed? Formbakery is the app you
need, and it’s actually even faster to use than JotForm. You’ll
just drag-and-drop one of five elements into your form—short or
long text, bullet or checkmark multiple choice, or a drop-down
menu—and add the relevant info, then add your own name and
email address at the bottom. Once that’s done, you can preview
the HTML, PHP, CSS, and JavaScript for your form that’s auto
generated by Formbakery, then pay $9 to download the code. You
can then embed it in your site and use it forever without paying
another dime.

If you want something really simple and self-hosted, it’s the app to
pick.

Formbakery Price: $9 one-time fee per form

http://formbakery.com
http://formbakery.com/pricing/
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Formdesk

for Doing More with Your Database

Most form apps let you almost forget about the back-end database
that’s powering your form, but not Formdesk. This European hosted
form app lets you use lookup tables to autofill info in other form
fields based on one field. You can autocomplete addresses with just
a postal code, simplify country selector lists based on continents,
and even lookup info based on what the user has entered in other
forms. Along with that, you can import results from other surveys,
or turn your form into an offline PDF that you can distribute in
paper, then quickly add those entries back to your form’s database
with barcodes. Users can even come back and edit their form
submissions, and you can verify their info via SMS.

Formdesk might not look as slick as other newer form tools, but it
has a solid data focus that might be perfect for business use. And
you can automatically send that data to your other business apps,
too, since Formdesk is on Zapier.

Formdesk Price: 3 month free trial; € 49 (∼$65)/year for 250 entries,
€ 99+ (∼$135+)/year after that

http://formdesk.com/
http://en.formdesk.com/features/lookup/
https://zapier.com/zapbook/formdesk/
http://en.formdesk.com/pricing/
http://en.formdesk.com/pricing/
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For a deeper look at Formdesk, including features and pricing, see
our Formdesk review.

See Formdesk integrations on Zapier

FormAssembly

for Internationalized forms

Building forms for an international audience? FormAssembly has
the features you need to build advanced forms, along with support
for over 30 languages. Your forms themselves can be smarter than
most, with form scheduling, calculated fields, and even options to
let your users edit their form submissions if needed mean that your
forms can work for you without any extra effort.

Then, if you want to run a form app on your own servers, but want
something more customized than aWordPress plugin, FormAssem-
bly’s the app for you, as it has a self-hosted option as well that can
run behind your company’s firewall.

FormAssembly Price: $28/month for basic features; from $59/month
for API access and advanced integrations; from $250/mo. to run on

https://zapier.com/zapbook/formdesk/review/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
http://zapier.com/zapbook/formdesk/
http://www.formassembly.com
http://app.formassembly.com/translate
http://www.formassembly.com/pricing.php
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your own server

Gravity Forms

for advanced WordPress integration

There’s a good chance you have a WordPress-powered site, as it’s
increasingly the most popular CMS online for everything from
company sites and newspapers to personal blogs and one-page sites.
If you’re already used to spending your days in WordPress, it’d
make themost sense to get a form tool that works great in it. Gravity
Forms is exactly that. It’s a form plugin for yourWordPress site that
includes everything you’d expect from a form app, right inside of
WordPress.

Gravity Forms lets you make forms inside your WordPress admin
pane with the drag-and-drop simplicity of any other form app, but
with more controls than you’d find in most. You can make multiple
page forms to keep those long surveys manageable, limit form
entries to, say, only let a dozen people enter your giveaway, and
even make a form that can generate new WordPress posts. Gravity
Forms also connects to Zapier, allowing you to send submissions

http://www.gravityforms.com
http://www.gravityforms.com
https://zapier.com/zapbook/gravity-forms/
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to Google Docs spreadsheets, Salesforce or Podio. It’s a seriously
powerful form tool that’s a great option if youwant tightWordPress
integration.

Gravity Forms Price: From $39 per site, with 1 year of upgrades
and support

For a deeper look at Gravity Forms, including features and pricing,
see our Gravity Forms review.

See Gravity Forms integrations on Zapier

Formidable

for free WordPress forms

WordPress users have another great form app to check out: Formidable.
Similar to Gravity Forms, Formidable is a WordPress plugin that
lets you make forms right alongside your blog posts and other site
content. It offers a free basic version that’s great for making most
forms, with six standard form elements that you can use for asmany
forms and responses as you want.

https://zapier.com/zapbook/gravity-forms/
https://zapier.com/zapbook/gravity-forms/
http://www.gravityforms.com/purchase-gravity-forms/
https://zapier.com/zapbook/gravity-forms/review/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
http://zapier.com/zapbook/gravity-forms/
http://formidablepro.com/
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Its paid option, though, is even more interesting, as it adds over
a dozen more form field types, along with notifications, custom
styling, reports, and more. You’ll even find advanced features such
as field calculations that you’d rarely find outside of a spreadsheet-
powered form tool. Like Gravity Forms, Formidable hooks up to
Zapier, too, allowing you to quickly do more with form submission.

Formidable Price: Free with up to 6 form element types; $47+ for
unlimited forms, features, and a year of support.

For a deeper look at features and pricing, see our Formidable review.

See Formidable integrations on Zapier

Device Magic

for Interactive Forms That Work Anywhere

Most form apps are designed around the web, but not Device
Magic. It’s instead focused on the devices you have with youmost—
your smartphone and tablets—and lets you make forms specifically
designed for them. It includes custom mobile apps for iOS and
Android that’ll let your users fill out forms from the apps.

http://formidablepro.com/knowledgebase/field-options-2/field-calculations/
https://zapier.com/zapbook/formidable/
https://zapier.com/zapbook/formidable/
http://formidablepro.com/pricing/
https://zapier.com/zapbook/formidable/review/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
http://zapier.com/zapbook/formidable/
http://www.devicemagic.com/
http://www.devicemagic.com/
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You’ll design forms online, just as with any other app, but your
forms can include features that make most sense on a mobile device
including geolocation, uploading an existing image or taking a
picture from the form, and even letting users sign their name on
your form. Then, once the form’s filled out, Device Magic can turn
the data into document templates to give you an easy way to make
invoices, work orders, and more. It’s a great way to make forms
that’ll help your team get work done on the go.

Device Magic Price: Free for basic features on one device; $10/de-
vice/month Standard plan for unlimited forms and basic features;
$15/device/month Professional plan for customer branding

For a deeper look at features and pricing, see our Device Magic
review.

See Device Magic integrations on Zapier

Cognito Forms

for Simple, Cost-effective Payments

http://www.devicemagic.com/create
http://www.devicemagic.com/pricing
http://www.devicemagic.com/pricing
https://zapier.com/zapbook/devicemagic/review/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
https://zapier.com/zapbook/devicemagic/review/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
http://zapier.com/zapbook/devicemagic/
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Need to collect data from your potential customers, and then
sell your products to them? Cognito Forms just might be what
you need—for free. You can make detailed forms, with repeating
sections that let you collect as much data as responders want to
share. There’s calculated fields, file uploads, conditional logic, and
more, all to help you make the advanced forms you need.

As surprising as it may be, Cognito offers all of that for free. You
can make as many forms as you want and collect up to 500 entries
without paying anything. Then, you can add products to your forms
and use them to sell your stuff, and Cognito will charge you just 1%
of your sales price. That makes it incredibly effective to start out
and then scale up the price as you sell more stuff. And, if you used
Adobe FormsCentral, Cognito can be a great service to switch to
since it can import your older FormsCentral forms.

Cognito Forms Price: Free for unlimited forms with 500 entries
and 1% of sales for forms with payments; from $10/month for 2,000
entries per month

Currently works with Zapier via Webhooks; full Zapier integration
coming soon

https://www.cognitoforms.com?utm_source=zapier&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=partnership
https://www.cognitoforms.com/pricing
http://blog.cognitoapps.com/how-to-using-zapier-to-send-cognito-form-entries-to-trello
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FormKeep

for Hand Coded Forms

Coding your own forms can be incredibly difficult, since you’ll
have to make sure your form works the same everywhere, build
a database to store your info, and make your own ways to integrate
your form elsewhere. But, it’s the only way to make a form that
looks and works exactly the way you want—that, or FormKeep.
FormKeep is a new form endpoint tool that lets you easily code your
own form, but use its backend to manage your data and integrate
with Zapier and more.

You’ll copy a code snippet and add it to your site, then code in the
form elements you want with standard HTML name fields and style
the form with your site’s existing CSS. FormKeep will do the rest,
storing your records on its server where you can easily look through
them. Or, you can use its webhooks or Zapier integration to have
it send your form data to other apps automatically. It’s the perfect
middle ground between hand-coded forms and using a pre-made
form service.

Formkeep Price: Free to create forms and see the 5 most recent
submissions; $7/month for personal use, $25/month for commercial
use.

For a deeper look at features and pricing, see our FormKeep review.

See Formkeep integrations on Zapier

https://formkeep.com?utm_source=zapier&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=partnership
https://formkeep.com/?utm_source=zapier&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=partnership
https://zapier.com/zapbook/formkeep/review/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
http://zapier.com/zapbook/formkeep/
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Ninja Forms

for Customizable form layouts in WordPress

For WordPress forms that are more customizable, Ninja Forms is a
great option to consider. It’s a free form plugin with paid extensions
that let you add integrations with popular apps, add customized
notifications, and more. There are even extensions that let you
tweak your form layout, to make multi-page forms or forms with
multi-column layouts. You can then customize forms deeply with
CSS themes.

You can use your forms to do more with Ninja Forms, too, with
its front-end posting tool. Instead of just letting you create posts
from forms, it lets you integrate your forms deeply into your site
to customize pages and posts without opening WordPress admin.
It’s a great choice if you want to deeply integrate forms into your
WordPress site.

Ninja Forms Price: Free for unlimited basic forms; add-on exten-
sions from $19 each

For a deeper look at features and pricing, see our Ninja Forms
review.

See Ninja Forms integrations on Zapier

https://ninjaforms.com/?utm_source=zapier&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=partnership
https://ninjaforms.com/extensions/
https://ninjaforms.com/extensions/
https://zapier.com/zapbook/ninjaforms/review/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
https://zapier.com/zapbook/ninjaforms/review/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
https://zapier.com/zapbook/ninjaforms/
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PlanSo Forms

for simple multi-column forms

Most form apps make it simple to drag-and-drop in the form
elements you want, as long as you want each form element listed
one after another. Making a multi-column form is often much more
difficult, so that’s what PlanSo Forms focused on simplifying. Just
drag the form elements you want side-by-side, and they’ll organize
into a perfect multi-column layout automatically.

You can make forms directly from PlanSo Forms’ website without
signing up for an account, then once you’re done you can make an
account and embed the form into your website. Or, you can install
its WordPress plugin to create forms directly from yourWordPress-
powered site just as easily. And, with a Pro upgrade, you can make
purchase forms with PayPal or WordPress account signup forms,
along with more advanced forms that include conditional logic and
more.

PlanSo Forms Price: Free for unlimited basic forms; Pro Edition
from $29 for support, PayPal integration, conditional logic and
more.

http://www.planso.net/?utm_source=zapier&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=partnership
http://www.planso.net/pricing/
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For a deeper look at features and pricing, see our PlanSo Forms
review.

See PlanSo Forms integrations on Zapier

Picking the Best Form App

With all the form builder apps here, and more that work with
Zapier, it’s rather hard to pick the perfect form app. Each app we’ve
included has its own attractive features, they all work great, andwill
all let you make a wide variety of forms with ease. If one of their
unique features stuck out to you, give that one a try and see if it
works well for your needs.

Otherwise, it’s hard not to recommend Google Docs’ built-in form
tool. For the majority of use cases, Google Docs Forms has the tools
you’d need, for free, and it makes it easier to do more with your
form results by default just by being a spreadsheet app. With almost
every other form app, the first thing you’ll want to do is send your
entries to a Google Docs spreadsheet via Zapier—but here, that’s
already done by default. Google Docs Forms is the first form app
you should try out.

For more features than that,Wufoo’s a great option for awesome re-
ports, and JotForm is great for an easy to use form tool. Typeform’s
great if you want mobile-ready forms that look beautiful, while
iFormBuilder and Device Magic’s mobile apps make them great
for hands-on data collection. Formstack and Formsite’s business
features make them appealing, while Cognito is great if you want
a cheap way to sell stuff. Formdesk is a good option if you want to
work with PDF forms, or want to add results to your form response
database later.

If you love to have your forms on your own site, without needing
another app, Gravity Forms, Formidable, PlanSo Forms and Ninja
Forms are great for WordPress sites, 123ContactForm is great for

https://zapier.com/zapbook/planso/review/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
https://zapier.com/zapbook/planso/review/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
https://zapier.com/zapbook/planso/
https://zapier.com/zapbook/#sort=popular&filter=forms
https://zapier.com/zapbook/#sort=popular&filter=forms
http://docs.google.com/
https://zapier.com/zapbook/wufoo/google-docs/4905/save-wufoo-entry-to-google-docs-row/
https://zapier.com/zapbook/wufoo/google-docs/4905/save-wufoo-entry-to-google-docs-row/
http://wufoo.com/
http://jotform.com/
http://typeform.com/
https://www.iformbuilder.com/
http://www.devicemagic.com/
http://formstack.com/
http://www.formsite.com/
https://www.cognitoforms.com
http://en.formdesk.com/
http://www.gravityforms.com
http://formidablepro.com/
http://www.planso.net
http://ninjaforms.com/
http://ninjaforms.com/
http://www.123contactform.com
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other CMS, and Formbakery and FormAssembly are great for any
other site. Or, if you’d rather hand-code your form—or want a
pay-what-you-want solution—FormKeep is a great new option to
consider.

It can be tough to pick between all the options, but don’t fret: all of
these options work great, and they’ll all let you make forms and put
your form results to work. That’s what’s really important.

Putting Your Form to Work

Once you’ve got a form app and have put together the questions
you need in your form, there’s one more thing to think about before
releasing your form into the wild: putting your form results to work.
You could just wait for all of your entries to come in, then download
the results spreadsheet and analyze the data, but the potential of
making your own “apps” of sorts from forms is only realized when
you let the data work for you by default.

That’s where Zapier comes in. With a few Zaps, you can get your
form data doing a lot for you. Here are some quick ideas of ways to
use Zapier with your form, each take just a few clicks to set up and
don’t require technical skills of any kind.

http://formbakery.com
http://www.formassembly.com
https://formkeep.com?utm_source=zapier&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=partnership
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Save Your Results

There’s no need to export your form data manually. Zapier can
automatically add every one of your form entries to a spreadsheet
or document of your choice. Just add your form to Zapier and have
it append a Google Docs spreadsheet or Evernote note. You could
even have it save your results to multiple apps if you want, with
extra Zaps.

Zaps:

• Save new Typeform entries to a Google Sheets spreadsheet
• Save Device Magic Forms to Evernote

Stay in Touch

Collecting contact info in your form? Zapier can send that info
to your address book, such as Google Contacts or a CRM, and
your mailing list, too. You’ll not only have the individual’s contact
details saved, but that respondent will be signed up to get your next
newsletter, too.

Zaps:

• Add new Google Contacts from JotForm form submissions
• Send emails for new FormKeep submissions
• Send Gravity Form leads to MailChimp

Send More Info

Or, perhaps it’s an email right now that’s needed. With Zapier and
an email service like Mandrill or Mailgun, you can send an email
directly to people when they fill out your form, complete with any
extra info you’d like to share with them.

Zaps:

https://zapier.com/zapbook/zaps/111/save-typeform-submissions-to-google-spreadsheet/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
https://zapier.com/zapbook/zaps/515/save-device-magic-forms-to-evernote/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
https://zapier.com/zapbook/zaps/843/add-new-google-contacts-from-jotform-form-submissions/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
https://zapier.com/zapbook/zaps/769/send-an-email-for-formkeep-submissions/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
https://zapier.com/zapbook/zaps/443/send-gravity-form-leads-to-mailchimp/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
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• Send an email from Mandrill when your Formstack form is
filled out

• Create new cases in Desk from Postmark inbound emails
• Send email notifications or follow-ups from new Typeform
entries

Save Your Files

If you’re using Wufoo or Formstack and are accepting file uploads
on your form, you can integrate them with your Dropbox account
to upload your files automatically. Then, with Zapier, you can get
notified whenever any new files are added to that folder, or put the
files to work in any other app you want.

Zaps:

• Add new Wufoo file uploads to Dropbox
• Save Formstack form attachments to Box
• Create text files in Dropbox from Ninja Forms form submis-
sions

Generate PDF and Word Documents

If you need to turn your form submissions into a nice-looking doc-
ument, such as a contract or application, connect a form builder to
WebMerge via Zapier. With this integration, information collected
in your online forms will be automatically sent to WebMerge and
generate a PDF, Word document, Excel spreadsheet or PowerPoint
presentation.

Zaps:

• Create Personalized Documents from Gravity Forms with
WebMerge

https://zapier.com/zapbook/zaps/844/send-an-email-from-mandrill-when-your-formstack-form-is-filled-out/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
https://zapier.com/zapbook/zaps/844/send-an-email-from-mandrill-when-your-formstack-form-is-filled-out/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
https://zapier.com/zapbook/zaps/798/create-new-cases-in-desk-from-postmark-inbound-emails/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
https://zapier.com/zapbook/zaps/114/send-email-notifications-and-followups-based-on-typeform-entries/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
https://zapier.com/zapbook/zaps/114/send-email-notifications-and-followups-based-on-typeform-entries/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
https://zapier.com/zapbook/zaps/845/save-wufoo-file-uploads-to-dropbox/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
https://zapier.com/zapbook/zaps/846/save-formstack-form-attachments-to-box/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
https://zapier.com/zapbook/zaps/426/create-text-files-dropbox-ninja-forms-form-submissions/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
https://zapier.com/zapbook/zaps/426/create-text-files-dropbox-ninja-forms-form-submissions/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
http://www.webmerge.me/
https://zapier.com/zapbook/zaps/299/create-personalized-documents-from-gravityforms-with-webmerge/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
https://zapier.com/zapbook/zaps/299/create-personalized-documents-from-gravityforms-with-webmerge/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
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• Create Personalized Documents from JotForm with Web-
Merge

Assign a Task

When you have a form result that requires more action, you’d better
make sure you don’t forget to followup on it. Zapier can integrate
with your project management or to-do app and add new tasks
anytime a form is filled out, complete with data from your form
so you won’t have to go look up the info again when it’s time to
work.

Zaps:

• Create Trello Cards from Wufoo Form Entries
• Create tasks in Asana from Ninja Forms form submissions
• Create Basecamp projects from FormKeep submissions

Send a Lead to Sales

If your form is for gathering inbound leads, automatically add those
new contacts to your CRM as a lead. This ensures your sales team
receives the new leads and can act on them right away.

Zaps:

• Create Salesforce Leads via Gravity Forms
• Save JotForm Leads to SugarCRM
• Create Relationships in RelateIQ from Wufoo Form Submis-
sions

https://zapier.com/zapbook/zaps/300/create-personalized-documents-from-jotform-with-webmerge/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
https://zapier.com/zapbook/zaps/300/create-personalized-documents-from-jotform-with-webmerge/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
https://zapier.com/zapbook/zaps/257/create-trello-cards-from-wufoo-form-entries/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
https://zapier.com/zapbook/zaps/417/create-tasks-asana-ninja-forms-form-submissions/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
https://zapier.com/zapbook/zaps/765/create-a-new-basecamp-project-from-formkeep-form-entries/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
https://zapier.com/zapbook/zaps/146/create-salesforce-leads-via-gravity-forms/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
https://zapier.com/zapbook/zaps/465/save-jotform-leads-to-sugarcrm/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
https://zapier.com/zapbook/zaps/317/create-relationships-in-relateiq-from-wufoo-form-submissions/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
https://zapier.com/zapbook/zaps/317/create-relationships-in-relateiq-from-wufoo-form-submissions/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
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Notify Everyone

Some forms are more special than others, and when those special
forms are filled out, you’ll want to know. Zapier’s great for notifi-
cations, since it can send you an email or push notification, or even
let your entire team chat room know that there’s a new submission.

Zaps:

• Get Slack notifications for new Ninja Forms form submis-
sions

• Send me an SMS when my Device Magic Form is Filled Out
• Get a Hipchat Notification When Your Typeform Form is
Filled Out

Act on Certain Responses

Sometimes you only need to learn about the form respondents who
replied “yes” to certain answer. For those times, use Zapier filters to
scope down when an automation is triggered.

https://zapier.com/blog/best-team-chat-app/
https://zapier.com/zapbook/zaps/420/get-notifications-in-slack-for-new-ninja-form-submissions/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
https://zapier.com/zapbook/zaps/420/get-notifications-in-slack-for-new-ninja-form-submissions/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
https://zapier.com/zapbook/zaps/456/send-me-an-sms-when-my-device-magic-form-is-filled-out/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
https://zapier.com/zapbook/zaps/128/get-a-hipchat-notification-when-your-typeform-form-is-filled-out/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
https://zapier.com/zapbook/zaps/128/get-a-hipchat-notification-when-your-typeform-form-is-filled-out/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
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For example, if they replied “yes” to the question, “Would you like
a follow up phone call?” Have those “yes” submissions sent directly
to your phone, either as a text message or push notification.

• Zap: Get an SMS alert from a new Wufoo form entry.

Those are only a few of the ways your forms can work for you,
automatically.With a great form and integrations with the apps you
already use, you can collect the info you need and save yourself the
busywork of having to copy and paste the entries to the right place.

Bonus: Download a Form App Cheat
Sheet

https://zapier.com/zapbook/wufoo/sms/186/sms-alert-wufoo-form/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
https://zapier.com/zapbook/
https://zapier.com/zapbook/
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Need an easy way to reference the best form apps in this roundup?
We’vemade a PDF cheat sheet that includes each of the form apps in
this roundup, complete with their best features and pricing, to give
you an easy way to compare the form builders and find the best for
your team. To download it, go to the Zapier landing page for The
Ultimate Guide to Forms and Surveys, and you can download the
cheat sheet along with ePub and PDF copies of this entire eBook—
or if you already downloaded this book there, you’ll find the cheat
sheets in the Cheat Sheet folder of your download.

The apps in this chapter are a great option if you want to collect
data on your website, but what about the times when you need to
replace paper forms with a mobile form that can work anywhere—
even without an internet connection? In chapter 3, you’ll find 10
great apps for building mobile forms that can work on your favorite
mobile devices.

Or, if you’d rather get started building a form with one of the apps
in this roundup, go ahead and jump to chapter 4, which dives into
some of the most powerful form features you should use in your
form. Be sure to read it before building your next form.

Looking for other great apps for your team? Check out
our roundup of “The Best Team Chat App for Your
Company”.

Written by Zapier Marketer Matthew Guay.

https://zapier.com/learn/ultimate-guide-to-forms-and-surveys/
https://zapier.com/learn/ultimate-guide-to-forms-and-surveys/
https://zapier.com/learn/ultimate-guide-to-forms-and-surveys/best-data-collection-apps/
https://zapier.com/learn/ultimate-guide-to-forms-and-surveys/best-data-collection-apps/
https://zapier.com/learn/ultimate-guide-to-forms-and-surveys/best-form-features/
https://zapier.com/blog/best-team-chat-app/
https://zapier.com/blog/best-team-chat-app/
http://twitter.com/maguay
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There are dozens of great form builders and survey tools that you
can use to add a new contact form to your website, build an event
registration form, or design a customer satisfaction survey.

But what if you’re trying to replace the paper forms in a doctor’s
office, collect data at a trade show, or track your expenses for a
repair job?

You’ll need a tool designed specifically for data collection, so your
team members can enter data like pictures, barcodes and signatures
on the go.

The 10 apps in this chapter have been built to help you do just
that. You’ll be able to collect data on a mobile device, even if
you’re offline. You’ll also be able to use Zapier to integrate many
of the tools into your workflow, automating what used to be time-
consuming data entry.

https://zapier.com/learn/ultimate-guide-to-forms-and-surveys/best-online-form-builder-software/
https://zapier.com/blog/simple-database-app-builders/
https://zapier.com/
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Replacing Paper and Clipboards

Most apps are just shiny newwrappers on age-old concepts. Email is
a faster, cheaper letter. E-commerce is the world’s largest shopping
mall. A CRM is a digital Rolodex.

The same is true of digital forms; especially mobile data collection
forms. For years teams have gathered info on paper and clipboards,
then catalogued the data once they get back to the office. It works,
but it’s inefficient.

The Three Rivers Park District in Plymouth, Minnesota, for in-
stance, would gather information on the health of trees in their
nursery using pre-printed tags, paper, and pencil. With thousands
of trees to log, there could often be a three-month backlog of data
to be catalogued.

A mobile data collection form, built using iFormBuilder, proved to
be the solution they needed. “The process is now entirely paperless,
and the nursery manager can see an almost real-time count of his
inventory,” says senior manager Simon Morgan. The new forms let

https://zapier.com/zapbook/iformbuilder/review/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
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field techs gather data, and the field manager can see it in real time
in the office.

Three Rivers has extended their use of mobile forms to other
projects, too. Their next goal is to modernize ski trail condition
reporting, which currently involves a paper form that’s faxed back
to the office.

Going paperless in the office is an easy transition—with everyone
using a computer, you can simply depend on online forms. Going
paperless in the field, however, can appear to be an equally daunting
task. If you do move away from paper, though, you can modernize
your entire team’s workflow, helping everyone get more done and
saving data entry headaches. It may be even more fulfilling than
taking your office paperless.

What you’ll need to make it happen is a data collection app—a tool
that lets your team fill out forms offline on their smartphones and
tablets. These apps are super-powered forms that let you capture
images, photos, videos and more, sign forms with a finger, track
locations on maps, and much more. They’re flexible tools that can
help you gather more information and work faster, without having
to worry about a wifi signal.

Here are 10 of the best apps for just that.
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Device Magic (iPhone, iPad, Android)

for pre-filled data in forms

Typing on your phone can be slow, prone to mistakes, and nearly
impossible if you’re also trying to juggle other tasks. DeviceMagic’s
forms make sure your team doesn’t have to type any more than

http://www.devicemagic.com/?utm_source=zapier&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=partnership
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absolutely necessary. You can create forms, push them to your
team’s devices while they’re working, and pre-fill the forms with
information you already know.

A repair job form, for example, could be prefilled with the location
address, repair description, parts needed, and price estimate, and
the team member will only need to fill out the final details about
the actual work they did.

Adding that work information is easy, too. Capture an image in
a Device Magic form, and you can add quick annotations and
sketched diagrams, then send them along with the rest of the form
data. You won’t even need to capture location data, since Device
Magic automatically logs where the form was filled out.

Device Magic Pricing: Free for basic features on one device;
from $10/month per device Standard plan for more features and
unlimited forms

For a deeper look at Device Magic’s features and pricing, check out
our Device Magic review.

See Device Magic integrations on Zapier

GoFormz (iPhone, iPad, Android)

for digitizing paper forms

http://www.devicemagic.com/pricing
https://zapier.com/zapbook/devicemagic/review/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
http://zapier.com/zapbook/devicemagic/
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Does your team currently rely on a paper form? If so, GoFormz lets
you continue using the exact same forms inside its app, simplifying
data collection without your team having to learn anything new.
Just upload a PDF of your form to GoFormz, then you can add fields
that’ll match what you need to capture. Add text fields to normal
text boxes, perhaps, and put a date field in the date box so you can
easily pick today’s date.

GoFormz can then make your forms smarter, too. If you had a
paper form with a spot to tape or glue on a photo—perhaps for a
license or membership application form—GoFormz could let you
tap that photo field, capture a photo from your tablet and have it
show up in the original form’s template. You can even store data
on your server, pre-fill form fields, and include spreadsheet-like
fields where you can list expenses and calculate the total sale price—
or any other sums—automatically. And once you’re done, you can
export the filled form as a PDF to give your clients a printed work
order or invoice. GoFormz saves the data to its server, too, so you
can analyze the data back in the office.

GoFormz Pricing: Free for one form and one user; from $10/month
per user Professional plan for unlimited templates, 1GB online
storage, and more

https://www.goformz.com
https://www.goformz.com/pricing
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Nexticy (iPad)

for paper-style forms on iPad

If your team’s already accustomed to paper forms, using a mobile
app might feel a bit strange at first. You can fill out paper forms
in any order, and arrange questions in columns with formatting,
things that often aren’t available in digital forms. Nexticy, though,
gives you the feeling of paper forms, along with the advantages of
digital forms.

With Nexticy’s iPad app, you can drag-and-drop elements into the
order you want. Or, you can import pre-made forms from Nexticy’s
FormBox template site. Then, you can share them to other iPads to
let your team gather data together. It’s a simpler way to get paper-
like mobile forms, without complicated sharing tools.

Nexticy Pricing: Free for 3 forms and 50 responses; from $9.99/month
Standard account for 10 forms and 500 responses

https://nexticy.com?utm_source=zapier&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=partnership
http://formbox.net/
https://itunes.apple.com/app/nexticy-forms-builder-for/id896683047
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For a deeper look at Nexticy’s features and pricing, check out our
Nexticy review.

See Nexticy integrations on Zapier

QuickTapSurvey (iPhone, iPad, Android)

for questions and surveys

Is your form filled multiple choice and yes/no options? Then
QuickTapSurvey might be the right tool for you. It’s designed for
rapidly building mobile surveys with multiple choice questions.

If you need more advanced fields, you’ll find them in QuickTap-
Survey, as well. These forms capture signatures, photos, and QR
codes—perfect for on-site jobs such as inspections, door-to-door
surveys, and other data collection with surveys. And since it can
import SurveyMonkey forms, it’s a great way to take your online
forms with you anywhere.

QuickTapSurvey Pricing: Free for one survey on one device with
50 entries; $19/month Basic plan for one device with unlimited
surveys and responses

https://zapier.com/zapbook/nexticy/review/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
http://zapier.com/zapbook/nexticy/
http://www.quicktapsurvey.com?utm_source=zapier&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=partnership
http://www.quicktapsurvey.com/pricing.php
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Formitize (iPhone, iPad, Android)

for accepting payments in mobile forms

If you’re making forms to help complete on-site jobs, you likely
need to bill your customers for your work and time. Formitize is
a form builder that lets you save one step in the process, since it
can accept credit card payments right inside your mobile form. It
can calculate the total service price based on the items you entered
in the form fields—time spent on the job, parts, tax and more—and
then let your customer pay, finally sending them a receipt via email.

Formitize also helps you keep track of team data. It offers a built-in
resources library, so team members have company documentation
and guides handy. You can also tag photos you’ve captured in a
form, making them easier to find later and helping your team build
a photo library to document their work.

Formitize Pricing: $29.99/month per user for unlimited forms and
features

For a deeper look at Formitize’ features and pricing, check out our
Formitize review.

See Formitize integrations on Zapier

http://formitize.com/?utm_source=zapier&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=partnership
https://zapier.com/zapbook/formitize/review/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
http://zapier.com/zapbook/formitize/
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Fulcrum (iPhone, iPad, Android)

for geolocation with custom maps

Locationmatters. Fulcrummakes sure you can identify any location
you need in your forms with custom maps. It includes maps from
Mapbox, MapQuest, and OpenStreetMap, and you can upload your
own maps or get Fulcrum to create a map from your own data. You
can also plot your form entries on maps that contain the data you
need—something especially important for remote data collection.

Then, if you need to share your data, Fulcrum lets you build
template documents that pull data from your forms and export it
as a PDF right from your phone. That lets you make, for example,
an invoice template that your team can use to generate PDF invoices
just by filling out the form. Or, you can export collected data back
at the office in GIS format to use in professional mapping apps, or
save it in CSV format to use in your spreadsheet app.

Fulcrum Pricing: From $29/monthMini plan for one user and basic
features

*For a deeper look at Fulcrum’s features and pricing, check out our
Fulcrum review.

See Fulcrum integrations on Zapier

https://fulcrumapp.com/?utm_source=zapier&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=partnership
http://fulcrumapp.com/plans/
https://zapier.com/zapbook/fulcrum/review*/
http://zapier.com/zapbook/fulcrum/
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iFormBuilder (iPhone, iPad, Android)

for adding data to your database from anywhere

iFormBuilder lets you track all of your data in one database. You can
import your old data, use integrations to add data from spreadsheets
and other apps, and store it alongside the data you’re collecting in
your forms. That way, you can track everything you’ve gathered in
paper forms along with your new digital form records.

Then, you can make more powerful forms by pre-filling form fields
from your database. You could, perhaps, enter a client’s name in
a form, and iFormBuilder can then pull their address and other
contact info from your database, so you won’t have to re-type
their phone number and email each time you fill out the form.
Your team can then work together on your tasks, assigning forms
to each other—perhaps with part of the info already filled—and
acknowledge when they’re able to start work on a task. All that,
just from the same forms they’ll use to log their work in progress.

iFormBuilder Pricing: Free for up to 10 forms, 50 users, and 100
records per form; from $83/month Starter plan for up to 100 forms,
10 users, and unlimited records

For a deeper look at iFormBuilder’s features and pricing, check out

https://www.iformbuilder.com/?utm_source=zapier&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=partnership
https://www.iformbuilder.com/pricing/
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our iFormBuilder review.

See iFormBuilder integrations on Zapier

PushForms (iPhone, iPad, Android)

for turning paper forms into mobile apps

Want a quick way to turn your old paper forms into sleek modern
forms that are easy to fill out anywhere? PushForms is ready to
upgrade your forms for you. Make a new account and the second
step you’ll be asked to complete is to send an email to their team
with a copy of your PDF form. PushForms then turns the form
into a smart, mobile form that your team can immediately use to
start collecting data. All your team will need to do is download
the PushForms app and scan a QR code, and they can start sending
data—no accounts or authorizations needed.

If you want to do more with your form, just dive into PushForms’
online editor, where you’ll see a spreadsheet-like interface that lists
your form fields, data types, and answer options. It’s a quicker way
to put together a form, since you won’t have any visual clutter, and
you can pick from a wide range of fields to capture barcodes, NFC
data, video, documents from other apps, and more.

https://zapier.com/zapbook/iformbuilder/review/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
http://zapier.com/zapbook/iformbuilder/
http://getpushforms.com/?utm_source=zapier&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=partnership
http://docs.getpushforms.com/#!fields/field-types.md
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PushForms Pricing: From $99/month Basic plan for 50 forms, 3,000
submissions, and unlimited users

PushForms Zapier integration coming soon

Formhub (Android, Web)

for open source data collection

Looking for a way to build mobile forms that store data on your
own servers and let you extend and tweak their code as much as
you want? Formhub, a project from the Modi Research Group at
Columbia University, is the tool for you. It has a much steeper
learning curve, but if you’re willing to put the time and effort in, it
can be much more powerful than most mobile form apps.

There’s no form builder, so instead you’ll use a spreadsheet to
list your form fields using the XLSform syntax. Once that’s done,
upload your spreadsheet and your team can fill it out online or with
the free ODK Collect app for Android, which works offline and lets
you add photos, GPS locations, and more to your forms. Back on
your server or in Formhub’s app, you canmanage your form entries,
and even plot them on a map in Google Earth.

Formhub Pricing: Free, with open source to run on your own server

http://getpushforms.com/#pricing
https://formhub.org
http://modi.mech.columbia.edu/
https://formhub.org/syntax/
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=org.odk.collect.android
https://github.com/modilabs/formhub
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TrackVia (iPhone, iPad, Android)

for building powerful apps that work anywhere

When you first decided to move away from paper forms, you
probably considered building your own app. That’d be one option—
a pricey, time-consuming option that’s likely not what you really
need. Instead, a database app builder like TrackVia can give you 90%
of the features of a custom app, with less than a tenth of the effort.
And, with TrackVia’s mobile app, you’ll still have a great tool for
gathering data on the go.

You’re able to put together the features you need to manage your
customers, products, assets, projects and more online. Then you can
make forms to send to TrackVia’s mobile apps so your team can
gather data, attach files from other mobile apps, and include images.
It even supports barcodes, so your team can scan a code that looks
up a product in your database and pre-fills the formwithmost of the
data automatically. It’s a more powerful alternative to the simpler
form tools—though, unfortunately, it doesn’t work offline like the
other tools.

TrackVia Pricing: From $199/month Pro plan for basic features
with up to 10 users and 250,000 records

https://zapier.com/blog/simple-database-app-builders/
http://www.trackvia.com/?utm_source=zapier&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=partnership
http://www.trackvia.com/trackvia-pricing/
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For a deeper look at TrackVia’s features and pricing, check out our
TrackVia review.

See TrackVia integrations on Zapier

Need more advanced features that database builders
like TrackVia offer? Chapter 9 includes similar apps in
our roundup of the best tools to build your own simple
app.

Fit Mobile Forms Into Your Workflow

Collecting data is only one part of the puzzle. Now that your new
forms are available in the office as your team’s devices are online,
you can do a lot more with the data your team’s collected.

Using an integration tool like Zapier, or your form app’s own
integrations, you can get custom notifications when forms are filled
out, save data to your team’s database or spreadsheet, update your
mailing list, and much more.

Save Data Where You Want

Now that your team’s collecting data efficiently, you’ll need a place
to store everything, analyze it, and use it to help in your work. For
that, you’ll likely want to use a database or spreadsheet, perhaps
with special queries, pivot tables, or visualizations to make sense of
your data.

The Three Rivers Park District, for instance, was already storing
their data from paper forms in a database. When they moved to
an iFormBuilder-powered form, all they had to do was connect
their new form to the existing database and everything worked as
normal—just faster.

https://zapier.com/zapbook/trackvia/review/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
http://zapier.com/zapbook/trackvia/
https://zapier.com/learn/ultimate-guide-to-forms-and-surveys/simple-database-app-builders/
https://zapier.com/learn/ultimate-guide-to-forms-and-surveys/simple-database-app-builders/
https://zapier.com/
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Whether your team’s storing info in a database, spreadsheet, or
even a notebook, you can save new field data automatically with
integrations like these.

Zaps:

• Save iFormBuilder Entries to a MySQL Database
• Add iFormBuilder form entries to a Google Docs spreadsheet
• Save Device Magic Forms to Evernote

Or, if you’d rather use your form app’s database as the main place
to store your data—something that might be a great choice if you
use a database builder tool to make your form—then you can use a
Zapier integration to send entries from other sources to your form
database.

The Efficient Foundations team, an IT firm that helps companies
manage their data, uses this trick to send data from a Google Sheets
spreadsheet to their own iFormBuilder form’s database. Having so
much data in one place has helped their teamwork more efficiently,
with pre-filled form fields cutting down on typing mistakes.

“We are no longer reliant on correct spelling or people not complet-
ing all fields,” says Efficient Foundations director Sven Scheepers.
“Field users can simply select a site name and it will automatically
populate the other fields. This makes reporting far more accurate
and allows more informed business decisions to be made, saving
companies a lot of time and money.”

Zaps:

• SendGoogle Docs Spreadsheet data to iFormBuilder database
• Save Wufoo form entries to TrackVia database

https://zapier.com/zapbook/zaps/1817/save-iformbuilder-entries-to-a-mysql-database/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
https://zapier.com/zapbook/zaps/933/add-iformbuilder-form-entries-to-a-google-docs-spreadsheet/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
https://zapier.com/zapbook/zaps/515/save-device-magic-forms-to-evernote/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
http://efficientfoundations.com.au
https://zapier.com/zapbook/zaps/934/send-google-docs-spreadsheet-data-to-iformbuilder-database/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
https://zapier.com/zapbook/zaps/1268/save-wufoo-form-entries-to-trackvia-database/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
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Log Your Work

Mobile forms are designed to be used while working, so you likely
need to bill for your time and perhaps even send invoices to your
customers when the work is done. Your form can handle that
automatically if you connect it to your time tracking or invoice app.
Instead of having to remember to start your time tracking app when
you begin a job, have your form log the job start and finish time
and send it to your time tracker. It can then add your client to your
billing app, and send them an invoice as soon as you’ve submitted
the form.

Zaps:

• Create new FreshBooks clients from TrackVia entries
• Create a timesheet entry in a Harvest project when a new
Fulcrum record is created

• Create New QuickBooks Online Customers From Your De-
vice Magic Form

If you’re using a CRM app to track data about your customers and
suppliers, you can use your form to update each contact’s entry as
you fill out the form. Then, if you’re talking with a new potential
customer, you can use the form to make a new contact entry in your
CRM automatically.

Zaps:

• Add Salesforce custom object from iFormBuilder entries
• Add Contact to Call Loop When They Fill Out Device Magic
Form

• Add TrackVia database entries as new HubSpot contacts

https://zapier.com/zapbook/zaps/1273/create-new-freshbooks-clients-from-trackvia-entries/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
https://zapier.com/zapbook/zaps/954/create-timesheet-entry-harvest-project-when-new-fulcrum-record-created/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
https://zapier.com/zapbook/zaps/954/create-timesheet-entry-harvest-project-when-new-fulcrum-record-created/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
https://zapier.com/zapbook/zaps/457/create-new-quickbooks-online-customers-from-your-device-magic-form/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
https://zapier.com/zapbook/zaps/457/create-new-quickbooks-online-customers-from-your-device-magic-form/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
https://zapier.com/zapbook/zaps/935/add-salesforce-custom-object-from-iformbuilder-entries/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
https://zapier.com/zapbook/zaps/514/add-contact-to-call-loop-when-they-fill-out-device-magic-form/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
https://zapier.com/zapbook/zaps/514/add-contact-to-call-loop-when-they-fill-out-device-magic-form/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
https://zapier.com/zapbook/zaps/1266/add-trackvia-database-entries-as-new-hubspot-contacts/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
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Schedule Appointments

Not able to finish the whole job today? Or want a form that allows
your team to inspect the entry before scheduling a project? Then
you’ll want an easy way to schedule an appointment from your
form. All you need to do is connect your form to Google Calendar,
or the calendar tool of your choice, and have it automatically create
an appointment when the form is filled out.

You could even include a field in your form for the appointment
date and your client’s email, so you can invite them to the correct
appointment as soon as you save your form input.

Zaps:

• Create Google Calendar Appointments From Device Magic
Forms

• Create a Google Calendar event when a record is assigned to
a user in Fulcrum

Notify Anyone

Need to let your team members know when a form is filled out,
or thank the customer for their business once you’ve finished a
job? Zapier can send an SMS, email message, or push notification
whenever anything happens in your form, so you can make sure
everyone’s notified. You can even use Zapier’s custom filters to only
send notifications when specific entries are received.

Zaps:

• Send me an SMS when my Device Magic Form is Filled Out
• Send SMS via Twilio from new Fulcrum records
• Send a note to Pushbullet when a Fulcrum record is assigned
to a user

• Send an Email With Gmail When Nexticy Forms are Filled
Out

https://zapier.com/zapbook/zaps/518/create-google-calendar-appointments-from-device-magic-forms/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
https://zapier.com/zapbook/zaps/518/create-google-calendar-appointments-from-device-magic-forms/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
https://zapier.com/zapbook/zaps/952/create-google-calendar-event-when-record-assigned-user-fulcrum/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
https://zapier.com/zapbook/zaps/952/create-google-calendar-event-when-record-assigned-user-fulcrum/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
https://zapier.com/help/creating-zap/#step-4-filters
https://zapier.com/zapbook/zaps/456/send-me-an-sms-when-my-device-magic-form-is-filled-out/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
https://zapier.com/zapbook/zaps/1505/send-sms-via-twilio-from-new-fulcrum-records/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
https://zapier.com/zapbook/zaps/950/send-note-pushbullet-when-fulcrum-record-assigned-user/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
https://zapier.com/zapbook/zaps/950/send-note-pushbullet-when-fulcrum-record-assigned-user/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
https://zapier.com/zapbook/zaps/582/send-an-email-with-gmail-when-nexticy-forms-are-filled-out/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
https://zapier.com/zapbook/zaps/582/send-an-email-with-gmail-when-nexticy-forms-are-filled-out/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
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Stay in Touch

Don’t let the project you’re working on now be the last thing you
do for your customer. Instead, add them to your email mailing list
to make sure they remember your company and perhaps hire you
for a new job. All you need to do is collect the customer’s email
address in your mobile form, and you can then add it to your email
marketing list or marketing automation app as soon as you’re done
working.

Zaps:

• Add an email to an AWeber list when an email is collected in
a Fulcrum form

• Add Contacts to MailChimp After They Fill Out Device
Magic Form

Whether you’re tracking the health of trees in a park, repairing your
client’s plumbing, or auditing the equipment your company owns,
these apps and integrations are what you need to make the leap
from paper forms. They’ll be so much simpler than having to log
data and then type it in from paper, you’ll wonder how you ever
lived without them!

Building a form looks easy, but you might be surprised to find out
how many hidden features more form builder apps include. So,
before you start building your new form, Chapter 4 will dig into
the most powerful yet often overlooked form features.

Need a traditional form builder or survey tool instead?
Then jump back to Chapter 2 for a roundups of the very
best form builders, or skip ahead to Chapter 6 for the
best tools to make a survey.

https://zapier.com/learn/ultimate-guide-to-email-marketing-apps/best-email-newsletter-software/
https://zapier.com/learn/ultimate-guide-to-email-marketing-apps/best-email-newsletter-software/
https://zapier.com/learn/ultimate-guide-to-crm-apps/marketing-automation-crm/
https://zapier.com/zapbook/zaps/949/add-email-aweber-list-when-email-collected-fulcrum-form/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
https://zapier.com/zapbook/zaps/949/add-email-aweber-list-when-email-collected-fulcrum-form/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
https://zapier.com/zapbook/zaps/516/add-contacts-to-mailchimp-after-they-fill-out-device-magic-form/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
https://zapier.com/zapbook/zaps/516/add-contacts-to-mailchimp-after-they-fill-out-device-magic-form/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
https://zapier.com/learn/ultimate-guide-to-forms-and-surveys/best-form-features/
https://zapier.com/learn/ultimate-guide-to-forms-and-surveys/best-online-form-builder-software/
https://zapier.com/learn/ultimate-guide-to-forms-and-surveys/best-online-form-builder-software/
https://zapier.com/learn/ultimate-guide-to-forms-and-surveys/best-survey-apps/
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Chapter 4: 8 Overlooked but
Powerful Form Features

Do you remember those choose-your-own-adventure books? Titles
like, “Journey Under the Sea,” “Space and Beyond” and “Mystery of
the Maya.”

Each chapter ends with a choice, much like this one:

• A) Open the door and find out what lies behind it (turn to
page 53)

• B) Don’t open the door, safely turn around and leave the
hallway (turn to page 60)

Your choice dictates your experience with the book. You and your
friend could read the same book, but arrive at different endings.

Now take that concept but apply it to a web form. Two visitors to
your site’s “Contact Us” page start filling out your “Learn More”
form.

Visitor 1 selects that he wants to learn about your one-on-one
consulting services, after which he sees questions about start date,
budget and focus areas.
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Visitor 2 wants to inquire about your corporate training sessions,
after which she’s asked questions about team size, seniority level
and industry.

Although this might appear to be a complicated form—one that
could take some time to set up—logic is a hidden feature available
in many of the most popular form software options: Wufoo calls
it Rules Builder, at Formstack it’s called Conditional Logic, and
Typeform uses the name Logic Jump. Same feature, different names.

Form apps are full of hidden features like logic. To find them, you
just need to stray from the beaten path of text answers, dropdowns,
and multiple choice questions. If you want to master your forms,
and perfect them for your use case, it’s time to familiarize yourself
with these powerful form features.

Form Features Your Should Know

• Logic for Customizing Questions Per Respondent
• Hidden Fields for Tracking Referrals
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• Predefined Choices for Faster Form Set Up
• Images, Icons and Videos for a Better Experience
• Field Validation for Guaranteed Results
• File Uploads for Easy File Collection
• Payments for More Capabilities
• Integrations for Automated Data Entry

1. Logic for Customizing Questions Per
Respondent

Typeform puts its Logic Jump feature on display in this
choose your own adventure Little Red Riding Hood
story.

Rather than asking wedding guests to RSVP by mailing an en-
closed postcard, modern invitations often instruct recipients to visit

https://showroom.typeform.com/to/J9hmb5
https://showroom.typeform.com/to/J9hmb5
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a website and complete a form. It’s an attractive money-saving
alternative, but it can present an obstacle that would’ve been dealt
with by sending a few different RSVP card versions: you have a
variety of guests and a range of information to collect.

• Some guests are invited to the rehearsal dinner in addition to
the wedding

• Some guests are invited to bring a plus-one or their whole
family

• Some guests will need to note a dietary preference or restric-
tion

A simple web form won’t suffice. Instead, it’s time to rig up a smart
form, one that’ll serve up questions based on the answer to the first
question: “Last name.” From there, you can start to make rules.

That’s just the start. Rules, conditional logic, logic jumps—whatever
your form app calls the feature—can go deeper. Back to the wedding
RSVP example: If your guest is a “Yes” for the wedding, and he’s also
invited him to the rehearsal dinner, you could configure your form
to ask him if he’ll be in attendance there, too. Or if your guest replies
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“No,” she can’t make it to the wedding, then you can set up the form
to skip the questions all together and deliver her a “We’re bummed
you can’t join us!” message.

Employing logic to split your form into multiple routes is called
“branching”—an easy way to visualize this is with a decision tree.
If your form splits off into more than three “branches,” it’s helpful
to first write out the logic flow on a sheet a paper.

Another trick to make it easier: initially label your form questions
with what should come next, such as “Rehearsal Dinner Q.” You’ll
need to go back and edit these labels, of course, but it’ll help you
piece the questions together. Even a form that appears simple to
the user, might be one that has dozens of branches on the backend;
branches that deliver the most relevant information to the you, the
form owner.

Logic Quick Links: 123ContactForm, Cognito Forms, FormAssem-
bly, FormDesk, Formidable, FormSite, Formstack, Google Forms,
Gravity Forms, iFormBuilder, JotForm, Ninja Forms, Typeform and
Wufoo

2. Hidden Fields for Tracking Referrals

When you’re using a form for an upcoming event, it’s helpful to
know which marketing channel—such as email marketing, Twitter
or Facebook—is pulling in the most registrants. Your first instinct
might be to dig into Google Analytics to find out. But that won’t
give you the full picture. Sure, maybe Facebook brought the most
traffic, but did it net the most sign-ups? For this, you’ll want to add
a hidden field to your form.

You can use a hidden field to:

• Track referrals
• Record extra information

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Decision_tree
http://www.123contactform.com/conditional-logic-forms.htm
https://www.cognitoforms.com/features/conditional-logic
http://help.formassembly.com/knowledgebase/articles/340483-conditional-questions-branching-logic
http://help.formassembly.com/knowledgebase/articles/340483-conditional-questions-branching-logic
https://en.formdesk.com/features/dependencies-skipbranching-logics/
https://formidablepro.com/knowledgebase/field-options/using-conditional-logic/
https://blog.formsite.com/2015/03/11/conditional-logic-tools-and-examples/
https://www.formstack.com/features/conditional-logic
https://support.google.com/docs/answer/141062?hl=en
http://www.gravityforms.com/features/conditional-logic/
https://iformbuilder.zendesk.com/hc/en-us/articles/201698560-Show-hide-widgets-based-on-previous-answers-Conditional-Value-
http://www.jotform.com/help/57-Smart-Forms-Using-Conditional-Logic
https://ninjaforms.com/extensions/conditional-logic/
http://helpcenter.typeform.com/hc/en-us/articles/200045883-Logic-Jump-skip-logic-
http://help.wufoo.com/articles/en_US/SurveyMonkeyArticleType/Rule-Builder
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• Customize the experience

Depending on your form software, you’ll be able to implement this
feature without getting your hands dirty in HTML or CSS. Some
apps, like Wufoo, require it.

Track Respondent Referrals

Using JotForm as an example, it’ll take two steps to get this set up.
First, insert a hidden box into your form and give it a descriptive
label. Since we want to track registrant referrals, we’ll label it
“Referral.” This, of course, won’t show up on your live form.

http://widgets.jotform.com/widget/hidden
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After saving the new field, open the live form and copy the URL. In
this example, it’s http://www.jotform.me/form/50612697241454.
Now add a query to the end of the URL with a ?, the hidden field
you’ve added (referral=) and a value (email).

http://www.jotform.me/form/50612697241454?referral=email

This is the URL that you’ll exclusively use when you send out an
email announcing the webinar. When a new registrant lands on

http://www.jotform.me/form/50612697241454?referral=email
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your form through that channel, you’ll be able to see it in their
hidden entry.

Use the same strategy when you share the link on Facebook and
Twitter, or with other event organizers, but change the keyword in
the URL (e.g. ?referral=twitter or ?referral=mikethompson).

Record Extra Information

Similar to how you logged the referral, you could record additional
information about a registrant based on where they found your
link. Again, you’d need to add hidden fields and spin up an
accompanying URL, which can support more than one field.

For example, you could use the hidden field to record not only the
referring site, but also the specific email list (such as your “past
attendees” or “newsletter subscribers”). Or, populate demographic
informationwhen the link is disseminated on, for example, a private
Facebook group made up of educators.
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Customize the Experience

Collecting more data is a perk, but Typeform’s hidden field feature
takes things a step further: it lets you modify the copy of a question
based on the URL that the individual clicked on. For example, try
the links below to see differing welcome screens:

• https://tutorials.typeform.com/to/VmUtC9?name=Danny
• https://tutorials.typeform.com/to/VmUtC9?name=Alison

Putting this feature to work requires a bit of information about the
audience for your form. But if you’re aiming to make a feedback
form more personal, for example, this is your ticket.

Hidden FieldsQuick Links: 123ContactForm, FormAssembly, Formidable,
FormSite, Formstack, Gravity Forms, JotForm, Ninja Forms, Type-
form and Wufoo

3. Predefined Choices for Faster Form
Set Up

https://tutorials.typeform.com/to/VmUtC9?name=Danny
https://tutorials.typeform.com/to/VmUtC9?name=Alison
http://www.123contactform.com/docs/how-to-create-prefilled-hidden-fields/
http://help.formassembly.com/knowledgebase/articles/336623-add-fields-and-sections
https://formidablepro.com/knowledgebase/field-options/using-dynamic-default-values-in-fields/
https://blog.formsite.com/2015/02/11/pre-populate-for-hidden-or-visible-form-fields/
https://support.formstack.com/customer/portal/articles/1239046-hidden-fields
https://www.gravityhelp.com/documentation/article/hidden/
http://www.jotform.com/answers/319931-how-do-I-add-a-hidden-field-to-a-form
http://docs.ninjaforms.com/article/177-using-extra-field-values
http://helpcenter.typeform.com/hc/en-us/articles/200065886-Hidden-fields-
http://helpcenter.typeform.com/hc/en-us/articles/200065886-Hidden-fields-
http://www.wufoo.com/guides/using-hidden-fields-forms/
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196 countries. 50 U.S. states. Ages 0-100. Instead of typing these
out—answer by answer—check if your form tool offers a “prede-
fined choices” option. Tap into this feature, and it’ll take just a few
clicks to add a dropdown question with 196 choices.

Data sets vary for this feature, but common choices include: coun-
tries, U.S. states, U.S. state abbreviations, Canadian provinces/terri-
tories, age, gender, marital status, education, employment, job type,
industry, income, satisfaction, importance and agreement.

Depending on your form software, you’ll be able to customize
this feature for times you find yourself repeatedly using the same
dropdown, checklist or multiple choice question.
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Predefined Choices Quick Links: 123ContactForm, Formidable,
Formstack, Gravity Forms and Wufoo

http://www.123contactform.com/docs/?s=prefilled
https://formidablepro.com/formidable-v1-5-4-released/
https://support.formstack.com/customer/portal/articles/1239033-dropdown-list-fields
https://www.gravityhelp.com/documentation/article/bulk-add-predefined-choices/
http://www.wufoo.com/2014/04/08/import-predefined-choices/
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4. File Uploads for Easy File Collection

Tools like Dropbox and Box have changed the way we share files.
But when you reverse the equation and look to gather files, the
process can get tricky. Surprisingly, this is a great job for a form
app. To put the tool to work, use the app’s “file upload” question
type, double-checking to make sure it supports the needed file size.
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To access submitted files, either log into your app and download
the items or use Zapier—an app integration tool—to automatically
upload files to Dropbox, Box or Google Drive. Combine this with
other form app integrations, which are covered in No. 8, and you’ll

https://zapier.com/
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never need to manually export entries again.

Zaps:

• Add new Wufoo file uploads to Dropbox
• Add new Typeform file uploads to Box
• Add new JotForm file uploads to Google Drive

5. Images, Icons and Videos for a Better
Experience

Forms are infamously boring. But let’s be honest: it’s often not the
form’s fault; the blame is on the form creator. One trick for more
engaging experience is to thoughtfully employ images, icons and
video. You can do this in a variety of ways:

• Ask questions using an image with overlay text applied
before it’s uploaded, or using videos with subtitles or voice
overs

https://zapier.com/zapbook/zaps/845/save-wufoo-file-uploads-to-dropbox/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
https://zapier.com/zapbook/zaps/1948/add-new-typeform-file-uploads-to-box/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
https://zapier.com/zapbook/zaps/1949/add-new-jotform-file-uploads-to-google-drive/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
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• Ask questions with the aid of an image, icon or video
• Provide multiple-choice answer options as images, icons or
videos

• Accompany answer choices with images, icons or videos

Typeform’s take on form software is heavily visual, so be sure to
take advantage of customization options that include the ability to
change your form’s background.

If you’re adding icons to your form questions or answers, check out
the Noun Project for thousands of options that can be used with
attribution, or purchased for as low as $1.

https://zapier.com/blog/typeform/
http://thenounproject.com/
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Image and Video Quick Links: 123ContactForm, Cognito Forms,
FormAssembly, Formidable, FormSite, Formstack, Google Forms,
Gravity Forms, iFormBuilder, JotForm, Typeform and Wufoo

6. Field Validation for Guaranteed
Results

You ask for an email address and you get a response with no @
sign. You request a phone number and multiple responses are one
number short. It’s frustrating to get a valuable form response and
find out that the answers unusable because of a typo. To avoid this,
use “field validation” to enforce answer formats, such as, “Answer
must contain a.”

Some form software, such as Google Forms, calls this “field valida-
tion,” while others like Wufoo take an explicit approach and offer
question types like “Phone,” “Email” or “Website.” So before you add
a custom field for a commonly asked question—such as “Name”—
check to see if there’s a specific “Name” field to add that requires
the respondent to enter their “First Name,” “Middle Initial” and “Last
Name.”

Field Validation Quick Links: 123ContactForm, Device Magic,
FormAssembly, FormBakery, FormDesk, Formidable, FormSite, Form-

http://www.123contactform.com/docs/?s=images
http://blog.cognitoapps.com/beautify-your-forms-with-new-image-support
http://help.formassembly.com/knowledgebase/articles/336626-add-text-and-images
https://formidablepro.com/help-desk/help-with-visual-forms/#frm_topic_27478
https://www.formsite.com/documentation/faq/editing-form/How-do-I-add-an-image-to-my-form.html
https://support.formstack.com/customer/portal/articles/1249657-how-to-upload-and-insert-an-image-into-a-formstack-form
https://support.google.com/docs/answer/2839737?hl=en
https://wordpress.org/plugins/gravity-forms-image-in-html/
https://iformbuilder.zendesk.com/hc/en-us/articles/201698490-Add-Images-to-Form
http://www.jotform.com/blog/13-More-Options-for-Adding-Images-to-Your-Forms
http://helpcenter.typeform.com/hc/en-us/articles/200045893-Adding-images-videos
http://www.wufoo.com/guides/images-with-radio-button/
http://www.123contactform.com/docs/field-validation/
https://devicemagic.zendesk.com/hc/en-us/articles/202044466-Validating-Field-Values
http://help.formassembly.com/knowledgebase/articles/340490-validation-rules
http://formbakery.com/bakery/?fresh
https://en.formdesk.com/tag/form-validation/
https://formidablepro.com/topic-tags/validation/
https://blog.formsite.com/2013/11/11/html5-validation/
https://www.formstack.com/features/field-validation
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stack, Google Forms, Gravity Forms, iFormBuilder, JotForm, Type-
form and Wufoo

7. Payments for More Capabilities

Although you might not turn to form software when you’re prepar-
ing to sell a product or service online, it’s time to give it consider-
ation. Whether it be event tickets, program registration, or charity
fundraising, use a “payment” field to close the sale. Charges are
handled by the form software’s integrated payments provider, such
as Stripe, PayPal or Chargify—you’ll just need to have an account
with one of those services.

A form’s payment fields are a quick route to handling transactions
online, but it should be noted the apps themselves lack the cus-
tomer database, transaction management and inventory features
you’d find in an e-commerce tool like Shopify, WooCommerce or
Magento. If you have you a fairly simple offering though, such as

https://www.formstack.com/features/field-validation
https://www.formstack.com/features/field-validation
https://support.google.com/docs/answer/3378864?hl=en&ref_topic=6063592
https://www.gravityhelp.com/documentation/article/gform_field_validation/
https://iformbuilder.zendesk.com/hc/en-us/articles/201698630-Verify-data-before-upload-Client-Validation-
http://www.jotform.com/answers/496733-Does-Jotform-has-validation-of-fields
http://helpcenter.typeform.com/hc/en-us/articles/200045923-Customizing-system-messages
http://helpcenter.typeform.com/hc/en-us/articles/200045923-Customizing-system-messages
http://help.wufoo.com/articles/en_US/SurveyMonkeyArticleType/Field-Types
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selling a T-shirt, you’ll be satisfied you stuck to your familiar form
tool.

Payments Quick Links:

123ContactForm, Cognito Forms, FormAssembly, Formidable, Form-
Site, Formstack, Gravity Forms, JotForm, Ninja Forms, Typeform
and Wufoo

8. Integrations for Automated Data
Entry

Forms are where you collect information, not where you categorize,
organize, analyze and act on it. That’s in another app—your CRM
software, email marketing tool or project management suite. So
rather than managing ongoing CSV exports and imports, use Zapier
to link your form tool directly to your other apps.

Zapier works by watching for events in one app, such as a new
form entry, and then performing an event in another app, like a
spreadsheet tool. After you set up a Zapier integration, every event
going forward triggers the second event (e.g. every newWufoo form

http://www.123contactform.com/docs/payments/
https://www.cognitoforms.com/features/payment
http://www.formassembly.com/blog/category/integrations/payment/
https://formidablepro.com/knowledgebase/formidable-paypal/
https://www.formsite.com/documentation/payments/
https://www.formsite.com/documentation/payments/
https://www.formstack.com/integrations/payments
http://www.gravityforms.com/add-ons/
http://www.jotform.com/help/chapter-7-Payment+Forms
https://ninjaforms.com/extensions/?display=payment-gateways
http://helpcenter.typeform.com/hc/en-us/articles/202654438-Payments-Stripe-
http://www.wufoo.com/payments/
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entries could be automatically added as a new row in a Google
Sheets spreadsheet).

Connecting a form app with Zapier yields a wide array of form
automation, including popular integrations with Google Sheets,
Gmail, MailChimp, and Salesforce.

Automate Spreadsheet Imports

• Save new Wufoo entries to a Google Sheets spreadsheet
• Send Formstack entries to Smartsheet
• Save new Typeform entries in Quip

Get New Entry Notifications

• Get Slack notifications for new JotForm form submissions
• Send an Email when Formidable form is filled out
• Get SMS notifications for new 123ContactForm submissions

Build an Email List

• Create MailChimp subscribers from Typeform entries
• Use Gravity Forms Entries to Create New Subscribers in
Emma

• Create Infusionsoft contacts from Ninja Forms form submis-
sions

Nurture New Leads

• Follow Up with Completed Wufoo Forms from Your Gmail
• Send Twilio text messages from Ninja Forms form submis-
sions

• Add new Typeform entries to Drip

https://zapier.com/blog/form-software-automation/
https://zapier.com/blog/form-software-automation/
https://zapier.com/zapbook/zaps/2/save-all-new-wufoo-entries-into-a-google-spreadsheet/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
https://zapier.com/zapbook/zaps/923/send-formstack-entries-to-smartsheet/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
https://zapier.com/zapbook/zaps/1952/save-new-typeform-entries-in-quip/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
https://zapier.com/zapbook/zaps/1383/get-notifications-in-slack-for-new-jotform-form-submissions/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
https://zapier.com/zapbook/zaps/913/send-an-email-when-formidable-form-is-filled-out/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
https://zapier.com/zapbook/zaps/1955/get-sms-notifications-for-new-123contactform-submissions/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
https://zapier.com/zapbook/zaps/112/send-typeform-entries-to-mailchimp-as-subscribers/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
https://zapier.com/zapbook/zaps/701/use-gravity-forms-entries-to-create-new-subscribers-in-emma/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
https://zapier.com/zapbook/zaps/701/use-gravity-forms-entries-to-create-new-subscribers-in-emma/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
https://zapier.com/zapbook/zaps/427/create-infusionsoft-contacts-ninja-forms-form-submissions/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
https://zapier.com/zapbook/zaps/427/create-infusionsoft-contacts-ninja-forms-form-submissions/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
https://zapier.com/zapbook/zaps/568/follow-up-with-completed-wufoo-forms-from-your-gmail/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
https://zapier.com/zapbook/zaps/422/send-twilio-text-messages-ninja-forms-form-submissions/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
https://zapier.com/zapbook/zaps/422/send-twilio-text-messages-ninja-forms-form-submissions/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
https://zapier.com/zapbook/zaps/1956/add-new-typeform-entries-to-drip/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
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Automate CRM Data Entry

• Create Salesforce Leads via Gravity Forms
• Create Pipedrive Deals via Wufoo Form
• Use JotForm to Collect Leads for Base CRM

Kick off Project Management Workflows

• Add new Formstack entries to Asana as tasks
• Create Trello cards from FormKeep submissions
• Create new Wrike tasks from Wufoo form entries

Generate New Documents

• Create Personalized Documents from Gravity Forms with
WebMerge

• Create Personalized Documents from JotForm with Web-
Merge

• Save Typeform entries as text files in Dropbox

More Form Features

Beyond the eight features highlighted in this chapter, the form app
you use will undoubtedly have hidden but powerful features, too.
Google Forms, for example, lets you restrict a form to users of
a shared Google Apps domain, turning it into a great option for
confidential internal feedback. When the respondent submits the
form, too, it’ll automatically log the individual’s username. Then
there are more common, but still a bit hidden, features like shuffling
the answers or questions or adding “Admin Only” fields that can be
completed when an account administrator reviews submissions.

https://zapier.com/zapbook/zaps/146/create-salesforce-leads-via-gravity-forms/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
https://zapier.com/zapbook/zaps/147/create-pipedrive-deals-via-wufoo-form/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
https://zapier.com/zapbook/zaps/216/use-jotform-to-collect-leads-for-base-crm/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
https://zapier.com/zapbook/zaps/1357/add-new-formstack-entries-to-asana/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
https://zapier.com/zapbook/zaps/766/create-trello-cards-whenever-your-formkeep-form-is-filled-out/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
https://zapier.com/zapbook/zaps/1571/create-new-wrike-tasks-from-wufoo-form-entries/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
https://zapier.com/zapbook/zaps/299/create-personalized-documents-from-gravityforms-with-webmerge/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
https://zapier.com/zapbook/zaps/299/create-personalized-documents-from-gravityforms-with-webmerge/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
https://zapier.com/zapbook/zaps/300/create-personalized-documents-from-jotform-with-webmerge/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
https://zapier.com/zapbook/zaps/300/create-personalized-documents-from-jotform-with-webmerge/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
https://zapier.com/zapbook/zaps/116/save-typeform-entries-to-a-dropbox-text-file/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
http://help.wufoo.com/articles/en_US/SurveyMonkeyArticleType/How-do-admin-only-fields-work
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To get the most out of your form app, make sure you’ve dug into
the features in this chapter, explored the app’s Zapier integration
and perused the tool’s help pages. Then, it’s time to automate your
form so you won’t have to copy and paste data from your form app
into your spreadsheet, email tools, and more. We’ll look at that in
Chapter 5, with examples from real teams and companies on how
they use forms in their work.

*Written by Zapier Marketer Danny Schreiber.

https://zapier.com/learn/ultimate-guide-to-forms-and-surveys/form-software-automation/
https://zapier.com/learn/ultimate-guide-to-forms-and-surveys/form-software-automation/
http://twitter.com/dannyaway*


Chapter 5: There’s a Form
for That: 20+ Ways to

Optimize Form Apps for
Your Work

Most businesses require a number of specialized tools: apps to let
customers get in touch, share feedback, place orders, get support,
schedule appointments, and more. You could go find a pre-made
tool for everything your company needs, or you could construct
everything you need by hand.

Building your own tools sounds daunting. But companies around
the world have done just that—without writing a single line of
code—using form software together with Zapier, an app integration
tool.

Forms are among the most versatile tools out there. Suspicious?
Here’s your proof: this chapter describes how dozens of companies
have used forms to build their own internal products, streamline
communications, backup their data, and more.

https://zapier.com/
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Don’t have a form app yet? Jump back to Chapter
2 for a roundup of the best form software first, then
come back here for ideas on how to utilize your new
form app.

Use Form Software to:

• Streamline Your Communications
• Manage Your Data
• Connect with Any App
• Build a Startup
• Keep Your Company Going

Streamline Your Communications

“If we can get visitors on our websites to complete
an online form, we are able to start a conversation
with them and close a sale.” Kartik Isvarmurti, founder,
VMG BPO

“Contact Us” forms are one of the most popular forms you’ll find
on business websites, but almost any type of form can be used to
aid your team’s communication strategy. No matter what type of
form you have, odds are it collects the contact details of the person
who filled out the form, giving you a chance to follow up. Add
integrations to that form with Zapier and you can start automating
your follow up each time a new submission is received. Or change
up the form’s fields and you can start using it for social media, team
notifications and more.

https://zapier.com/learn/ultimate-guide-to-forms-and-surveys/best-online-form-builder-software/
http://www.vmgbpo.com
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1. Send Personalized Follow-up Messages

Every form on your website should ask for at least an email address.
Period. That’s your chance to reach out and thank the individual for
filling out your form, and perhaps share more information about
your company.

The Powerlinx team does just that with their Typeform form, by
sending the contact info of everyone who fills it out to Intercom,
which then sends out a personalized email. “It took only a few
minutes to set up,” says Powerlinx user experience lead Yoni Cohen,
“and the response was great.”

• Zap: Add new Intercom users from Typeform form entries

Depending on your form, sending a follow-up email might be the
difference between making and losing a sale. As Joe Capone of
Webier Consulting says, “When someone fills out an information
request form, it is important to get back to them instantly with
a response.” But you have to make sure you send the appropriate
response.

To do that, use Zapier’s filters and conditional logic to send appro-
priate follow-up emails to customers, and also send emails to the

http://powerlinx.com
https://zapier.com/zapbook/typeform/review/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
https://www.intercom.io/
https://zapier.com/zapbook/zaps/912/add-new-intercom-leads-from-typeform-form-entries/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
http://www.webierconsulting.com/
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correct people on your team so they can follow up with a personal
touch. This lets your team work fast and with consistency, and
that’s been a winning combo for Webier Consulting, where they
use WordPress form plugin Formidable for their team’s forms and
then send emails via Zapier when those forms are filled out.

“Consistency in our responses allows us to scale our business to
a point where we simply would not be without Formidable and
Zapier,” Capone says.

Zaps:

• Send an Email when Formidable form is filled out
• Send Mandrill email when Formidable form is filled out
• Send an email fromGmail when Formidable form is filled out

You can achieve the same results with your forms, by integrating
themwith your email and marketing apps. That way, you can reach
out immediately, have your team reach out later, or add customers
to your mailing list so they’ll stay informed about your company.

Zaps:

• Send an email from Mandrill when your Formstack form is
filled out

• Send emails for new FormKeep submissions
• Send an Email With Gmail When Nexticy Forms are Filled
Out

• Send email notifications or follow-ups from new Typeform
entries

https://zapier.com/zapbook/zaps/913/send-an-email-when-formidable-form-is-filled-out/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
https://zapier.com/zapbook/zaps/915/send-mandrill-email-when-formidable-form-is-filled-out/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
https://zapier.com/zapbook/zaps/914/send-an-email-from-gmail-when-formidable-form-is-filled-out/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
https://zapier.com/zapbook/zaps/844/send-an-email-from-mandrill-when-your-formstack-form-is-filled-out/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
https://zapier.com/zapbook/zaps/844/send-an-email-from-mandrill-when-your-formstack-form-is-filled-out/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
https://zapier.com/zapbook/zaps/769/send-an-email-for-formkeep-submissions/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
https://zapier.com/zapbook/zaps/582/send-an-email-with-gmail-when-nexticy-forms-are-filled-out/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
https://zapier.com/zapbook/zaps/582/send-an-email-with-gmail-when-nexticy-forms-are-filled-out/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
https://zapier.com/zapbook/zaps/114/send-email-notifications-and-followups-based-on-typeform-entries/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
https://zapier.com/zapbook/zaps/114/send-email-notifications-and-followups-based-on-typeform-entries/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
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2. Notify Your Team for Next Steps

Swivul, Aaron Wolfson’s form-powered startup

Your customers aren’t the only ones you should contact when your
form is filled out. You’ll also need to notify your team, so they can
get to work on the new data that’s been entered.

Aaron Wolfson, for example, wanted to make an app that’d give
personalized recommendations for something fun to do on the
weekend via an online form and SMS messages. So, Wolfson and
his team put together Swivul with just a form integrated with
Zapier during Startup Weekend Nebraska. “We put up a landing
page with an embedded form in it asking for phone numbers within
30 minutes,” says Wolfson.

That form also asked for people’s interests, location, and phone
number, and then Zapier sent the results to a Google Sheets spread-
sheet for safekeeping, and posted them on Slack to notify the Swivul
team. “The actual event-finding and suggesting is still manual,” says
Wolfson, so the Slack notifications help everyone knowwhich tasks
to take on next. And thewhole project was a success, with 10% of the

https://twitter.com/awolfson0
http://swivul.com/
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people who visited the page filling out the entire form and receiving
an activity recommendation.

Zaps:

• Get Slack notifications for new Typeform entries
• Save new Typeform entries to a Google Sheets spreadsheet

Different notifications work best for different forms and situations.
Sometimes an SMS to every team member fits the bill, while a pri-
vate chat message to specific team members is more appropriate in
more sensitive settings. Either way, it’s easy to stay on top of what’s
been put in your formwhen Zapier’s sending the notifications to the
apps of your choice.

Zaps:

• Send me an SMS when my Device Magic Form is Filled Out
• Get Slack notifications for new Ninja Forms form submis-
sions

• Get a Pushbullet push notification whenever your Wufoo
form is filled out

3. Schedule Social Media Posts

Perhaps you don’t need to be notified when your form is filled out.
Instead, maybe you need a form that’ll help you notify the rest
of the world about the things that are going on in your company.
See, sharing your company’s Twitter and Facebook accounts with
everyone in the company can be difficult at best. Instead, you could
build an internal form for social updates, and then use Zapier to
send them out—and you’ll only have to sign in once.

That’s how the Campaign Monitor team handles their social media
marketing. They’ve created a Wufoo form that’s connected to

https://zapier.com/zapbook/zaps/883/notify-your-team-on-slack-when-your-typeform-form-has-a-new-entry/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
https://zapier.com/zapbook/zaps/111/save-typeform-submissions-to-google-spreadsheet/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
https://zapier.com/zapbook/zaps/456/send-me-an-sms-when-my-device-magic-form-is-filled-out/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
https://zapier.com/zapbook/zaps/420/get-notifications-in-slack-for-new-ninja-form-submissions/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
https://zapier.com/zapbook/zaps/420/get-notifications-in-slack-for-new-ninja-form-submissions/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
https://zapier.com/zapbook/zaps/884/get-a-pushbullet-push-notification-whenever-your-wufoo-form-is-filled-out/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
https://zapier.com/zapbook/zaps/884/get-a-pushbullet-push-notification-whenever-your-wufoo-form-is-filled-out/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
https://www.campaignmonitor.com/
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Buffer, which lets anyone from the marketing, support, and design
teams schedule a Tweet.

“Now, instead of sending me an email, they can fill in the tweet
details, then have it automatically scheduled for the distant future—
ready for us to approve, modify and queue in Buffer,” says Cam-
paign Monitor community manager Ros Hodgekiss.

• Zap: Add post to Buffer queue from Wufoo form

For small teams, a form that’s connected to Twitter, Facebook, or
LinkedIn pages might be enough. Larger teams might want to link
a form to Buffer as Campaign Monitor did. Or, you could even
have the messages go to a spreadsheet first, and then have them
automatically sent to Buffer once they’re approved. That’d help
make sure you never accidentally send a Tweet you didn’t intend
to send from your company account.

Zaps:

• Send a Tweet from your Gravity Forms form
• Post to your Facebook Page from a JotForm form
• Send Typeform form entries to your Buffer queue

4. Create Posts on Your Blog or Forum

Your audience isn’t just waiting to hear what you have to say—they
also have their own stories they’d like to share. Those can be perfect
pieces of content to include in your blog, case studies, discussions
and more, and a form can give you an easy way to gather them and
put them directly to use.

Youjin Do, for example, is working on a documentary about digital
nomads, and wants stories from other digital nomads to include in
the video. A Typeform formmakes that possible. The form educates

https://zapier.com/zapbook/zaps/916/add-post-to-buffer-queue-from-wufoo-form/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
https://zapier.com/blog/corporate-social-media-management-tips/
https://zapier.com/zapbook/zaps/918/send-a-tweet-from-your-gravity-forms-form/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
https://zapier.com/zapbook/zaps/919/post-to-your-facebook-page-from-a-jotform-form/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
https://zapier.com/zapbook/zaps/917/send-typeform-form-entries-to-your-buffer-queue/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
https://zapier.com/blog/top-content-marketing/
https://zapier.com/blog/effective-case-study/
http://digitalnomaddocumentary.com
http://digitalnomaddocumentary.com
https://youjindo.typeform.com/to/JcqDhy
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people about the project, tells them what is needed, and then gives
them space to share their story and upload their own video clips
that can then be compiled into the full-length documentary.

The form Youjin Do’s using to gather submissions for
a documentary

The Vadamalai Media Group team does something similar, but
with even more automation. They run a vBulletin forum about
agriculture, where members can post products they want to buy
or sell. But that turned out to be too difficult of an action to
have visitors complete. “We were losing a lot of valuable business
inquiries and leads since they were not getting posted on the
website,” says Vadamalai Media Group founder Kartik Isvarmuti.

So, instead, they made a Wufoo form that makes it easy for visitors
to fill out with information about the items they want to buy or sell.
Or, visitors could call the company, and an agent would fill out the
form for them. Then, they connected the form with vBulletin via
Zapier.

There’s no direct integration with vBulletin in Zapier, so instead
they used Zapier’s RSS tool to make a new RSS feed entry whenever

https://youjindo.typeform.com/to/JcqDhy
https://youjindo.typeform.com/to/JcqDhy
http://www.vmg.net/
http://www.vbulletin.com
http://www.agricultureinformation.com/postings/
http://www.agricultureinformation.com/postings/
https://zapier.com/zapbook/wufoo/review/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
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the form was filled out. VBulletin then makes a new forum post
whenever there’s a new entry in the forum. Best of all, as Isvarmuti
says, “All this was set up within 10 minutes without knowing
anything about coding!”

• Zap: Create an RSS feed of Wufoo form entries

There are many ways you can do something similar for your blog.
You can use Zapier’s WordPress integration to create draft blog
posts from a form, or use a WordPress form plugin like Gravity
Forms or Formidable to create a post directly. If you’re using a
flat-file CMS, you could have your form saved to a new text file
in Dropbox. Or, you could turn your form into an RSS feed as
Isvarmuti did, and use a plugin on your CMS to import it as new
posts.

Zaps:

• Create WordPress Posts From Device Magic Forms
• Save Each Typeform Entry to a Unique Dropbox Text File

Manage Your Data

“Don’t waste time trying to be clever with how you
parse data. The folks at Zapier have already figured
that out. It just works.” Toufan Rahimpour, COO, Lo-
goworks

Your form likely stores data in an online spreadsheet-like viewer,
but there’s little you can do with the info there. Instead, you’ll end
up downloading a CSV file, opening it in Excel or Numbers, and
analyzing your data from there.

https://zapier.com/zapbook/zaps/921/create-an-rss-feed-of-wufoo-form-entries/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
https://zapier.com/zapbook/gravity-forms/review/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
https://zapier.com/zapbook/gravity-forms/review/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
https://zapier.com/zapbook/zaps/517/create-wordpress-posts-from-device-magic-forms/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
https://zapier.com/zapbook/zaps/513/save-each-typeform-entry-to-a-unique-dropbox-text-file/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
http://www.logoworks.com
http://www.logoworks.com
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Or, you could have your form data get sent to a spreadsheet or
database automatically. There, you can sort and visualize your data
easily, and even turn it into a central part for other integrations
by using your spreadsheet or database as the trigger for your other
Zaps.

Here are some ways you can put your form data to use in a
spreadsheet using Zapier’s integration with Google Sheets, Excel
(via Magi Metrics), or Smartsheet (alternatively, you can use any of
the database tools that Zapier supports).

5. Organize Data in a Spreadsheet

There are plenty of tools out there if you want to sort and visualize
your data, but few are as versatile as a spreadsheet. The original
“killer app” on the PC lives on, whether in Excel on your computer
or in Google Docs wherever you happen to be working. And with
Zapier, you can make your spreadsheet smarter.

The Campaign Monitor team has found that spreadsheets are still
the simplest tools for them to use in many of their projects. Their
Giving Back project, where they give away free food and prizes to
web designmeetups, is one such use case. They use aWufoo form to
let people request a sponsorship, along with another form to submit
payment info internally, and then connect those forms to a Google
Sheets spreadsheet with Zapier.

https://zapier.com/zapbook/google-docs/review/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
https://zapier.com/zapbook/magi-metrics/review/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
https://zapier.com/zapbook/smartsheet/review/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
https://zapier.com/zapbook/apps/#sort=popular&filter=developer-tools
http://campaignmonitor.com/givingback
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Campaign Monitor’s Giving Back form

“By usingWufoo and Zapier, we can get all the informationwe need
from payees and neatly spreadsheet it up using Google Docs,” says
Hodgekiss. “Our accounts team are more comfortable using Google
Docs than having us email through separate invoices.”

• Zap: Save newWufoo entries to a Google Sheets spreadsheet

Spreadsheets are simple to put together, and Zapier can link every
field on your form to a new column in your spreadsheet. Then, you
can use your spreadsheet’s built-in tools to sort through the data,
generate graphs, and crunch numbers.

Zaps:

• Save new Typeform entries to a Google Sheets spreadsheet
• Save new Gravity Forms submissions to a Google Sheets
spreadsheet

• Send Formstack entries to Smartsheet
• Save Wufoo form entries to Excel with Magi Metrics

https://zapier.com/zapbook/zaps/2/save-all-new-wufoo-entries-into-a-google-spreadsheet/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
https://zapier.com/zapbook/zaps/111/save-typeform-submissions-to-google-spreadsheet/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
https://zapier.com/zapbook/zaps/13/send-gravity-forms-submissions-to-a-google-spreadsheet/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
https://zapier.com/zapbook/zaps/13/send-gravity-forms-submissions-to-a-google-spreadsheet/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
https://zapier.com/zapbook/zaps/923/send-formstack-entries-to-smartsheet/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
https://zapier.com/zapbook/zaps/924/save-wufoo-form-entries-to-excel-with-magi-metrics/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
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6. Make Sure No Data is Ever Lost

Zapier can make it quicker to build integrations between apps and
your own internal databases—and it can also make those connec-
tions work better. That’s what the Executive Employers team found
out during their early periods of high growth. Their site would
get swamped after media coverage, knocking out their servers and
causing data loss.

So, instead of relying on their own infrastructure, they used Type-
form for forms, Braintree for payments, and Zapier to send them
both to their internal database. “Now if we experience any issues,
we find a solution and as soon as we are live we can transmit
all ‘failed transfers’ from Zapier with a click of a button,” says
Executive Employers spokesperson William Parker.

• Zap: Save Typeform form entries to a MySQL Database

That’s a clever way to make your own internal database connec-
tions work better, giving you an internal copy of your data and
ways to make sure you never lose anything. Plus, with just a form
connected to a database, you can build your own database-powered
apps without having to design a custom interface to add data.

Zaps:

• Save Wufoo form entries to a MySQL database
• Save Formstack form entries to a QuickBase database

7. Clean up Data

The data you get from a form can be messy. You might have data in
the wrong field, addresses in the wrong format, missing data fields,
and more. You can connect your form directly to any of the other

https://www.executiveemployers.com
https://www.braintreepayments.com/
https://zapier.com/zapbook/zaps/926/save-typeform-form-entries-to-a-mysql-database/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
https://zapier.com/zapbook/zaps/927/save-wufoo-form-entries-to-a-mysql-database/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
https://zapier.com/zapbook/zaps/928/save-formstack-form-entries-to-a-quickbase-database/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
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apps Zapier supports—but if your data isn’t rather consistent, you
might end up with trouble.

To fix that, the Powerlinx first sends their form and survey data
to a Google Sheets spreadsheet, where they can clean up the data
and then send it out to Intercom, Salesforce, and other apps. You
can manually clean up data in the spreadsheet and put it in another
sheet to trigger the next Zap (a Zapier automation), or you could
use special formatting and tweak your Zap to combine rows and
make your data look nicer automatically.

Zaps:

• Save new Typeform entries to a Google Sheets spreadsheet
• Add Intercom user from Google Docs Spreadsheet
• Add Salesforce leads from a Google Docs Spreadsheet

Using a spreadsheet first can be a great way to accomplish things a
Zap and your form couldn’t do on their own. As Powerlinx’s Cohen
tells us, “If you don’t see a direct integration, think if there’s a way
that manipulated data in a spreadsheet could trigger a second Zap
to get the job done. Multiple Zaps are useful!”

So, if you have an app integration you can’t get to work with your
form and Zapier, try sending the data to a spreadsheet first. Get
creative, and you just might be able to hack your own solution using
one of the most flexible apps ever: your spreadsheet.

Related: How to Get Any App to Work with Zapier

8. Schedule Travel

When you think of a spreadsheet, a table full of financial statements
or a list of detailed product listings likely comes to mind. You might
even think of the standard form’s data output, perhaps with rows of

http://powerlinx.com
https://zapier.com/zapbook/zaps/111/save-typeform-submissions-to-google-spreadsheet/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
https://zapier.com/zapbook/zaps/929/add-intercom-user-from-google-docs-spreadsheet/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
https://zapier.com/zapbook/zaps/930/add-salesforce-leads-from-a-google-docs-spreadsheet/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
https://zapier.com/blog/add-any-app-to-zapier/
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contact info and preferences. But a spreadsheet can be a great way
to schedule stuff, too.

That’s why the Campaign Monitor team has yet another way
they use forms and spreadsheets: to schedule travel. “Being able
to coordinate travel plans, like flights, arrival times, contact details
and more using Wufoo and Google Docs allows us to efficiently
book accommodation and coordinate our trips to and from the
airport,” says Hodgekiss. There’s no reason to ever make an arrivals
schedule by hand again when you have a spreadsheet managing it
for you automatically.

You can manage almost anything in a spreadsheet. All it takes is a
bit of creativity, and a form to give you an easy way to add data, and
you’ll have a new “app” for that special task you need to manage.

Connect With Any App

“I useWufoo for all of my data collection. It’s one of the
core apps for my business alongwith Zapier, Pipedrive,
and Trello.” Lawrence Watkins, founder, Great Black
Speakers

Forms and spreadsheets go together like sushi and soy sauce. But
remember that forms play nice with other kinds of apps, too. You
already have a suite of apps that your business relies on—email,
CRM software, accounting tools, etc.—and forms provide a simple
way to get data into them.

Some form software may directly connect with your apps, or you
can use Zapier to send the data from your forms to your other
apps automatically. You can even add filters to each of your Zapier
integrations with your form, to make sure the correct data goes to
the app of your choice. That way, you can have one Zap that—for
example—adds only the contacts who want to receive your emails
to your MailChimp list.

http://www.greatblackspeakers.com
http://www.greatblackspeakers.com
https://zapier.com/help/creating-zap/#custom-filters
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Here are some great ways you can connect your apps with your
forms and accomplish more together.

9. Add Contacts to Your CRM

Since most forms collect contact information, one obvious place to
store that data is in a CRM (customer relationship management)
app. Whether you’re using a standard CRM to manage leads, or a
marketing automation CRM to automatically reach out with emails,
you’ll want to save the contact info from your forms to your CRM
to make the most of each entry you collect.

And yet, just connecting your form to your CRM might not be so
easy, as Oldcastle web developer Ben Ryerson has found.

“We have a large and highly customized installation of Salesforce,
which has always posed a challenge for any type of API integra-
tion,” says Ryerson. “Zapier allows me to pull every single field
available in our Salesforce application and easily map the Wufoo
forms and form fields to exactly the correct field in Salesforce,
creating a properly sanitized lead for our sales reps.”

One of Oldcastle’s Wufoo forms, for their Belgard
brand

https://zapier.com/learn/ultimate-guide-to-crm-apps/
https://zapier.com/learn/ultimate-guide-to-crm-apps/best-crm-app/
https://zapier.com/learn/ultimate-guide-to-crm-apps/marketing-automation-crm/
http://www.oldcastle.com
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Zapier also helps Oldcastle streamline multiple forms into the same
Salesforce records. “One of our busiest consumer sites, belgard.com,
uses multiple Wufoo forms for several different types of user
submissions (contact, several different types of collateral ordering,
newsletter sign up, etc.),” Ryerson says. “In order for our Salesforce
installation to properly sort and categorize the leads as they come
in, I have to pass multiple variables that the user never needs to see.
Zapier allowsme to easily pass custom data to those fields while still
capturing all the Wufoo form submissions quickly and accurately.”

• Zap: Save All New Wufoo Entries as Leads in Salesforce

Perhaps your best leads don’t come from a site; perhaps they come
from in-personmeetings. Then, youmight want a form that lets you
capture leads on the go, as Thinking Beyond Borders co-founder
Robin Pendoley needed.

“We used Formidable and Zapier to build a lead-capture form that
we use on tablets when working a table at trade shows,” says
Pendoley.

When a potential customer fills out the form, they receive an email
with more information about Thinking Beyond Borders, and their
contact info is saved to the company’s Salesforce account. It saves
their team time, and as Pendoley said, “Best of all, our email follow-
up is the very first one they receive of all of the vendors in the
room!”

Zaps:

• Send an email fromGmail when Formidable form is filled out
• Add new Salesforce Leads from Formidable form entries

No matter what CRM or form you use, or how you gather your
leads, a Zapier integration is all you need to automate your sales
process and make sure no leads ever fall through the cracks.

https://zapier.com/zapbook/zaps/42/save-all-new-wufoo-entries-as-leads-in-salesforce/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
https://thinkingbeyondborders.org
https://zapier.com/zapbook/formidable/review/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
https://zapier.com/zapbook/zaps/914/send-an-email-from-gmail-when-formidable-form-is-filled-out/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
https://zapier.com/zapbook/zaps/931/add-new-salesforce-leads-from-formidable-form-entries/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
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Zaps:

• Send Gravity Forms Contact to Capsule CRM
• Save JotForm Leads to SugarCRM
• Create Solve CRM Contacts via a Google Spreadsheet or
Form

• Automatically Create Nutshell CRM leads from JotForm
Form Submissions

10. Create Documents

You have form documents with blanks to add names, events, and
more. Why not make a form with each of the fields, and then use it
as an easy way to automatically generate documents? That’d make
it much quicker to create form letter, contracts, and more, and could
open up some unique ways to use document templates.

The HubSpot team, for example, built the MakeMyPersona tool as
a fun way to make a marketing persona document, and as a way
to generate sales leads. The site is mainly a Typeform form with
questions about your work, position, and more.

https://zapier.com/zapbook/zaps/613/send-gravity-forms-contacts-to-capsule-crm/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
https://zapier.com/zapbook/zaps/465/save-jotform-leads-to-sugarcrm/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
https://zapier.com/zapbook/zaps/462/create-solve-crm-contacts-via-a-google-spreadsheet-or-form/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
https://zapier.com/zapbook/zaps/462/create-solve-crm-contacts-via-a-google-spreadsheet-or-form/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
https://zapier.com/zapbook/zaps/384/automatically-create-nutshell-crm-leads-from-jotform-form-submissions/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
https://zapier.com/zapbook/zaps/384/automatically-create-nutshell-crm-leads-from-jotform-form-submissions/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
http://hubspot.com/
http://www.makemypersona.com/
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HubSpot’s persona generator, MakeMyPersona

Fill the form out, and it uses Zapier to send the data to WebMerge,
where it’s turned into a Word document that showcases your role
at your company in a resume-like template. OnceWebMerge makes
the document, it’s emailed back to you—and with a bit of custom
programming, HubSpot adds the contact to their own databases to
follow up with them.

Zaps:

• Create Personalized Documents from Typeform with Web-
Merge

• Add new HubSpot contact from Typeform form

No matter what type of form documents you have, you can add
them to WebMerge, then integrate your own forms or other apps
with it using Zapier to let your team automatically create docu-
ments without having to open Word. You’ll never need to search
for a blank template document again.

Zaps:

• Create Personalized Documents from Gravity Forms with
WebMerge

• Create Personalized Documents from JotForm with Web-
Merge

• Create Custom Documents in WebMerge From a Google
Docs Spreadsheet

Reuse Data in Your Forms

Forms don’t have to be just the front-end to your business processes.
Depending on your form app, you might also be able to use them

http://www.makemypersona.com/
https://www.webmerge.me/
https://zapier.com/zapbook/zaps/284/create-personalized-documents-from-typeform-with-webmerge/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
https://zapier.com/zapbook/zaps/284/create-personalized-documents-from-typeform-with-webmerge/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
https://zapier.com/zapbook/zaps/932/add-new-hubspot-contact-from-typeform-form/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
https://zapier.com/zapbook/zaps/299/create-personalized-documents-from-gravityforms-with-webmerge/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
https://zapier.com/zapbook/zaps/299/create-personalized-documents-from-gravityforms-with-webmerge/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
https://zapier.com/zapbook/zaps/300/create-personalized-documents-from-jotform-with-webmerge/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
https://zapier.com/zapbook/zaps/300/create-personalized-documents-from-jotform-with-webmerge/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
https://zapier.com/zapbook/zaps/264/create-custom-documents-in-webmerge-from-a-google-docs-spreadsheet/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
https://zapier.com/zapbook/zaps/264/create-custom-documents-in-webmerge-from-a-google-docs-spreadsheet/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
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to update data in your apps, or let your apps pre-fill the form with
some of the data that you already have.

Efficient Foundations director Sven Scheepers, for example, uses
iFormBuilder with Google Sheets. The form software sends new
records to Google Sheets, where they’re organized along with other
data. Then, it sends any new data in the spreadsheet back to
iFormBuilder so it can populate form fields automatically.

“Prior to using Zapier, the field users or office staff would have
to fill in things like a site name, site contact, email, phone, etc.,”
Scheepers says. “They can now enter this once as a shared Google
Sheet, and then field users can simply select a site name and it will
automatically populate the other fields.”

Zaps:

• Add iFormBuilder form entries to a Google Docs spreadsheet
• SendGoogle Docs Spreadsheet data to iFormBuilder database

The 1st Light Energy team does something similar with Salesforce
and iFormBuilder. They send new form records to Salesforce, and
new CRM data back to iFormBuilder to make it easy to look up data
from other records. “What would have beenmonths of development
work turned into just hours of set up,” says 1st Light Energy
administrator Dustin Kost.

Zaps:

• Add Salesforce custom object from iFormBuilder entries
• Add Salesforce object data to iFormBuilder database

All forms don’t need to be pre-filled—but your internal forms could
likely be much more useful if you pre-fill them with the data you
already have. If your form lets you add entries via Zapier, link
your apps back to your forms to make sure your data is accessible
wherever you need it.

http://www.efficientfoundations.com.au
https://zapier.com/zapbook/iformbuilder/review/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
https://zapier.com/zapbook/zaps/933/add-iformbuilder-form-entries-to-a-google-docs-spreadsheet/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
https://zapier.com/zapbook/zaps/934/send-google-docs-spreadsheet-data-to-iformbuilder-database/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
http://www.1stlightenergy.com
https://www.salesforce.com/
https://zapier.com/zapbook/zaps/935/add-salesforce-custom-object-from-iformbuilder-entries/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
https://zapier.com/zapbook/zaps/936/add-salesforce-object-data-to-iformbuilder-database/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
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11. Integrate with Any Form

Odds are, the form app you’re using is supported by Zapier—there
are over a dozen great form apps you can use with it today, with
more being added all the time. But if your form doesn’t work with
Zapier, don’t despair.

Weiber Consulting’s Capone needed to integrate with iFrame-
powered forms for the insurance site insuringincome.com. The
problemwas the forms are built by third-party vendors and the only
thing the forms could do was send an email. Whenever someone
would fill out the inquiry form, one of his team members would
have to open the email and manually reply.

Insuring Income’s basic form

That’s not a great solution, so they switched to using Mailparser.io,
an app that can recognize text in your emails and let you send it
to your other apps via Zapier. Weiber Consulting now has their
form emails sent toMailparser.io, which extracts the important data
and sends it to Formidable with a webhook, which then sends a
custom email to the potential customer based on the data entered.
With a Zapier integration, it then sends a confirmation SMS to
the customer, and adds the individual to MailChimp for follow-up
messages.

https://zapier.com/zapbook/apps/#sort=popular&filter=forms
http://insuringincome.com
http://mailparser.io/
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All of that happens in not much more time than it’d take the
email to show up on an agents inbox. “This entire process is done
automatically in less than 3minutes,” Capone says. “Truly amazing.”

Zaps:

• Create NewMailchimp Subscriber fromMailparser Processed
Email

• Send Twilio SMS when Mailparser receives a new email

So even if your form’s not yet integrated with Zapier, don’t give
up—find aworkaround likeMailpaser.io or use the free Zapier Email
Parser to pull data out of your form’s emails, too.

12. Work with Everyone’s Apps

It’s hard enough making sure your form data is flowing to the apps
your own team uses. Now, imagine trying to also integrate with
every app your customers use. That’s the problem that made online
marketing firm Pronto start using Zapier with their forms.

“Since we work with over 1,000 clients who each use different
SaaS apps to run their business, there’s no way we could possibly
maintain our own custom data integrations with over 100 systems,”
says Pronto marketer Pierre-Emmanuel Mol. Instead, they use
Zapier, which makes it easy to connect the custom Gravity Forms
they build for their clients with any apps they use.

AsMol says, “Thanks to Zapier, we can focus on on better managing
our clients’ websites rather than having to worry about how to send
data from one system to another.”

Zaps

• Create Trello Cards via Gravity Forms
• Create Base CRM Leads from Gravity Forms

https://zapier.com/zapbook/zaps/598/mailparser-to-mailchimp/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
https://zapier.com/zapbook/zaps/598/mailparser-to-mailchimp/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
https://zapier.com/zapbook/zaps/937/send-twilio-sms-when-mailparser-receives-a-new-email/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
https://parser.zapier.com
https://parser.zapier.com
http://www.prontomarketing.com
https://zapier.com/zapbook/zaps/444/create-trello-cards-via-gravity-forms/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
https://zapier.com/zapbook/zaps/213/create-base-crm-leads-from-gravity-forms/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
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• Send Gravity Forms Submissions Into GoToWebinar
• Create Pipedrive Deals via Gravity Forms

Nomatter which form you use, and which apps your clients rely on,
chances are you can use Zapier to keep everything connected. And
if the apps your clients use aren’t already integrated with Zapier,
you could add them via the Zapier Developer Platform or rely on
RSS, database integrations, email notifications or use other features
to get them to work with Zapier.

Build Your Own Startup

“Our dev team spent about three weeks trying to just
get one form up; our design team did the same in
just two days with JotForm.” Toufan Rahimpour, COO,
Logoworks

Forms can be more than just a part of your business: they can be
your business. You can build a prototype app, gather feedback from
your demo site, run a crowdfunding campaign, and make internal
tools to help your team, all with just a form. It might sound crazy,
but your next great app idea might not need to be an app—it could
be just a simple form.

These stories are some of the neatest ways you could use a form,
from teams who built their businesses without writing a single line
of code.

13. Build a Minimal Viable Product

Launching a new business—or pivoting an existing one—is a lot of
work. Even if your website is a major part of your company, you’ll
have so many other things to do that you might not have enough

https://zapier.com/zapbook/zaps/19/send-gravity-forms-submissions-into-gotowebinar/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
https://zapier.com/zapbook/zaps/203/create-pipedrive-deals-via-gravity-forms/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
https://zapier.com/developer
https://zapier.com/blog/add-any-app-to-zapier/
http://www.logoworks.com
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time to make your site as perfect as you’d like. Plus, who knows—
you might want to change something in a few weeks, so why set it
in stone now?

When the Crew team realized they needed to pivot their company,
they wanted a project that they could launch immediately. And
so, a form was to be the basis of their new business. Crew was
constructed as a tool that connects companies with designers and
developers, and they quickly launched it with the help of two forms,
Stripe, and MailChimp. Yup, that’s it.

You’d never guess it’s just forms behind the scenes

“As far as I know, no one ever commented on the fact that we
were using a Wufoo form,” says Crew co-founder Luke Chesser
when we asked him how the forms worked out for their team.
“I thought for sure they wouldn’t use it for payments, but I was
proved overwhelmingly wrong there, since we racked up $25,000 in
payments through the system in the first three months.”

Zaps:

• Use Wufoo entries to create MailChimp subscribers
• Add Stripe sales to a Google Docs spreadsheet

http://pickcrew.com
https://zapier.com/zapbook/zaps/247/use-wufoo-entries-to-create-mailchimp-subscribers/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
https://zapier.com/zapbook/zaps/938/add-stripe-sales-to-a-google-docs-spreadsheet/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
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The Crew team says it’s too easy to wait until you’ve built the
perfect product and never actually start building. So don’t do that.
“Don’t wait for everything to be perfectly figured out,” advises Crew
co-founder Mikael Cho. “If you start, you’re already 90 percent
ahead of the game and you’d be surprised how far you can get.”

Crew eventually built their own app, after proving their concept
with the original form. They’ve continued to experiment with new
business ideas by just using simple, off-the-shelf products. Their
latest project, stock photo site Unsplash, was originally launched
just with forms and a Tumblr blog before getting its own custom
site when the concept proved itself.

There are so many business ideas that can be proved in the same
way. You can start with just a form, build what you can, see how it
works—and then go from there.

14. Prototype Apps

Last year, the Typeform team held a hackathon that was unlike any
other. Most hackathons require all-night coding to make the next
great app, but this one required just a form—since a form, on its
own or linked to other apps, can be an app of a sort. The Typeform
Hackathon produced all types of simple apps, from a zombie game
to a tool that teaches you Facebook’s terms of service to a simple
intro lesson to Japanese.

https://unsplash.com
http://www.eventbrite.com/e/typeform-hackathon-tickets-14049487395
https://www.eventbrite.com/e/typeform-hackathon-tickets-14049487395
https://www.eventbrite.com/e/typeform-hackathon-tickets-14049487395
https://colin10.typeform.com/to/FRLuw4
https://emilygoss.typeform.com/to/imViPB
https://adamruf.typeform.com/to/YZZQJA
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Learn Japanese from a form

Sure, they might not be as full-featured as an app you’d actually
want to download to your phone, but they’re a great start—a
prototype of something that could be even more powerful. That’s
why Typeform and JotForm forms are the Proto Banao team’s go-to
tool for prototyping new apps.

“We use Typeform to hack something together quickly so we can
get the client and us on the same page faster,” describes Proto
Banao product designer Sourabh Chakraborty. “Many of our client
business apps are about taking data, pictures, payment transactions,
etc., and it’s very easy to create a Typeform, set logic to the
questions/input fields, and create a workflow similar to a project’s
needs.”

The same would work for your next great app idea. Once you’re
ready to move beyond pencil sketches, instead of reaching for a
standard mockup tool try using a form to outline the basics of the
app instead. You can then use Zapier to send push notifications
and emails from the form, tie the form to Dropbox or Evernote to
simulate a notes app, or use any of the hundreds of apps Zapier
supports to add any extra functionality you need.

https://twitter.com/sohchy
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Odds are, you’ll have amuch better chance at selling your idea if it’s
already halfway built with a form. As Chakraborty says, “a near-
live prototype of an idea thrills almost any client.”

15. Raise Funds

One of the biggest challenges in starting a business is funding.
If you can’t secure an investment to start your business, then
crowdfunding might be your best—and only—option. You can use
tools like Kickstarter and Indiegogo, or you could build your own
crowdfunding tool with a form.

Youjin Do did just that, using Typeform for the form, PayPal and
Stripe for payments, Zapier to send emails and save backer data to
a spreadsheet, and some custom coding to show how the funding is
going on the project site.

Crowdfunding without a platform

“I can customize anything what I want, I can make my funding
schedule more flexible, and I can save fees as well,” says Do. You
can use the following Zaps and the steps on her site to create your
own crowdfunding solution with just a form.

http://youjin.do/crowdfunding-without-kickstarter/
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Zaps:

• Thank Paypal Sales via Automatic Emails
• Save Your PayPal Sales to a Google Docs Spreadsheet
• Add Subscribers to MailChimp via a Google Spreadsheet

Whether you’re raising funds, or have finished products you’re
ready to sell, a form that accepts payments is a great way to close
the sale. Just add the standard form fields you need—including
addresses if you need to ship the products—then add your form
app’s payment block. Make sure you’ve set up your payment
provider (like Stripe or PayPal), and you’ll be ready to sell your
stuff.

You can also use Zapier to record the payment data in a spreadsheet
or accounting app, notify yourself about the new sell, send the new
customer a welcome message, and more.

Send an Invoice or Receipt

• Create Personalized Receipts and Documents from PayPal
with WebMerge

• Create New QuickBooks Online Customers From Your De-
vice Magic Form

Welcome Customers With an Email

• Send emails for new FormKeep submissions
• Send email notifications or follow-ups from new Typeform
entries

• Send an email from Mandrill when your Formstack form is
filled out

https://zapier.com/zapbook/zaps/757/turn-paypal-sales-into-email-list-subscribers/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
https://zapier.com/zapbook/zaps/61/save-your-paypal-sales-to-a-google-docs-spreadsheet/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
https://zapier.com/zapbook/zaps/5/add-subscribers-to-mailchimp-via-a-google-spreadsheet/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
https://zapier.com/zapbook/zaps/279/create-personalized-reciepts-and-documents-from-paypal-with-webmerge/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
https://zapier.com/zapbook/zaps/279/create-personalized-reciepts-and-documents-from-paypal-with-webmerge/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
https://zapier.com/zapbook/zaps/457/create-new-quickbooks-online-customers-from-your-device-magic-form/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
https://zapier.com/zapbook/zaps/457/create-new-quickbooks-online-customers-from-your-device-magic-form/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
https://zapier.com/zapbook/zaps/769/send-an-email-for-formkeep-submissions/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
https://zapier.com/zapbook/zaps/114/send-email-notifications-and-followups-based-on-typeform-entries/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
https://zapier.com/zapbook/zaps/114/send-email-notifications-and-followups-based-on-typeform-entries/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
https://zapier.com/zapbook/zaps/844/send-an-email-from-mandrill-when-your-formstack-form-is-filled-out/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
https://zapier.com/zapbook/zaps/844/send-an-email-from-mandrill-when-your-formstack-form-is-filled-out/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
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16. Create Reservations

If you’ve ever scheduled an appointment online, I’m willing to bet
you filled out a form. The Visit Sierra Leone team, for example, has
an airport transfer and travel guide service, so they made a form for
people to submit their arrival info.

Visit Sierra Leone’s travel detail form

Whenever someone fills out the form, Zapier jumps into action,
sending a confirmation email to the customer. Then, Zapier adds
the new booking to Google Calendar, and sends an SMS message to
their airport staff on the day of the booking with the arrival details.

“We have limited internet at the airport,” says Visit Sierra Leone
founder Bimbola Carrol, “so this SMS notification means they get
an instant notification of a pending arrival. This has reduced the
chances of a client being ‘missed’ at the airport to virtually nil.”

Zaps:

• Send a Gmail email when Formstack form is filled out
• Create Google Calendar events from Formstack form entries

https://visitsierraleone.org
https://zapier.com/zapbook/zaps/939/send-a-gmail-email-when-formstack-form-is-filled-out/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
https://zapier.com/zapbook/zaps/940/create-google-calendar-events-from-formstack-form-entries/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
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• Send an SMS message from your Formstack form

They’re not the only ones. My Shuttle in Park City, Utah has
a similar form with 123ContactForm that lets customers book
airport transportation. Customers can change their reservations, if
needed, and Zapier lets the My Shuttle team see all reservations
on a Google Calendar automatically. And, Zapier’s filters come in
handy, making sure reservations go to the right calendar.

My Shuttle Park Utah’s schedule form

“I used to manually enter reservations into my calendar but now
I don’t have to,” says My Shuttle’s Chad Lawrence. “There was
always a chance for error when you manually put in reservations
into the Google Calendar. But now there is no chance of that
happening.”

Zaps:

• Send a Gmail email whenever your 123ContactForm is filled
out

• Add events to your Google Calendar from 123ContactForm

https://zapier.com/zapbook/zaps/941/send-an-sms-message-from-your-formstack-form/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
http://myshuttleparkcityutah.com
https://zapier.com/zapbook/123contactform/review/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
https://zapier.com/zapbook/zaps/942/send-a-gmail-email-whenever-your-123contactform-is-filled-out/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
https://zapier.com/zapbook/zaps/942/send-a-gmail-email-whenever-your-123contactform-is-filled-out/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
https://zapier.com/zapbook/zaps/943/add-events-to-your-google-calendar-from-123contactform/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
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Nomatter what type of service business you’re running—lawn care,
consulting, a barber shop, or anything else—you can use a form and
Zapier to keep your automatically schedule maintained, while also
notifying your customers and making sure the right data is ready
for your team when they need it.

Zaps:

• Automatically create events in Google Calendar fromWufoo
form entries

• Create Google Calendar events from new Google Form en-
tries

• Create Google Calendar Appointments From Device Magic
Forms

Keep Your Company Going

“If you are having any issues maintaining and inte-
grating web forms for your business, just stop what
you’re doing and take a look at Zapier.” Ben Ryerson,
Oldcastle web developer

It takes a lot of busywork to keep a company running: copying data
from this app, adding records to another app, making new accounts
just to post something new. It’s tedious, and unnecessary.

These teams have made forms that help them automate away the
busywork, letting them onboard new customers, manage finances,
and empower their partners with just a form.

17. Build Your Own Internal Tools

You can spend hours finding the perfect CRM or the best app to
send automated marketing messages—or you could build your own

https://zapier.com/zapbook/zaps/562/automatically-create-events-in-google-calendar-from-wufoo-form-entries/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
https://zapier.com/zapbook/zaps/562/automatically-create-events-in-google-calendar-from-wufoo-form-entries/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
https://zapier.com/zapbook/zaps/542/use-a-google-form-to-add-new-events-to-a-google-calendar/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
https://zapier.com/zapbook/zaps/542/use-a-google-form-to-add-new-events-to-a-google-calendar/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
https://zapier.com/zapbook/zaps/518/create-google-calendar-appointments-from-device-magic-forms/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
https://zapier.com/zapbook/zaps/518/create-google-calendar-appointments-from-device-magic-forms/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
http://www.oldcastle.com
https://zapier.com/learn/ultimate-guide-to-crm-apps/best-crm-app/
https://zapier.com/learn/ultimate-guide-to-email-marketing-apps/best-drip-email-marketing-apps/
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internal tools that work just like you want. All it takes is a way to
collect data, somewhere to display the data, and Zapier to tie them
together.

A form is the perfect tool for the first task, as Brian Casel found
when building his own sales CRM for his startup Restaurant Engine.
He used Gravity Forms to gather info from potential leads, then
immediately follows up by sending them an email course via
MailChimp.

The form behind the CRM

That’s only the beginning. That same form also used Zapier to send
all of the data to a specially formatted Trello Card. The Restaurant
Engine team will be able to see everything that’s entered in the
form, and the cards will automatically get a checklist of the next
tasks that need done and a due date set three days for 3 days later.

Zaps:

• Send Gravity Form leads to MailChimp
• Create Trello Cards via Gravity Forms

The team can then work together to contact potential clients, and
move the Trello card through the different columns as they move
through the sales process. Then, they’ve added integrations with
Help Scout for sending emails, and use Grasshopper to route calls,

http://casjam.com/system-for-selling/
http://restaurantengine.com
https://trello.com/
https://zapier.com/zapbook/zaps/443/send-gravity-form-leads-to-mailchimp/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
https://zapier.com/zapbook/zaps/444/create-trello-cards-via-gravity-forms/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
http://helpscout.com/
http://grasshopper.com
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which gives them a full-featured custom sales CRM from just a form
and a handful of other apps.

Trello turned into a sales-focused CRM

“There are a few things I plan to implement to help improve and
optimize our system,” Casel says. “But instead of getting bogged
down in these technical perfections, I decided to take a lean startup
approach: Get this up and running quickly, learn, iterate, refine, and
improve.”

Take that same approach with the tools your team needs, find
unique ways to pull forms together with other apps, and you’ll find
your “dream apps” aren’t so hard to make after all.

18. Add Product Listings to Your Site

Managing a large store is difficult. In addition to caring for your
customers and shipping orders, you need to maintain your product
listings and add new products as they become available.

http://casjam.com/system-for-selling/
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Brew Donkey’s product listings, added by their cus-
tomers with a form

That’s why the Brew Donkey team—a craft beer delivery service—
decided to let their suppliers add new products to their store. They
built a Typeform form, then connected it to Shopify with Zapier.
That lets their suppliers add new beers to their Shopify store,
without taking any of the Brew Donkey team’s time.

• Zap: Create new Shopify product listings from a Typeform
form

You could do the same with your own store. Just put together a
form that gathers all the product info you’d need, and use Zapier
to connect it to your store. You’ll get updated content on your
site without having to copy/paste submissions from your suppliers.
They’ll likely find it helpful, too, since they’ll be able to get their
products listed quicker.

Zaps:

• Create Shopify product listings from Wufoo form entries
• Create WordPress Posts From Device Magic Forms
• Create WordPress posts from your JotForm form

And, with a bit more work, you could almost start your own eBay
or Etsy competitor just with a form.

http://www.brewdonkey.ca
http://www.shopify.com/
https://zapier.com/zapbook/zaps/968/create-new-shopify-product-listings-from-a-typeform-form/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
https://zapier.com/zapbook/zaps/968/create-new-shopify-product-listings-from-a-typeform-form/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
https://zapier.com/zapbook/zaps/969/create-shopify-product-listings-from-wufoo-form-entries/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
https://zapier.com/zapbook/zaps/517/create-wordpress-posts-from-device-magic-forms/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
https://zapier.com/zapbook/zaps/970/create-wordpress-posts-from-your-jotform-form/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
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19. Onboard New Customers

Whenever someone buys your products or services, you’ll want to
make sure they understand everything about them. Depending on
your products, you might want to send along a training course,
instructional emails, or schedule a time to walk users through your
product. It’ll take time, so you’ll want to automate onboarding as
much as possible.

The Ensuite Media team does that with a 123ContactForm form to
sign up new clients, and uses Zapier to automatically create tasks
in Asana for their content, strategy, and graphics departments.

Then, they have an internal form that their sales team can fill out
while they’re on the phone with clients. Once it’s filled out, it’ll
create Asana tasks and add clients to QuickBooks to make it easy
to invoice them. “Its very easy and fast to onboard new clients that
way,” says Daniel Forman, Ensuite co-founder.

Zaps:

• Create tasks in Asana when your 123ContactForm form is
filled out

• Create new customers in QuickBooks from a 123Contact-
Form form

Whether you need to send out documents, create tasks for your
team, schedule an appointment, or anything else to onboard your
customers, there’s no reason to do it all manually. Just hook your
form to the other apps you use, and let your team focus on your real
work: interacting with customers.

20. Manage Finances

In addition to adding customers to your invoicing app, you can use
forms and Zapier to manage your company’s finances. The Visit

http://www.ensuitemedia.com
https://asana.com/
http://quickbooks.intuit.com/
https://zapier.com/zapbook/zaps/971/create-tasks-in-asana-when-your-123contactform-form-is-filled-out/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
https://zapier.com/zapbook/zaps/971/create-tasks-in-asana-when-your-123contactform-form-is-filled-out/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
https://zapier.com/zapbook/zaps/972/create-new-customers-in-quickbooks-from-a-123contactform-form/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
https://zapier.com/zapbook/zaps/972/create-new-customers-in-quickbooks-from-a-123contactform-form/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
http://visitsierraleone.org
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Sierra Leone team, for example, has an internal Formstack form
linked to a Google Sheets spreadsheet for their finance officers to
keep track of their cash and expenses. That way, they can quickly
input current cash-on-hand or log new expenses from any device,
and then have them automatically organized in a spreadsheet for
accounting.

Best of all, with a bit of work you can get the spreadsheet to do a
lot of the accounting heavy lifting for you. “With some logic and
conditions, I am able to populate other sheets with only the one
form,” says Visit Sierra Leone’s Carrol.

• Zap: Add Formstack form entries to a Google Docs spread-
sheet

Whether you keep track of your finances in a spreadsheet or have
a more advanced accounting app like Xero or QuickBooks, Zapier
and your form can give you the freedom to make simple interfaces
that let everyone on the team log expenses and more.

Zaps:

• Create invoice in Xero from Wufoo form
• Add QuickBooks customer from Gravity Forms form entry

21. Consolidate Feedback

Selling products and managing the cash you’re making isn’t the
only thing your business will need to do. You’ll also want to know
what people think of your products and services. That’s one of the
few ways you’ll know what you need to improve or focus on.

Synergistic Systems, an ISO standards consultant firm, uses a
Formdesk form and a QuickBase database to make sure they never
miss any customer feedback.

http://visitsierraleone.org
http://visitsierraleone.org
https://zapier.com/zapbook/zaps/973/add-formstack-form-entries-to-a-google-docs-spreadsheet/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
https://zapier.com/zapbook/zaps/973/add-formstack-form-entries-to-a-google-docs-spreadsheet/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
https://www.xero.com/us/
https://zapier.com/zapbook/zaps/974/create-invoice-in-xero-from-wufoo-form/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
https://zapier.com/zapbook/zaps/975/add-quickbooks-customer-from-gravity-forms-form-entry/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
http://e-ssy.com/index.aspx
https://zapier.com/zapbook/formdesk/review/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
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Even ISO compliance can be improved with a form

“Before using Zapier, when our Customer Satisfaction Surveys
came in through Formdesk I would get an email with the data.
I would then need to migrate the data manually (field by field)
to create a record in the other database system,” says Ben Lane,
systems engineer at Synergistic Systems.

Now, with a simple Zapier integration, all of their customer feed-
back is stored in the same database. “My job of manual entry is a
thing of the past,” Lane says. Now he can focus on customers—and
actually have time to work on improving their services.

• Zap:Add Formdesk form entries to your QuickBase database

Customer feedback can come from all types of places—not just your
form—but Zapier can help you keep track of it together. You can link
your form to a database or spreadsheet, then also link your Twitter
mentions, feedback emails, and more with other Zaps, to help you
get a full picture of your feedback.

Zaps:

https://zapier.com/zapbook/zaps/976/add-formdesk-form-entries-to-your-quickbase-database/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
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• Save Twitter mentions to a Google Sheets spreadsheet
• Save email data to a Google Docs spreadsheet
• Backup Your Google Docs spreadsheet to a MySQL database

There’s So Much More You Can Do

“I have actually enjoyed building these forms and find-
ing new ways to make all this work for my business.
Automagically.” Bimbola Carrol, Founder, Visit Sierra
Leone

These two-dozen examples are only a sampling of the many ways
forms are used by businesses around the world. You can make a
form to collect, automate, and organize almost any type of data you
want—just break down your need into parts, put them together in a
form, and then use Zapier to connect with the apps where you need
to take action.

You’ll get a tool that’s specialized just for your needs, without
spending the time or money to build a custom hand-coded solution.
Heck, you might even have fun building your own form-powered
tools!

Now that we’ve explored the best form apps, hidden form features
you should be using, and ways to automate your forms, it’s time to
move on into the world of surveys. Forms are great for gathering
all types of data, but if you want to know what your audience is
thinking and get their opinions on what your company should do
next, you’ll want a survey.

https://zapier.com/zapbook/zaps/135/save-twitter-mentions-to-a-google-sheets-spreadsheet/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
https://zapier.com/zapbook/zaps/977/save-email-data-to-a-google-docs-spreadsheet/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
https://zapier.com/zapbook/zaps/978/backup-your-google-docs-spreadsheet-to-a-mysql-database/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
http://visitsierraleone.org
http://visitsierraleone.org
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Surveys can be confusing, though, so in Chapter 6 you’ll find a guide
to the best ways to build a survey, the question types to use, and the
common survey pitfalls to avoid. You’ll then be ready in Chapter 7
to find the perfect survey app and integrate your survey builder into
your workflow.

Need more apps for your team? Check out our free
eBooks about CRM apps and Email Marketing apps,
both of which include roundups of the best apps and
tips on how to use them in your business.

Written by Zapier Marketer Matthew Guay.

Image Credits: Crane photo by Pedro Moura Pinheiro via Flickr.

https://zapier.com/learn/ultimate-guide-to-forms-and-surveys/writing-effective-survey/
https://zapier.com/learn/ultimate-guide-to-forms-and-surveys/best-survey-apps/
https://zapier.com/learn/ultimate-guide-to-crm-apps/
https://zapier.com/learn/ultimate-guide-to-email-marketing-apps/
http://twitter.com/maguay
https://www.flickr.com/photos/pedromourapinheiro/5075612989


Chapter 6: Surveys 101: A
Simple Guide to Asking
Effective Questions

When you have a question about your business—which new prod-
uct to offer, what new features and services to add, where to
open your next location—there’s only one obvious way to find
out: a survey. It’s like magic: you put together questions, ask your
followers and fans, and voilà, you know what to do next.

Surveys seem so simple, but they rarely are in real life. Slightly vary
the types of questions and response options in your survey, and you
can seriously impact the quality and value of your survey’s results.

Bad results can lead to bad decisions—the very thing you set out
to avoid by making a survey in the first place. Ask the wrong
questions, or ask them in the wrong way, and you’ll end up with
products and services no one wants.

That’s why thoughtful survey design is so important. It’ll help you
get better, trustworthy results. Here are some tips on how to build an
effective survey, starting with the one thing that’s most important
in a survey: questions.
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• Surveys: Where to Begin
• Getting Answers: Survey Question Types
• 6 Best Practices for Writing Survey Questions
• Watch Out for These Survey Pitfalls
• Tips on Survey Format

Surveys: Where to Begin

It’s easy to begin the survey writing process by brainstorming a list
of questions to ask. Your head’s full of questions you’re dying to
ask your customers, and it’d be so easy to type them out in a survey
app and call it a day.

But that’s far from the best way to start. Instead, you should begin
your survey building process by brainstorming the answers you
want. You want actionable feedback, and you’ll be most likely to
get that by thinking through the exact answer you want. This could
be a simple answer (perhaps “Our customers want us to offer THIS
flavor of soda”) or amore complicated hypothesis youwant to prove
(such as “Concern about social status is/is not correlated with social
media usage.”).

So sit down, and think through what you want to learn from your
survey. Write down each answer you want, with a blank in the
spot of the thing you want to learn—the flavor of soda to offer, the
feature people are missing, or the correctness of a statement. Once
you’ve completed this exercise, use the list to build questions for
your survey.

Starting with a list of answers and turning them into survey
questions will ensure you include all of the questions you need,
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and word them in a way that will get effective answers. It will also
prevent you from inflating your survey with questions that don’t
matter.

Just like you start a building project with blueprints—and don’t
just begin pouring concrete whenever you decide you want a new
building—your survey should start with the answers you need,
and then you’ll be better prepared to make the questions that will
provide those questions.

Getting Answers: Survey Question Types

As you’re turning your answers into questions, you’ll need to think
about what type of questions you need to ask. Surveys aren’t just
about yes and no questions—you’ll find dozens of question types
in most survey apps. It can quickly get confusing which type of
question you should use for each answer you need.

The type of question you use will affect the answers you get and
the kinds of analysis you can do. Here are the most common types
of questions you can use in a survey, along with examples of the
type of data you’ll collect with each.

Categorical Questions

If you’re looking for a simple count, like “35% of people said ABC” or
“20% of men and 24% of women…” then there’s a variety of question
types you can use: Yes/No, checkbox, or multiple choice question
type. These types of questions are also called “nominal” questions.

Analysis of categorical-level questions can include counts and
percentages—”22 respondents” or “18% of customers”, for example—
and they work great for bar graphs and pie charts. You cannot take
averages or test correlations with nominal-level data.
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Yes/No

The simplest survey question—and the only question you’ll usually
use in a poll—is a Yes/No question. You’ll ask a question, then have
two options: Yes and No. Your survey app likely offers a Yes/No
question; otherwise, use the multiple choice question and add Yes
and No answers yourself.

Example: Are you a vegetarian? Yes/No

Multiple Choice

Need more nuance than a Yes/No answer gives? Multiple choice is
what you need. You can add as many answers as you want, and
your respondents can pick only one answer to the question.

Example:What’s your favorite food? Pizza/Pasta/Salad/Steak/Soup/Other

Checkbox

Have a multiple choice-type question where you think some people
will want to choose more than one option? Checkbox questions add
that flexibility. Add as many answers as you want, and respondents
can pick as many answers to the question as you want.

Example: Which types of meat do you like? Beef/Pork/Chicken/-
Fish/Duck/Other

Ordinal Questions

When question responses have a clear order (like “Income of $0-
$25K, $26K-40K, $40K+”), we call them “ordinal” questions. You
could collect ordinal data with Multiple Choice questions, or you
could use drop-down or ranking questions.

Analysis for ordinal questions is similar to analysis for nominal
questions: you can get counts and percentages. You cannot find
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averages or test correlations with ordinal-level data.

Drop-down

Drop-down questions work much like a multiple choice question—
you’ll have several different possible answers, and respondents can
only choose one option. But you’ll need to list the answers in order—
perhaps largest to smallest—for ordinal data. You could also use this
question to gather demographic data like their country or state of
residence.

Example:What’s your household income? $0-10k/$10-35k/$35-60k/$60k+

Ranking

A more unique survey question type that you won’t find in every
survey app, ranking questions let you list a number of answers and
respondents can rearrange them all into the order they want. That
way, they can give feedback on every answer you offer. It’s a great
way to see which items people like most and least at the same time.

Example:What’s your favorite beverages? Rank in order of prefer-
ence.Milk/Water/Juice/Coffee/Soda/Wine/Beer

Interval/Ratio Questions

For the most precise data and thorough analysis, use the interval or
ratio question type. These questions allow you to conduct advanced
analysis, like finding averages, testing correlations, and running
regression models. You’ll use ranking scale, matrix, or text fields
in your survey app to ask these type of questions.

Interval questions are questions that are often asked on a scale of 1-
5 or 1-7, like from “Strongly Disagree” to “Strongly Agree” or from
“Never” to “Always.” Ratio questions have a true zero and often ask
people to input an actual number into the survey field (like How
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Many Cups of Coffee Do You Drink Per Day? ____”) You don’t
really have to worry about the differences between the two types.

Ranking Scale

The default choice for interval questions, ranking scale questions
look like a multiple choice question with the answers in a horizontal
line instead of a list. There will likely be 3 to 10 answers, either with
a number scale, a like/love scale, a never/always scale, or any other
ratio interval. It’s a great way to find a more precise measure of
people’s thoughts than a Yes/No question could give.

Example: On a scale of 1-5, how would you rate our store cleanli-
ness? 1/2/3/4/5

Matrix

Have a lot of interval questions to ask? Use a matrix if your survey
app includes it. You can list a number of questions in a list, and use
the same scale for all of them. It simplifies gathering data about a
lot of similar items at once.

Example: How much do you like the following: oranges, apples,
grapes? Hate/Dislike/Ok/Like/Love

Textbox

For ratio questions—or direct feedback, or personal data like names—
you’ll need the textbox question. There’s usually a small and large
textbox option, so choose the size that’s appropriate for the data
you’re collecting. You’ll add the question, and then there will be a
blank where your respondent can enter their answer on their own.

Example: How many apps are installed on your phone? Enter a
number: _____
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6 Best Practices for Writing Survey
Questions

Now that you have a list of the answers you’re looking for, it’s time
to start writing questions for your survey. You know you want to
pick a new flavor of soda to offer, so you immediately start typing:

“We know you love ABC Soda, and sowewant tomake
a new drink you’ll love. We’ve thought about offering
Watermelon or Potato Chip flavored soda, but wanted
to ask you first. So, which flavor of soda would you
like to see us offer, and what size of bottles would you
like to buy it in?”

Nope. That’s not going to work. Before you write pages full of
detailed questions, you’ll need to remember to follow these tips to
build effective survey questions:

1. Use Simple, Direct Language

Avoid using big words, complicated words, and words that could
have multiple meanings. Your question should be short, simple, and
clear.

2. Be Specific

Some concepts may mean different things to different people. Try
to be as specific as possible when you ask questions. For example,
instead of asking “Do you exercise regularly?” you could ask “How
many days per week, on average, do you exercise?” This gives you
a more precise, objective answer.
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3. Break Down Big Ideas into Multiple Questions

Another way to deal with broad concepts that mean different things
to different people is by breaking them down into multiple, more
tangible questions.

“Customer satisfaction” is a common topic that businesses want to
explore, and it’s a big question packed with smaller ideas. Instead
of asking “How Satisfied Are You with This Product?”, you could
instead ask people to give their opinion on three separate statements
(asking them to weigh in on a scale of “Strongly Disagree” to
“Strongly Agree”):

I enjoy using this product. This product meets my needs. I would
purchase from this company again.

Break down big concepts into separate questions.

The individual statements provide insight into different pieces of
your business, and the average of the scores give you a general
measure of satisfaction that you can track over time and try to
improve. Together, the three questions give you a precise, actionable
answer to the question of customer satisfaction.

For another simple way to survey customer satisfac-
tion, check out our guide to the Net Promoter Score.

https://zapier.com/blog/nps-net-promoter-score/
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Marketing scholars have developed many series of questions (called
“scales”) that together measure broad concepts (known as “con-
structs” in the research field) like customer satisfaction. One of the
best collections of these marketing scales is The Marketing Scales
Handbook by Dr. Gordon C. Bruner, a must have for any seri-
ous market researcher with questions for constructs like customer
satisfaction, brand affinity, and more. Or, for a simpler option,
you’ll find pre-made constructs inmany survey apps such as Survey
Monkey’s Question Bank. Rather than try to come up with your
own questions, you can use these questions that have already been
determined to be statistically valid.

4. Avoid Leading Questions

Sometimes, researchers’ opinions can seep into survey questions,
subtly encouraging respondents to answer in a certain way and
compromising survey results.

For example, asking “Do you think the school should cut the gym
budget to pay crossing guards?” would likely prompt a different
answer than asking, “Should the school employ crossing guards to
protect our children?” even though both questions are related to the
same topic.

To avoid leading questions, ask a friend or colleague to review your
survey for any questions that seem like they have a right or wrong
answer. If your friend can guess what kind of answer you’re looking
for, consider rewriting the question. The answer may even be in
splitting the question into multiple questions—a great option for
the example question.

5. Ask One Thing per Question

Each of your survey questions should ask one thing, and one thing
only. It seems simple enough, but many survey writers fall into the

https://www.marketingscales.com/publications/marketing-scales-handbook-v7
https://www.marketingscales.com/publications/marketing-scales-handbook-v7
https://www.surveymonkey.com/mp/certified-survey-questions/
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“double-barreled” question trap. For example, “Do you eat fruits &
veggies on a daily basis?” can actually be a hard question to answer.
What if somebody eats just fruits or just veggies? There’s not a clear
way for them to answer this question. A better option is to split the
question into two separate ones.

You can check your survey for double-barreled questions by looking
for words like “and” or “or” in your questions.

6. Use More Interval Questions

One simple way to take your survey from good to great is by
changing your Yes/No and multiple choice questions to interval
questions. Make a statement, and ask people to answer it on a 1-
5 or 1-7 scale, like “Strongly Disagree, Disagree, Neither Agree nor
Disagree, Agree, or Strongly Agree.” You’ll instantly upgrade the
level of analysis you can perform on your results.

Researchers use scales of 1-5 or 1-7 because they do a good job cap-
turing variation in answers, without causing information overload
for the respondent. It may seem like using a scale of 1-100 would
help you capture really detailed answers, but it actually causes
respondents to answer 0, 50, or 100—their answers tend to migrate
around extremes or the center. Using a scale of 1-5 or 1-7 will help
you get more accurate, nuanced answers from respondents.

Then, instead of looking at each question individually, like most
people do, you can add on another layer of analysis by looking
at how questions relate to one another. When you ask interval
questions, you open the door to check correlations, which allow you
to say “People who are more likely to ABC are less likely to think
DEF.” If you’re a statistics whiz, you can run a linear regression and
say “Factors G, H, and I have the biggest impact on J.” More simply,
you can take averages and say things like “Junior employees, on
average, exercise more often than senior employees.”

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Correlation_and_dependence
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Linear_regression
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Survey Pitfalls to Avoid

Once you’ve written your survey questions and responses, it’s time
to make sure you haven’t fallen victim to the following pitfalls.

Bias

Survey response bias is a sad but important reality to consider when
writing surveys. Asking for information like gender, race, or income
at the beginning of a survey can influence how people respond to
the rest of the survey. (This is also called stereotype threat.) For
example, studies have shown that when girls identify their gender
before a math test, they perform worse on the test than girls who
aren’t asked to identify their gender.

Most survey writers prevent bias and stereotype threat by ask-
ing sensitive questions—including those about gender, race, and
income—at the end of surveys.

Bias can happen on a smaller scale, too. Asking someone “How
important do you think content marketing is?” followed by “How
much do you plan to invest in content marketing next year?” could
lead to bias. If someone says they believe content marketing is very
important, they may inflate the dollar amount they plan to spend
in the next question. Randomizing question order is a simple way
to prevent this type of bias.

Bias can also happen when you interpret the survey. Without even
knowing it, you might treat one person’s opinion differently simply
because of their demographic answers. In some cases, you might
not want to gather any demographic data at all to create a totally
anonymous survey, something common in academic research.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Stereotype_threat#Original_study
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Framing

The wording used in survey instructions about why a survey is
being conducted can impact the way respondents answer questions.
For example, framing a customer service follow-up survey as an
evaluation of a team member may prompt respondents to be more
positive than if you framed the survey as a tool to improve your
processes.

Asking “Did John solve your problem well?” may encourage more
positive answers since respondents are being asked about a specific,
real person. But you want high quality answers, so asking “Did we
solve your problem today?” is amore neutral way to phrase the same
question.

People have a tendency to want to help. If you tell them that the
survey has a goal, they may answer questions in a way that helps
you achieve that goal, instead of answering the questions totally
honestly. To prevent this, try to be neutral when you describe the
survey and give instructions.

Incomplete Options

When questions are asked on a scale (like from “Strongly Disagree”
to “Strongly Agree”), respondents can get frustrated if there’s not
a Neutral option. Neutral options are usually handled two ways:
giving respondents a “Neither Agree nor Disagree” option in the
middle of the scale and giving them a “N/A” option at the end of it,
in case the question does not apply.

Respondents can also get frustrated with your survey when it forces
them to answer questions in ways that aren’t true. For example,
if you ask “What’s your favorite food?” and only provide pizza,
cheeseburgers, and burritos as options, people who love chicken
nuggets don’t have a clear answer choice. An easy way to get
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around this is to provide an “Other” option and make the question
not required.

Always give users an ‘Other’ option.

An even better solution is to make sure you’re providing robust an-
swer choices by pre-testing your survey and allowing respondents
to brainstorm answer choices youmay have missed. (You could also
rewrite the question to not require as precise of an answer.)

Tips on Survey Format

Keep your survey as short as you can by limiting the number of
questions you ask. Long surveys can lead to “survey fatigue.” When
survey fatigue hits, respondents either quit the survey or they stop
paying attention and randomly check boxes until it’s complete.
Either way, your data gets compromised.

Putting together your ideal “list of answers” before you write your
survey will help you make sure to only include the questions that
need to be asked. Compare the questions you’ve written to that list

http://srmo.sagepub.com/view/encyclopedia-of-survey-research-methods/n480.xml
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of answers. If there are any unnecessary or extra questions, remove
them from the survey.

Here are a fewmore tips for formatting your survey to avoid survey
fatigue and get meaningful results:

Break the Survey into Multiple Pages

If your survey does get long, consider breaking it into multiple
pages. Respondents will be less overwhelmed when they look at it.
Be careful, though, because having too many pages can also cause
survey fatigue. You’ll have to strike a balance between page length
and number of pages.

Show a Progress Bar

One of the easiest ways to keep people motivated as they move
through your survey is to show a progress bar and give a time
estimate. Enabling progress bars is pretty easy in most survey apps.

Make Sure Your Survey Works on Multiple
Devices

If respondents will be using a variety of devices to take your survey,
be sure to choose an app that’s responsive or that has desktop and
mobile versions. When you’re thinking about what devices your
respondents may be using, think about when and where they’ll be
taking the survey (from work, from home, etc.).

Most survey apps today look great onmobile, but be sure to preview
your survey on your phone and computer, at least, to make sure it’ll
look good for all of your users.

https://zapier.com/blog/best-survey-apps/
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Make sure your survey looks good on the devices your
respondents will be using. (via SurveyGizmo)

A Final Tip Before You Begin

You’ve created questions to find the answers you need, picked the
perfect question type, and learned the things to avoid and the best
ways to format your survey. Now, you’re ready to fire up your
survey app—or find a new survey builder if you don’t have one
already—and start making your survey a reality.

But don’t share your surveywith theworld. Not just yet. Instead, it’s
time to pre-test it. Pre-testing will help identify unclear questions,
badly-worded responses, andmore before you send your survey out
to your respondents, and will give you a chance to improve your
survey and its chances of generating actionable feedback.

To pre-test, send your completed survey to a few different people
and ask them to tell you about any questions that seemed unclear or
any problems they found. If you can, sit down with at least one or
two people while they take the survey and listen to their reactions
and feedback as they go. You’ll often hear things like “I’m not sure
how to answer this” or “Wow, this is really long,” which are clues
that you have some revisions to do.

https://zapier.com/blog/best-survey-apps/
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After it’s been pre-tested, take the time to review the results of your
survey from your testers. This data isn’t meaningful for your survey,
but it can be helpful to make sure everything’s working correctly.
Make sure nothing has gone wonky with measurement and that
you’re getting the types of data you expected.

No matter how much thought and hard work you put into creating
your survey, it’s going to have flaws—and that’s okay. No survey is
perfect, but investing time and thought into planning and writing
will bring you much closer to getting the answers you need. And
that’s the ultimate goal—the survey’s only a tool to get you there.

Now that you’ve got the basics down on building your survey, it’s
time to pick an app to build your survey. Chapter 7 will show you
the best features in over 20 popular survey tools, along with tips on
how to integrate your survey builder into your workflow.

Then, in Chapter 8, you’ll find more advanced tips on building a
great survey and analyzing your survey data from our in-house data
scientist.

Related: Check out our guide to collecting customer
feedback for more great ideas on getting ideas from
your audience.

Written by freelance writer Stephanie Beadell with contribution
from Zapier Marketer Matthew Guay.

Image Credits: “Why?” photo by Eric via Flickr

https://zapier.com/learn/ultimate-guide-to-forms-and-surveys/best-survey-apps/
https://zapier.com/learn/ultimate-guide-to-forms-and-surveys/design-analyze-survey/
https://zapier.com/blog/collect-customer-feedback/
https://zapier.com/blog/collect-customer-feedback/
https://twitter.com/stephbeadell
https://twitter.com/maguay
https://www.flickr.com/photos/emagic/56206868/


Chapter 7: The Best Online
Survey Builder Tools

Ask one person for advice, and it’s hard to knowwhether we should
trust them. Ask a hundred, though, and you’ll see a clearer picture
start to come together.

That’s democracy, or the more modern term crowdsourcing, and it’s
one of the best ways to gather insight. Whether you’re designing a
new product, improving your site, or just seeing if more people like
oranges than bananas, your best bet is to ask people. A lot of them.
To do so, you’ll need a survey.

We researched the most powerful web-based software that you can
use to build surveys, so you can quickly find an app to start asking
the important questions. No matter what type of info you need to
gather, these are the best 20 survey apps for the job.

Need a Form App instead? Jump back to Chapter 2 to
find the 14 best online form builders.

https://zapier.com/learn/ultimate-guide-to-forms-and-surveys/best-online-form-builder-software/
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The Best Survey Apps

Picking a survey app that fits your team’s needs can be difficult.
Any survey app worth its salt includes standard tools to gather info
from your contacts, and a way to analyze the data you collect.

The apps on this list offer more than that. They help you tackle
advanced techniques, like gathering images, recording audio, in-
tegrating with calendars, and crafting questions that get unbiased
answers. Some are best online, while others shine in mobile apps
or in offline world on a clipboard—it’s true, several of these survey
apps allow you to print out your questionnaire, then add the results
to the app. This roundup focuses on survey tools offering standout
features, with an emphasis on apps that make it easy to get started.

We’ve ordered the apps based on how much they offer for free.
Then, along with a quick review of each app and links to further
pricing and product information, we’ve included an overview table
to help you quickly compare the tools.
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Polldaddy

for unlimited poll and survey responses

Yes, “poll” is in the name, but Polldaddy is also great at making
surveys. It’s also among the most affordable survey tools, with
unlimited surveys and responses for free. Polldaddy’s survey editor
is nice, with options to embed media from YouTube, Flickr, Google
Maps and more. You can receive your responses via email or RSS
and set a date or entry quota to automatically close your survey
automatically after it reaches that number.

It’s integrated with WordPress—and developed by Automattic, the
company behind WordPress.com—so your surveys will look great
on your blog, too, and you’ll use your WordPress.com account to
sigup for an account. That’ll get you all of Polldaddy’s base features
for free; all you’ll miss out on are custom CSS, report filtering,
and similar pro features—but even those are reasonably priced for
unlimited responses.

Polldaddy Pricing: Free for unlimited responses; from $29/month
Pro account for custom CSS, custom redirects, report filtering, and
more

http://polldaddy.com/?utm_source=zapier&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=partnership
https://wordpress.com/?utm_source=zapier&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=partnership
https://polldaddy.com/pricing/
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Survey Nuts

for free surveys without an account

You already know what questions you’ll ask, so it can be annoying
to be required to first sign up for an account and then figure out
where to get started before you can actually make your survey.
Survey Nuts takes that frustration away by letting you make your
survey right on the site’s landing page, without even creating an
account.

Survey Nuts starts you out with three blank questions, which you
can fill in and customize, then add more questions if you need. Add
your email address at the bottom, and Survey Nuts will save your
survey, create an account for you, and give you a link to share your
survey. It’s one of the quickest ways to publish a survey.

Survey Nuts Pricing: Free; Paid plans with additional features
coming soon

SurveyPlanet

for fast survey answers

http://surveynuts.com?utm_source=zapier&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=partnership
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Tired of tapping a “+” button to add more answers to your survey
questions? SurveyPlanet takes away that pain by automatically
adding a blank answer spot as soon as you type an answer in the
last blank field. You can tap and type as many times as you need to
enter all your answers. Then, you can duplicate your questions in a
tap to reword them for detailed branched surveys easily.

If you’re wondering what it’ll feel like to take your survey, Survey-
Planet’s preview mode is just what you need. It’ll show a live copy
of your survey that you can fill out, right from the same window
where you’re editing your survey. You can have the answers display
one at a time or in a list—and if you choose the former, expect to
be surprised at how quickly they load. It’s a fast survey tool that’ll
help you get answers quickly.

SurveyPlanet Pricing: Free for unlimited surveys and responses;
$20/month Pro plan for CSV exports, printable surveys, branching
questions, and custom branding

SurveyLegend

for responsive surveys

https://surveyplanet.com/?utm_source=zapier&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=partnership
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Surveys shouldn’t be tied to desktops and laptops. Odds are, your
audience fills out your survey on the go. And you might even find
yourself wanting to throw together a new survey on your tablet.
SurveyLegend is ready for all of that—it’s a survey builder that’s
equally at home in your traditional browser or a tablet, and the
surveys it creates will look great everywhere.

Its drag-and-drop editor is touch-ready, so you can put together a
survey from any device. There are standard survey elements you’d
expect, each with large buttons that are easy to tap on mobile. And,
you can include a media gallery in a question, where you can use
large images as questions to let people pick a graphical option in
your survey—perhaps to say which food looks most tempting.

SurveyLegend Pricing: Free for 3 surveys and unlimited responses;
from $19/month Pro plan for 20 surveys

SurveyMethods

for event registration in surveys

https://www.surveylegend.com?utm_source=zapier&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=partnership
https://www.surveylegend.com/pricing/
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When you’re planning an event and need people to RSVP, you
might first think of using a more flexible form builder to make a
signup form. SurveyMethods, though, thinks a survey is the perfect
thing for the job. With its “Event Registration” surveys, you can
schedule an event, get information from your contacts about their
thoughts on the event (what food they’d like, location suggestions,
and more), then close the survey with a calendar invite and email
confirmation to make sure everyone remembers to come and you
know who’s coming.

SurveyMethods can also help you make traditional surveys, with
its survey library or an editor where you’ll add one question at a
time. You can gather responses anonymously, if you need, or print
your survey and poll people at your events or stores. Or, you can
import your email marketing list, and use SurveyMethods to send
your survey to everyone at once.

SurveyMethods Pricing: Free for unlimited surveys with up to 500
responses; from $9/month Advanced plan for unlimited responses

For a deeper look at SurveyMethods’s features and pricing, check
out our SurveyMethods review.

See SurveyMethods integrations on Zapier

http://surveymethods.com/?utm_source=zapier&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=partnership
http://www.surveymethods.com/registration.aspx
https://zapier.com/zapbook/surveymethods/review/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
http://zapier.com/zapbook/surveymethods/
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Survs

for quickly adding questions

Tired of looking through a list of question types to find the format
you need? Survs makes this part simple. After adding a new
question by clicking the “+” button, you can immediately start
typing your question under the ones you’ve already added. If you
want a multiple-choice question, there’s fields for your answers
already visible, so you can start typing in the answers. Otherwise,
select the question type you’d like, and then add the answers.

There are also color-based themes, so you can customize your
survey without having to dig in too deep. And, there are extra
question options like random ordering and logic rules that you can
add to each question right as you’re typing it in. It’s a simple way
to make a survey by only thinking about the questions you want to
ask.

Survs Pricing: Free for unlimited surveys with 10 questions and
200 responses per survey; from $19/month Basic plan for unlimited
questions and 2,000 responses per survey

http://survs.com/?utm_source=zapier&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=partnership
http://survs.com/pricing/
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FreeOnlineSurveys

for quickly making a new survey

You’d think the Free in FreeOnlineSurveys would be the most
interesting thing, but actually it’s FreeOnlineSurveys’ landing page
that makes it worth checking out. You’ll pick if you want to make a
survey, quiz, poll, or form, then can immediately fill in your survey
title, pick a theme, and preview how it’ll look. If you like it, you can
then sign up for an account and immediately dive into adding your
questions.

If you’re making a multi-page survey, you’ll also find FreeOnli-
neSurveys’ tabbed interface handy. You can switch back and forth
between survey pages, without waiting for anything to load. And,
if you happen to also make quizzes, forms, or polls often, building
them all in FreeOnlineSurveys is a simple way to keep everything
together.

FreeOnlineSurveys Pricing: Free for unlimited surveys with up to
20 questions and 50 responses per 10 day period; from $19.99/month
Extra plan for up to 1,000 responses

https://www.freeonlinesurveys.com/?utm_source=zapier&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=partnership
https://www.freeonlinesurveys.com/pricing/
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SurveyMonkey

for getting unbiased responses

As one of the biggest names in survey apps, SurveyMonkey of-
fers more than just a tool to arrange your questions and gather
answers. It also includes templates and pre-written questions that
are designed to help its users get accurate answers and unbiased
results by avoiding conflict of interest and questions that insinuate
the “correct” answer (check out SurveyMonkey’s post about Survey
Bank for more info—and tips on how to make your own questions
unbiased). Then, you can check your survey against other survey
stats from the same industries in SurveyMonkey’s database, giving
you a way to benchmark your answers and know what they really
mean.

These and other professional tools—including scripting in surveys,
tools to purchase survey responses, and more—help make Survey-
Monkey a great option for business surveys. But it’s also a great
survey tool to pick when you’re getting started, with its generous
free plan that’s easy to grow with your survey needs.

SurveyMonkey Pricing: Free for unlimited surveys with up to 100

http://surveymonkey.com/?utm_source=zapier&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=partnership
https://www.surveymonkey.com/blog/2011/07/27/how-question-bank-was-built/
https://www.surveymonkey.com/blog/2011/07/27/how-question-bank-was-built/
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responses; from $26/month Select Plan for up to 1,000 responses

For a deeper look at SurveyMonkey’s features and pricing, check out
our SurveyMonkey review.

See SurveyMonkey integrations on Zapier

QuestionPro

for location based surveys

Ever wanted to ask people what they thought about your business
as they walk out the door, or survey people about their preferences
as they’re walking around your event table? QuestionPro makes
that possible with its mobile apps and iBeacons support. With
iBeacons placed throughout your location, andQuestionPro surveys
embedded in your mobile app or the QuestionPro app installed,
you can send push notifications and ask people to complete surveys
based on where they are.

But if your business is online, QuestionPro works, too. Send out
your survey on social networks, via email, or have it shown to
customers as they’re leaving your site. QuestionPro supports dozens
of languages, so you can see what people are thinking no matter
where they live. Making a survey won’t even take that long, since

https://www.surveymonkey.com/pricing/
https://zapier.com/zapbook/surveymonkey/review/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
http://zapier.com/zapbook/surveymonkey/
http://www.questionpro.com/
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you can upload a Word document with questions and QuestionPro
will turn it into a survey.

QuestionPro Pricing: Free for unlimited surveys and 100 responses;
from $12/month Professional Plan for unlimited responses

SmartSurvey

for collaborating on survey questions

Collaborating on a Google Docs file is simple, and even works in
real-time, but collaborating on building a survey is often far more
difficult. You’re almost better off working on a list of questions to-
gether, then having someone turn them into a survey. SmartSurvey,
though, gives you an easier option, with its shared library.

Everyone on your team can add questions andmultimedia youwant
to include in a survey, and share it with each other. Then, when it’s
time to make the final survey, you can pull everything in together
and make the final survey in minutes. Finally, you can share your
results page with a download or with an online, password-protected
dashboard, so everyone can get the feedback immediately.

http://www.questionpro.com/pricing/
https://www.smartsurvey.co.uk/
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SmartSurvey Pricing: Free for 15 questions per survey and 100
responses; $40/month Pro plan for unlimited questions and 1,500
responses

Surveypal

for creating multi-page, multimedia surveys

If you’ve ever used PowerPoint, InDesign, or any other app where
you lay out elements on individual pages, then you’ll feel right at
home in Surveypal. With a list of your pages on the left, your survey
in the middle, and a palette of tools on the right, it looks much like
any other creative tool.

Among those tools, you’ll find the features you need to be creative
with your survey, including options to let your contacts capture
images, record audio and video, and upload files from your survey.
You can upload photos of your own, store them in Surveypal, and
reuse them later in your surveys—and you can add custom code to
your survey to track analytics and more. You’ll get the same great
survey features, with an extra dose of creativity.

Surveypal Pricing: Free for unlimited surveys with up to 100

https://www.smartsurvey.co.uk/pricing
http://www.surveypal.com/en/?utm_source=zapier&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=partnership
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responses; from $40/month Premium plan for 1,000 responses

For a deeper look at Surveypal’s features and pricing, check out our
Surveypal review.

See Surveypal integrations on Zapier

FluidSurveys

for fast editing

For a twist on the typical survey designer interface, FluidSurveys
offers a modern, streamlined look with quick links to your survey’s
editor, design and results on the left side. You can be editing your
survey and quickly jump to its results, then go back to tweaking in
seconds. You’ll get that same speed when filling out your surveys,
with an interface that’ll even let you fill out the survey offline and
upload the results later.

And you won’t have to design your surveys just for one audience,
either. FluidSurveys includes support for 64 languages, along with
bulk translation tools, so you can make a survey that’s ready for
much of the world. You can even take PayPal payments in a survey,
making them a bit more like a standard form with questions. It’s

http://www.surveypal.com/en/pricing/
https://zapier.com/zapbook/surveypal/review/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
http://zapier.com/zapbook/surveypal/
http://fluidsurveys.com/?utm_source=zapier&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=partnership
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a SurveyMonkey product, but it definitely has enough to make it
worth considering on its own.

FluidSurveys Pricing: Free for unlimited surveys with up to 10
questions and 100 responses; from $70/month Select plan for un-
limited responses

For a deeper look at FluidSurvey’s features and pricing, check out
our FluidSurveys review.

See FluidSurveys integrations on Zapier

QuickTapSurvey

for offline surveys

Online surveys are great—they let you get people’s opinions, wher-
ever they are, and whenever they’re free to fill out your survey.
But some surveys are best filled out offline—from door-to-door
surveys where you may not have consistent internet coverage, to
in-house QA assements inside factories and other areas with limited
connectivity—and QuickTapSurvey is a great option to build offline
surveys that are perhaps even better than online ones.

https://fluidsurveys.com/pricing/
https://zapier.com/zapbook/fluidsurveys/review/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
http://zapier.com/zapbook/fluidsurveys/
http://www.quicktapsurvey.com/?utm_source=zapier&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=partnership
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You’ll add your survey questions, typing multiple choice answers in
a list instead of having to type each entry separately. There’s even
answer options that are designed specifically for mobile devices—
you can grab locations, scan QR codes, capture images and more
right from a survey. Then, you’ll deploy your survey to iOS and
Android devices, where they can be filled out offline and sync their
data back when you’re online again.

QuickTapSurvey Pricing: Free for 1 survey on 1 device with 50
entries; $19/month Basic plan for 1 device with unlimited surveys
and responses

Obsurvey

for simple surveys

If you want to throw together a few questions in a survey, Obsurvey
may be one of the fastest options you have. Open the app, and you’ll
see the form editor with a selection of question types you can add
to your survey. Select one, fill in its info, then click the Add new
question link underneath and repeat, or add equally simple logic
jumps with the More options button.

If you’d like to tweak your survey’s design, there are a few basic

http://www.quicktapsurvey.com/pricing.php
http://obsurvey.com/?utm_source=zapier&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=partnership
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templates you can choose from, or you can design your own in CSS.
Then, you can share your survey online, or export as a PDF and
get answers offline—and then later type those offline entries into
Obsurvey’s database to keep all of your survey responses together.
It’s not the prettiest or most advanced survey tool, but it promises
“surveys made simple” and lives up to that well.

Obsurvey Pricing: $12/month Premium plan for basic features and
unlimited surveys

For a deeper look at Obsurvey’s features and pricing, check out our
Obsurvey review.

See Obsurvey integrations on Zapier

Survmetrics

for photo-powered surveys

A plain background and a list of questions makes for a boring
survey. Instead, what if your survey lookedmore like a presentation,
with impactful graphics on every page? That’s what Survmetrics
offers.

http://obsurvey.com/plans-pricing/
https://zapier.com/zapbook/obsurvey/review/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
http://zapier.com/zapbook/obsurvey/
https://survmetrics.com/?utm_source=zapier&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=partnership
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Create a new survey—or employ a pre-made template—and you’ll
find a survey editor where each question is on its own page with
a unique, full-width background image. Instead of having theme
options for the entire survey, you can tweak the font, color, opacity
and more for each question. And there’s still the survey tools you’d
expect—tons of question types, branching and logic, and more—
inside the fanciest surveys you’ll ever see.

Survmetrics Pricing: Free for up to 200 total responses; $20/month
Starter plan for 200 responses per month and full features

PopSurvey

for answering survey questions one at a time

Polls and surveys are pretty similar—after all, a poll is just a simple
survey with one question. That often makes poll apps far simpler
to build and answer, since they’re focused on just one question.
PopSurvey takes that same poll-style approach, and adds it to a
normal survey that can have as many questions as you need—
but your survey itself will look as simple as a poll, with only one

https://survmetrics.com/web/plans
https://www.popsurvey.com/?utm_source=zapier&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=partnership
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question shown at a time.

You can add full-featured survey questions, with everything from
text answers to multiple choices with images and a matrix of
answers. There are even rules to skip and branch your survey
based on previous answers, and a dashboard to analyze your survey
results that you can share with others. It’ll even record answers as
they’re entered, so you’ll get all of your results even if some are only
partially completed.

PopSurvey Pricing: From $24/month Starter plan for 3 surveys and
300 responses

SurveyGizmo

for testing your surveys

Survey tools aren’t usually fun to use, per se, and yet SurveyGizmo
promises to be “survey software that will make you smile.” You
might find that its whimsical robot avatar or playful design make
you smile, or youmight smile over the form editor that’s far simpler
to use than most—one that helps you not have to think much

https://www.popsurvey.com/pricing
http://www.surveygizmo.com/?utm_source=zapier&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=partnership
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about the type of question you need to add. Its beautiful survey
themes,with live previews in a demo browser and mobile device,
might even make you smile.

But what makes me smile is SurveyGizmo’s Survey Diagnostics
tools, which uses data from other surveys in SurveyGizmo to
estimate the accessibility of your survey, and how long it’ll take
people to complete. You can even get SurveyGizmo’s team to test
your survey for you, or invite others’ feedback on your survey. That
way, you’ll get a polished survey others are sure to fill out. A survey
that, perhaps, will even make them smile.

SurveyGizmo Pricing: $25/month Basic plan for basic features and
unlimited surveys

For a deeper look at SurveyGizmo’s features and pricing, check out
our SurveyGizmo review.

See SurveyGizmo integrations on Zapier

LoopSurvey

for gathering survey responses on mobile devices

http://www.surveygizmo.com/plans-pricing/
https://zapier.com/zapbook/surveygizmo/review/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
http://zapier.com/zapbook/surveygizmo/
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Some surveys aren’t meant to be shared via email, or embedded in
your blog. Instead, they’re best to be filled out in person, perhaps
at an event or conference booth, or by walking through a mall
and talking to regular people, or by your employees as they come
into work tomorrow. That’s the type of survey in LoopSurvey’s
crosshairs.

You build your surveys online, relying on a simple interface that
lets you type in your question and then pick the answer type. After
you deploy the survey to your team’s mobile devices, it’s displayed
full-screen with beautiful background images and large touch-
ready buttons. You can then collect responses directly on your iOS
and Android devices, and have them show up automatically in
LoopSurvey’s web app back in the office.

LoopSurvey Pricing: $25/month Business account per device

Client Heartbeat

for surveying your customers

http://www.loopsurvey.com?utm_source=zapier&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=partnership
http://www.loopsurvey.com/pricing.html
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Wondering what your customers are thinking about your products
and services? Client Heartbeat is a simple survey app that helps
you take the “pulse” of your audience with surveys that’ll be
automatically sent out every few months on a schedule you set.

Enter info about your company and industry, then Client Heartbeat
will give you a pre-made survey with common questions to see
what people think about your company—or, you can customize
the questions as you’d like. Then, add your customers’ emails, and
Client Heartbeat will send the survey automatically. You’ll then see
which customers you’re at risk of loosing, your biggest fans, and
what you need to improve. It’s a quick way of getting actionable
feedback in a survey.

Client Heartbeat Pricing: From $39/month Basic plan for unlim-
ited surveys, 1 user, and 50 contacts

LimeSurvey

for self-hosted surveys

https://clientheartbeat.com/?utm_source=zapier&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=partnership
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Looking for a survey tool you can run on your own server?
LimeSurvey is the app for you. It’s an open-source survey project
that lets you build detailed surveys, host them on your own, or
embed them in Drupal or WordPress sites. Surveys have just about
any feature you could want, though you’ll have to dig through
menus to set them up, add question sections, and then tack on
individual questions.

It’s not going to win any fashion awards, and it’ll take far longer
to get started using than any other app in this roundup. But, if you
want a survey builder that’s 100% free and is deeply customizable,
LimeSurvey’s one of the better open-source projects to try. And,
thanks to the open-source community, it also supports far more
languages than you’ll find in other survey tools.

LimeSurvey Pricing: Free open-source software to run on your
own server

Other Great Survey Tools

There are dozens of tools to build surveys, with many others that
we didn’t include in this roundup. If you’re working in a large
enterprise that has more advanced needs from your survey, you
might find tools like Qualtrics, MaritzCX, or Adobe Marketing
Cloud are better options.

https://www.limesurvey.org/?utm_source=zapier&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=partnership
http://www.qualtrics.com
http://www.maritzcx.com
http://www.adobe.com/marketing-cloud.html
http://www.adobe.com/marketing-cloud.html
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Or, you might already have an app that includes a survey builder.
Many form builder apps include survey templates, and all could
be used to make a survey with a little extra work. Marketing
automation tools—including email marketing apps like Constant
Contact and VerticalResponse—also often include survey builders,
so if you’re already using one of them for your marketing it might
be best to use it for surveys, too.

Either way—whether you’ve picked one of the survey apps in this
roundup or have rediscovered a survey tool built into an app you
already rely on—what’s important is that you have a tool that makes
it easy to build surveys.

Put Your Survey to Work

Now that you’ve picked an app to build your survey, and have put
together the questions you need answered, there’s one more thing
you need: automation. Your new survey builder is likely great, with
dashboards and notifications and reports and more. But chances
are, you’ll want something more—better ways to analyze your data,
follow upwith people who filled out your survey, and automatically
send your survey to your new customers.

Here are some great ways to automatically send out your survey,
thank and follow up with respondents, analyze your data, andmake
your survey fit into your workflow. You may be able to do some of
these things with your app itself. For everything else, use Zapier, an
automation tool that works with hundreds of apps, including many
of the survey tools in this roundup.

Share Your Survey Automatically

If you’re wanting to survey your customers, you’ll need to do more
than just share a link to your survey on social networks. You might

https://zapier.com/blog/best-online-form-builder-software/
https://zapier.com/learn/ultimate-guide-to-crm-apps/marketing-automation-crm/
https://zapier.com/learn/ultimate-guide-to-crm-apps/marketing-automation-crm/
http://www.constantcontact.com/online-surveys?utm_source=zapier&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=partnership
http://www.constantcontact.com/online-surveys?utm_source=zapier&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=partnership
http://help.verticalresponse.com/how-to/surveys/?utm_source=zapier&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=partnership
http://zapier.com/
http://zapier.com/zapbook/apps/
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want to find out what each of your new customers think about your
app, site, or store. For that, connect your e-commerce platform or
payments app to your survey builder, and have it send a survey
invite to each of your new customers.

Zaps:

• Send a Surveypal Survey to PayPal Customers
• Send WooCommerce customers a FluidSurveys survey invi-
tation

• Send Shopify customers a SurveyMethods survey

Marketer Adrien O’leary uses Zapier to share his FluidSurveys sur-
vey with every new contact he adds to his Knack database. Zapier
copies the email of the contact, and sends it to FluidSurveys, which
then sends the survey invite to the new contact automatically. “I
also pass parameters in the survey URL so some elements of the
survey (like name of a client’s business) can be customized,” says
Adrien.

• Zap: Send FluidSurveys Invites to new contacts in a Knack
database

If your survey app doesn’t include an integration to send survey
invites automatically, you could copy the share link for your survey,
and make an email Zap that’ll share your survey link to new
contacts, customers, and more.

Get Notified of Your Survey Responses

After working so hard to build your survey, it’ll feel great to see the
responses come in. But there’s no need to wear out your refresh
button to see if there are new results. Just connect your survey

https://zapier.com/zapbook/zaps/1650/send-a-surveypal-survey-to-paypal-customers/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
https://zapier.com/zapbook/zaps/1651/send-woocommerce-customers-a-fluidsurveys-survey-invitation/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
https://zapier.com/zapbook/zaps/1651/send-woocommerce-customers-a-fluidsurveys-survey-invitation/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
https://zapier.com/zapbook/zaps/1652/send-shopify-customers-a-surveymethods-survey/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
http://b-unique.ca
https://zapier.com/zapbook/zaps/2284/send-fluidsurveys-invites-to-new-contacts-in-a-knack-database/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
https://zapier.com/zapbook/zaps/2284/send-fluidsurveys-invites-to-new-contacts-in-a-knack-database/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
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builder to your team chat app, and everyone can be notified as soon
as your survey is filled out.

Zaps:

• Send new Surveypal survey answers to Slack
• Send new Surveypal survey answers to HipChat

Or, if you’d rather get your survey responses via email, there’s likely
a setting for that in your survey builder dashboard. Those emails
won’t be very customizable, so instead, you can use Zapier to send
you an email with just the survey info you’d like to see. You could
get the full survey results each time, or just a quick message to let
you know of a new submission.

That’s why the UP Global team uses Zapier to send email no-
tifications of their new SurveyGizmo survey responses, to help
manage Startup Weekend and their interactions with their sponsor,
Coca-Cola. “With 10,000 volunteers in more than 110 countries,
coordinating volunteers and Coke representatives is no small feat,”
says Mitchell Cuevas, senior marketing director at UP Global. But
it’s easier with Zapier.

All they need is a Zap that watches for survey responses, then
sends out email notifications to various team members based on
where the response is from. “For example, if a volunteer selects
Cambodia as his location, an email will be sent to the Coke rep-
resentative in Cambodia containing all pertinent information and
details drawn directly from the SurveyGizmo form,” says Cuevas.
Managing surveys in a large team can be simple with customized
email notifications.

Zaps:

• Send Gmail email notifications when SurveyGizmo survey is
filled out

• Email new SurveyMonkey survey responses
• Email new Surveypal survey answers through Gmail

https://zapier.com/zapbook/zaps/575/automatically-send-new-surveypal-survey-answers-slack/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
https://zapier.com/zapbook/zaps/576/automatically-send-new-surveypal-survey-answers-hipchat/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
http://www.up.co/
https://zapier.com/zapbook/zaps/2285/send-gmail-email-notifications-when-surveygizmo-survey-is-filled-out/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
https://zapier.com/zapbook/zaps/2285/send-gmail-email-notifications-when-surveygizmo-survey-is-filled-out/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
https://zapier.com/zapbook/zaps/609/email-new-surveymonkey-survey-responses/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
https://zapier.com/zapbook/zaps/573/automatically-email-new-surveypal-survey-answers-through-gmail/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
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Save Survey Responses

Don’t start copying and pasting your survey result into your notes
app or a spreadsheet—and don’t wait until your survey is over to
download all the results. Zapier can copy your new survey results
automatically to your favorites spreadsheet app, word processor,
notebook tool, or database.

The Once a Month Meals team uses Zapier’s Google Sheets integra-
tion for just that. Whenever their SurveyMonkey applicant survey
is filled out with, their Zap copies the survey data into different
worksheets in the spreadsheet based on types of meals the applicant
can cook. Their team can then find cooks for each type of menu just
by opening the correct sheet.

That simple automation has helped their team work far more
efficiently. “It saves us quite a bit of administration time as we
don’t have to export and sort each time we need to find a new
person or look at the information provided,” says Once a Month
Meals founder Tricia Callahan.

• Zap: Save new SurveyMonkey responses as Google Sheets
rows

No matter which apps your team uses to store your data and
collaborate, you’ll be able to work together on survey data far easily
if it’s in your favorite tools instead of hidden inside your survey
builder. You can list entries in a spreadsheet, save them to your
notebook, or even generate unique documents automatically based
on each survey response.

Zaps:

• Insert new Surveypal answers into new Google Spreadsheet
rows

https://onceamonthmeals.com/
https://zapier.com/zapbook/zaps/1943/save-new-surveymonkey-responses-as-google-sheets-rows/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
https://zapier.com/zapbook/zaps/1943/save-new-surveymonkey-responses-as-google-sheets-rows/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
https://zapier.com/zapbook/zaps/577/automatically-create-new-rows-google-spreadsheet-new-surveypal-survey-answers/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
https://zapier.com/zapbook/zaps/577/automatically-create-new-rows-google-spreadsheet-new-surveypal-survey-answers/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
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• Create Google Docs documents from SurveyMonkey survey
entries

• Turn SurveyMonkey survey responses into Intellinote notes

Add Survey Respondents to CRM

Want an easy way to keep track of who’s taken your survey? If
you’re sending your survey to your existing contacts, or the leads
you’ve been working with in your CRM, then you’ll want to note
their survey responses right along with their other contact info. Just
connect your survey builder to your CRM app—and make sure your
survey asks for an email address—and each person’s survey answers
can show up on their profile in your CRM automatically.

Zaps:

• Create/update Infusionsoft contacts from new Surveypal sur-
vey answers

• Update Hubspot CRM contacts from SurveyMonkey surveys
• Create new Salesforce leads from new Surveypal survey
answers

Stay in Touch with Survey Respondents

It’s not all about your own records. Your contacts and customers
took the time to take your survey, so it’d be nice for you to take a
minute and say thank you. But it doesn’t even have to take a minute
of your time. All you need to do is have Zapier automatically send
an email to each person who fills out your survey. You could even
include extra info about your company, or perhaps a special coupon
code as an extra thanks.

Zaps:

https://zapier.com/zapbook/zaps/2278/create-google-docs-documents-from-surveymonkey-survey-entries/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
https://zapier.com/zapbook/zaps/2278/create-google-docs-documents-from-surveymonkey-survey-entries/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
https://zapier.com/zapbook/zaps/485/turn-surveymonkey-survey-responses-into-intellinote-notes/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
https://zapier.com/zapbook/zaps/579/automatically-createupdate-infusionsoft-contacts-new-surveypal-survey-answers/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
https://zapier.com/zapbook/zaps/579/automatically-createupdate-infusionsoft-contacts-new-surveypal-survey-answers/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
https://zapier.com/zapbook/zaps/1462/update-hubspot-crm-contacts-from-surveymonkey-surveys/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
https://zapier.com/zapbook/zaps/578/automatically-create-new-salesforce-leads-new-surveypal-survey-answers/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
https://zapier.com/zapbook/zaps/578/automatically-create-new-salesforce-leads-new-surveypal-survey-answers/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
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• Send Thank You Email for Completing SurveyMonkey Sur-
vey

• Send an email with Postmark whenever a Surveypal survey
is filled out

Or, if you want to make sure you keep a long-term connection, add
your contacts to your email newsletter list. That way, they’ll know
as soon as you act on the feedback in the survey, and perhaps you
can turn your survey focus group into your next customer base.

Zaps:

• Add FluidSurvey Respondents to Constant Contact
• Add New SurveyMonkey Respondents to aMailChimp Email
List

Integrate Any Survey Builder via Email

SurveyMonkey, Surveypal, and many other great survey apps are
already integrated with Zapier, but if your favorite survey builder

https://zapier.com/zapbook/zaps/1073/send-thank-you-email-for-completing-surveymonkey-survey/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
https://zapier.com/zapbook/zaps/1073/send-thank-you-email-for-completing-surveymonkey-survey/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
https://zapier.com/zapbook/zaps/807/send-an-email-with-postmark-whenever-a-surveypal-survey-is-filled-out/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
https://zapier.com/zapbook/zaps/807/send-an-email-with-postmark-whenever-a-surveypal-survey-is-filled-out/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
https://zapier.com/zapbook/zaps/733/add-fluidsurvey-respondents-to-constant-contact/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
https://zapier.com/zapbook/zaps/718/add-new-surveymonkey-respondents-to-a-mailchimp-email-list/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
https://zapier.com/zapbook/zaps/718/add-new-surveymonkey-respondents-to-a-mailchimp-email-list/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
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doesn’t work with Zapier yet, don’t fret. If it supports webhooks or
lets you subscribe to a feed of your results, you could use those to
add your survey app to Zapier on your own.

Otherwise, almost every survey app will send you email notifi-
cations when your survey is filled out, and you can use those to
integrate with other apps. Just use the free Zapier Email Parser, or
for more advanced features, try Mailparser.io. Forward your emails
to the Zapier Email Parser, or add your Zapier Email Parser address
as your notifications email in your survey app. Then, teach the
Zapier Email Parser which parts of the emails include important
survey information.

Once that’s done, you can connect your Parser account to any other
app in Zapier. That way, you save your survey results, add your
respondents to your CRM and email lists, and more automatically.

Zaps:

• Get new Zapier Email Parser parsed emails in Slack
• Send Emails from the Email Parser to Campaign Monitor
• Copy emails from the Zapier Email Parser to your Knack
database

• Create New Salesforce Contacts from Mailparser Processed
Emails

https://zapier.com/blog/add-any-app-to-zapier/
https://parser.zapier.com
http://mailparser.io?utm_source=zapier&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=partnership
https://zapier.com/zapbook/zaps/1562/get-data-from-new-zapier-email-parser-parsed-emails-in-slack/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
https://zapier.com/zapbook/zaps/721/send-emails-from-the-email-parser-to-campaign-monitor/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
https://zapier.com/zapbook/zaps/1270/copy-emails-zapier-email-parser-your-knack-database/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
https://zapier.com/zapbook/zaps/1270/copy-emails-zapier-email-parser-your-knack-database/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
https://zapier.com/zapbook/zaps/599/mailparser-to-salesforce/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
https://zapier.com/zapbook/zaps/599/mailparser-to-salesforce/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
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Bonus: Download a Survey App Cheat
Sheet

Want a simple way to keep track of the best survey apps? We’ve
put together a PDF download with the most important info from
this roundup, so you can easily compare the best survey apps, share
them with your team, and decide on the perfect tool for your work.
You’ll find each of the apps listed, along with their best features and
pricing—just as in the table above.

To download the cheat sheet, just head over to the Zapier landing
page for The Ultimate Guide to Forms and Surveys and scroll down
to the Download section. There, you can download the cheat sheet
along with ePub and PDF copies of this entire eBook. Or, if you
downloaded this book there already, you can find the cheat sheets
in the Cheat Sheet folder.

Now that you’ve learned the basics you need to build a survey
and have found a survey app to use, you’re all ready to create an
amazing survey and gather the data you’ve been needing. But what
will you do with all that data? That’s what Chapter 8 is for. It’s
an in-depth guide to optimizing your survey and turning your data

https://zapier.com/learn/ultimate-guide-to-forms-and-surveys/
https://zapier.com/learn/ultimate-guide-to-forms-and-surveys/writing-effective-survey/
https://zapier.com/learn/ultimate-guide-to-forms-and-surveys/design-analyze-survey/
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into meaningful graphs—complete with template spreadsheets to
help you easily analyze your survey data.

Written by Zapier Marketer Matthew Guay.

Image Credits: Clipboard photo by Dave Crosby.

http://twitter.com/maguay
https://www.flickr.com/photos/wikidave/7386337594/


Chapter 8: How to Design
and Analyze a Survey

Flawed data can guide even the greatest leaders to
the wrong conclusions. When success hangs in the
balance, you need to be absolutely sure that you’re
gathering the right data with the right methods. So
we asked our data scientist, Christopher Peters, to craft
this guide about how to collect and analyze data. It’s
like a college-level course in survey design: you’ll learn
how towrite questions, distribute them, and synthesize
the responses.

Surveys canmake amajor impact on the direction of your company—
especially if you get the results in front of decision-makers.

Whether that impact is positive or negative depends on the quality
of your survey. Sound survey design and analysis can illuminate
new opportunities; faulty design leaves your team swinging in the
dark.

As Zapier’s data scientist, I lead testing and analysis for everything
related to our app automation tool. I’ve used surveys to dissect how

https://twitter.com/statwonk
https://zapier.com/
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many seconds each Zapier Task saves someone (it’s close to 180
seconds), and why people upgrade to a paid Zapier plan.

I’ve seen how data can be used as an instrument to help teams make
smart choices. In this chapter, I’ll teach you more than a dozen
techniques that I use build an effective survey the first time.

Before We Start

It’s important to note that there’s a great deal of controversy among
social scientists about survey design, with conflicting suggestions
about methods. Statistics like “margin of error” are still widely used,
but they’re rarely appropriate for online surveys—The Huffington
Post’s senior data scientist and senior polling editor, for example,
consider them an “ethical lapse”. Conventional wisdom about what
matters is not always grounded in statistical science. To cope with
this, this chapter sticks to simple tried-and-true methods. I hope
you’ll find them useful.

1. How to Design a Survey
2. The Best Survey Question and Answer Styles
3. How to Phrase Survey Questions and Answers
4. How to Select Survey Respondents
5. How to Calculate the Number of Survey Respondents You

Need
6. How to Analyze Survey Results
7. How to Interpret Survey Results

https://zapier.com/how-it-works/
https://zapier.com/app/pricing
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2015/02/03/margin-of-error-debate_n_6565788.html
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1. How to Design a Survey

Before creating a survey, it’s important to think about its purpose.
Common purposes include:

• Compiling market research
• Soliciting feedback
• Monitoring performance

Write down specific knowledge you’d like to gain from your survey,
along with a couple of simple questions you think might answer
your hypotheses (including the set of possible answers).

Next to the answers, write down the percentage of responses you’d
expect in each bucket—comparing the future results against these
guesses will reveal where your intuition is strong and where blind-
spots exist.

This pre-survey process will also help you synthesize the important
aspects of the survey and guide your design process. Remember: As
the scope of your survey widens, fewer people are likely to respond,
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making it more difficult for stakeholders to act on results. Simplicity
is probably the most important—and most under-appreciated—
survey design feature.

2. The Best Survey Question and Answer
Styles

The way you structure questions and answers will define the limits
of analysis that are available to you when summarizing results.
These limits can make or break your ability to gain insights about
your key questions. So it’s important to think about how you’ll
summarize the response to questions as you design them—not
afterwards.

There are four main question and answer styles, and therefore four
main response data types:

• Categorical - Unordered labels like colors or brand names;
also known as “nominal”

• Ordinal - Likert scales like “strongly disagree to strongly
agree” or “never to often”

• Interval - Ranges like “number of employee”
• Ratio - Numbers like inches of rain

Survey apps provide a wide range of data-collection tools, but every
data type falls into at least one of these four buckets.

Categorical Data

The categorial type of data uses specific names or labels as the
possible set of answers. For example:

What do you like (most / least) about our product?
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• Fast customer service
• Ease of use
• Quality
• Quantity

Categorical data is sometimes referred to as “nominal” data, and
it’s a popular route for survey questions. Categorical data is the
easiest type of data to analyze because you’re limited to calculating
the share of responses in each category. Collect, count, divide and
you’re done.

However, categorical data can’t answer “How much?” type ques-
tions, such as “How much do you value the speed of customer
service?”

If you’re not sure which dimensions are important (e.g. customer
service, ease of use, etc.), start with a categorical question—they’re
more compact than the other question types, and can help your
survey stay focused. Then, in a follow-up survey, you can ask “How
much?” It’s better to send out a few rounds of improving surveys
than a huge blast that misses the mark.

Sampling is your friend. Consider dividing your sample group so
that you can send multiple successive surveys as you learn more
about your respondents.

Ordinal Data

Once you’ve identified categories of importance, asking ordinal
style questions can help you assess that “How much?” type ques-
tion. The ordinal response type presents answers that make sense
as an order.
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If you’re wondering, order canmatter! Researchers at the University
of Michigan’s Institute for Social Research found that the order in
which answers like these were read to respondents determined how
they answered.

If it’s possible, randomly flip the order of answers to ordinal
questions for each participant. Be sure to keep the order consistent
throughout the survey, though, or you might confuse respondents
and collect data that doesn’t represent their true feelings.

Alternatively, you could achieve the same effect by randomly split-
ting respondents into two groups and administering two surveys:
one with the order of questions flowing from left-to-right, and the
other from right-to-left.

Interval Data

Data must meet two requirements to be called “interval”: it needs
to be ordered, and the distance between the values needs to be
meaningful.

For example, a predetermined set of incomes like “$20k, $30k, $40k”
fits the interval data model. Another example might be: “1-50
employees, 51-100 employees, 100-150 employees.”

Interval data is useful for collecting segmentation data (that is, it’s
useful for categorizing other questions). For example, you might
want to ask a follow-up question about a respondent’s plans to
purchase a specific product—you could segment this question based
on their response to a previous interval-style question.

If possible, it’s best to use equally-sized intervals. This will allow for
clarity in visualization when summarizing results, and also allow
for the use of averages. If intervals aren’t equal sizes, you should
treat this data as categorical data.

http://www.researchgate.net/publication/272349010_The_Effects_of_the_Direction_of_Rating_Scales_on_Survey_Responses_in_a_Telephone_Survey
http://www.researchgate.net/publication/272349010_The_Effects_of_the_Direction_of_Rating_Scales_on_Survey_Responses_in_a_Telephone_Survey
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Ratio Data

Ratio data is said to be the richest form of survey data. It represents
precise measurements. A key characteristic of ratio data is that it
contains an amount that could be referred to as “none of some
quantity”—where the value “0” or “none” is just as valid a response
as “45” or “987,123” or any other number.

Here’s an example of ratio data: You might ask respondents about
their income level with an input field that allows for numeric
responses, like $24,315, $48,630 or even $0.

The defining characteristic of ratio data is that it’s possible to
represent the responses as fractions, like “$24,315/$48,630 = 1/2”.
This means that summary statistics like averages and variance are
valid for ratio data—they wouldn’t be with data from the previously
listed response types.

If you’d like to calculate averages and measures of variance like
standard deviation, asking for a specific number as a response is
the way to go.

2. How to Phrase Survey Questions and
Answers

Avoid leading questions

It’s easy to accidentally suggest a certain answer in your question—
like a hidden psychological nudge that says “hey, pick that one!”

Imagine that you’re taking a poll on your local newspaper’s website.
It asks “Would you support putting a waste management facility
next to the town square if it was privately or publicly funded?”

A. Privately funded
B. Publicly funded
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But what if you don’t want to build a waste management facility
next to the town square? The smell of garbage lofting through the
air probably won’t encourage people to visit your city. The survey
only gives us two options, though: build it with private funding, or
build it with public funding.

Without a “neither” option, you can’t capture how every respon-
dent truly feels. The question in the example assumes a piece of
information that the respondent didn’t agree on. The fancy word
for that is “presupposition.”

It’s perfectly fine to ask questions like “How useful do you consider
Product XYZ?”, as long as the answer “Not at all” is included as an
option. The key thing to avoid is “presuppositions.”

Presuppositions are an artifact of your own cultural sphere; you
probably won’t even recognize when you’re including them in
questions. The best way to avoid this is to send your survey to a few
people in your target audience who you think would disagree with
you on the topic. Soliciting feedback from a diverse audience can
help you squash presuppositions and avoid creating a bias feedback-
loop in your results.

Allow for Neutral or NA Responses

It’s hard to cover all of the possible ways a person might feel about
a question. When you force a respondent to give an answer, it
can pollute your data with non-responses masquerading as real
answers. At first it may seem undesirable to let respondents off the
hook, but doing so can improve the quality of your data.

Avoid Compound Questions

If I asked:
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On a scale of 1-100 rate the following statement(s): -
Zapier and its blog posts help me do my job.

You would be forced to give a single answer reflecting feelings
about both Zapier and its blog. This is sometimes called a “double-
barrel question,” and it can cause respondents to choose the subject
they feel most strongly about. These cases can lead you to falsely
interpret the results. It may also be possible that respondents have
opposing views about both subjects. In that case, you’re sure to
collect misleading results.

Split the questions like these into multiple questions. Remember:
Keep your questions as short and direct as possible.

Use Simple Language

Cleverness, humor, and business jargon can confuse respondents,
especially if it causes them to misinterpret the question you’re
asking. Intentionally or not, we tend to write questions using
ourselves and our cultural experiences as a reference, which can
lead to poorly phrased copy that could confuse people. Using simple
language can reduce the risk that the data you collect does not
reflect the respondent’s meaning.

Randomize Answers

Suppose you want to ask which of three products your users
value the most (after making sure to include NA and “none”!). It’s
common for respondents to select the first answer simply because
it’s the easiest and most available. Randomization for categorical-
type answers can help you avoid this bias.

Beware, though: if your question asks for an ordered answer (e.g.
from Strongly disagree to Strongly agree), you should keep the order
of the answers consistent throughout the survey to avoid confusion.

https://zapier.com/blog/business-term-dictionary/
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4. How to Select Survey Respondents

Most surveys are sent to a small subset of a larger population. Using
such samples to make general statements about the population is
called inference. Descriptive statistics are statements about just
the sample; inferential statistics are statements about a population
using a sample.

It’s worth noting that inferential statistics with surveys is difficult
and commonly impossible, even for experts. Sometimes you just
can’t generalize the sample to the population in a reliable way—
you’re stuck making statements about people who actually filled
out the survey.

Most of the time, you can chalk this up to sampling bias: when your
sample is not reflective of the population that you’re interested in.
Avoiding sampling bias is particularly important if you intend to
analyze the results by segment.

One of the most famous examples of this problem occurred in the
U.S. presidential election of 1948.
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Pollsters during this era used a technique called quota sampling. In-
terviewers were each assigned a certain number of people to survey.
Republicans during that time tended to be easier to interview than
Democrats, according to Arthur Aron, Elaine N. Aron, and Elliot
J. Coups in Statistics for the Behavioral and Social Sciences, a Brief
Course. This caused interviewers to survey a higher proportion of
Republicans than existed in the overall voting population. The quota
system was actually an attempt to avoid this problem, as CBS News
found, by creating representative cohorts of sex, age, and social
status—but it missed that the segment (political party) itself was
related to the survey mode.

The message is clear: Insofar as respondents don’t match the pop-
ulation you wish to make a statement about, your survey statistics
can be misleading. So what can you do?

If you send a survey by email, consider how respondents by email
may differ from the population youwish tomake a statement about.

Keep in mind that respondents to an emailed survey may not be
representative of those who use your website. The opposite is true,
too: if you place the survey on your website, the sample may not
reflect those who interact with your organization through other
methods.

To counteract that, try administering the same survey via each of
the channels that your organization uses to interact with customers
(email, website, phone, in-person, etc.).

If you can only use one mode, carefully consider if that mode is
related to segments you’d like to analyze (e.g. are repeat customers
more likely to respond?). The goal is to use a mode that will
yield segment proportions that are representative of the whole
population. This might mean you should distribute the survey
through a variety of channels.

http://www.pearsonhighered.com/educator/product/Statistics-for-The-Behavioral-and-Social-Sciences-A-Brief-Course/9780205797257.page
http://www.pearsonhighered.com/educator/product/Statistics-for-The-Behavioral-and-Social-Sciences-A-Brief-Course/9780205797257.page
http://www.cbsnews.com/news/its-all-about-the-sample/
http://www.cbsnews.com/news/its-all-about-the-sample/
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5. How to Calculate the Number of
Survey Respondents You Need

The short answer is: as many as achieves a useful level of variability
in responses. The right amount can be found by giving consecutive
surveys and calculating the standard deviation of measures like
ratio data.

If you’re asking normal, ordinal, or interval-type questions, conduct
a few baseline surveys and compare the results.

If the variability from survey-to-survey is low enough for the
purpose of the survey, you’ve found the right number of people
to sample. If your purpose requires less variability, increase your
sample size relative to the population.

Another technique is to randomly break a sample group into a
few equal-sized groups, administer the survey, analyze the results
and then compare the results across the groups. The results will be
statistically equivalent and the difference between the groups will
be due to what statisticians call sampling error. If the differences are
smaller than what you consider a difference important enough to
act on, the group size is large enough for future surveys. However, if
the differences between the groups are large in your view, increase
your sample size—repeat these steps until the difference between
the random groups is smaller than you’d consider important enough
to act on.

Unless you’re a surveying expert, deploying a voluntary survey in
a way that delivers a valid measure of margin of error won’t be
possible—so the only way to get a feel for the number of people to
survey is guess-and-check.

Need more precision? Increase your sample size.
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6. How to Analyze Survey Results

It’s easier than ever to build an online survey and send it out to
customers, but analyzing the results is the tricky part.

As previouslymentioned in the survey design section, there are four
main ways to collect responses to each question and hence four
main data types that youmight confront when analyzing the results
of a survey.

• Categorical data
• Ordinal data
• Interval data
• Ratio data

Categorical Data

Calculate the total number of responses and then divide the number
in each category by the total. These are called a relative frequency
statistics. Many just call them percentages or shares, but the impor-
tant aspect is that the sum should be 100%. For example:

What do you like most about our product?

https://zapier.com/blog/best-survey-apps/
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(Relative) Frequency Table Categorical data can be made more
useful by grouping results by customer segment. For example, you
might want to know if new customers answered differently than
long-time customers. Other popular categories include:

• Product segments like “low-end”, “mid-level”, and “high-end”
• Geographical segments like ZIP codes, county, or country
• New customer versus established customers

The important thing is to carefully think about which categories are
likely to be most meaningful to your organization. The worst thing
you can do is blindly choose categories that aren’t meaningful to
your business. Age groups and differentiation by sex are commonly
seen market segmentations, but what will you actually do with that
information?

After categorizing by groups, make a table or graph to report the
data. For example, a contingency table (also called a cross-tabula-
tion or crosstab)—which is a matrix of response counts or shares
with one segment structured as rows and another as columns—can
be very useful.
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Contingency Table

This table summarizes a fictitious set of 100 responses. First, I
split the surveys into two groups that become the rows of the
contingency table: those who were new customers, and those who
were established customers. The groups are mutually exclusive (not
overlapping) and exhaustive (sum to 100%).

Next, I count the number of responses by answer to the question:
What do you like most about our product? Finally, I divide each
count within each cell by the total number of responses to this
question (including both groups).

Contingency tables show how responses differ by each category.
What’s interesting in this fictitious set of data is that new customers
tend to like fast customer service the most, 4.6 times the rate that
established customers do (37% / 8%). Also, established customers
chose quality and quantity as most-liked characteristics 2- and 4.5-
times more often than new customers chose those same character-
istics, respectively.

Ordinal Data

Ordinal-type questions are very popular, but many people make a
critical mistake when it comes to analyzing the data they produce.
The worst thing you can do is convert the responses to numbers and
then calculate the average of those numbers. The reason is that an
arithmetic mean (the most common type of average, and there are
many) like (1 + 2 + 3 + 4 +5) / 5 = 3 implies that there is some
measure of distance between values.
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However, it doesn’t make sense to say that feeling neutral is three
times the feeling of strong disagreement, or that the feeling that
something is important is twice the feeling that something is
somewhat important. These are simple clues that converting ordinal
labels to numbers can cause misleading results.

Instead, the best thing to do is to create a simple relative frequency
table or contingency table like those shown above for categorical
data.

How wrong can things really go? Well, consider a controversial
question where most people are in either strong disagreement or
strong agreement. In that case, an average would indicate that
the data are centered in the neutral category. That’s an extreme
example, but the same thing can happen if the largest buckets are,
say, “neutral” and “very important.” Suppose responses were like:

Don’t do this:

The average of 2.96 would seem to imply that respondents felt
neutral, when in reality a majority felt the subject was “somewhat
important” (60%) and another large group (30%) felt the subject was
“very important.” In this context, even the label “neutral” feels out
of place.

Instead, leave the data as a frequency table and allow the end-
user to see the distribution of results directly. Avoid influencing
stakeholders by showing the average. People love averages and
tend to focus on them instead of the real story. Intentionally avoid
averages and instead describe the data.

Do this intstead:
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Most respondents felt the subject was only somewhat important,
but another large group felt the subject was very important. There
are two main groups of customers here—we should try to figure out
what those segments might be. This could let us focus resources on
those who feel the subject is important and avoid wasting resources
on those that feel the subject is only somewhat important.

How to Graph Ordinal Scale Data

Diverging bar charts are a great way to visualize ordinal data. The
distinctive element is a common baseline that allows the eye to
measure the length of each bar very quickly. These charts are great
for comparisons across segments. Let’s take a look at a public data
set for an example graph.

Every year (since 2010) the Federal Reserve Bank of New York
publishes a survey of small businesses (as defined by a business
with less than 500 employees) covered by the Reserve Banks of
Cleveland, Atlanta, New York and Philadelphia. The main purpose
of this study is to determine which small businesses are applying
for and receiving loans—that’s the context being referred to when
you see the term “(credit) applicants” in this data.

By graphing the data with a common baseline, comparisons of
losses, breaking-even, and profit are made clear across category.

In the first half of 2014, did your business operate at a profit,
break even or at a loss?

http://www.newyorkfed.org/smallbusiness/
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Retail businesses did poorly the first half of 2014. Successful appli-
cants for credit were also much more likely to be profitable. Also,
the larger the business the more likely it was profitable. This could
be due to survivorship bias. That is, as insofar as a business is
profitable does it become large. It could be that smaller businesses
are more willing to operate at a loss. Or, it could be that larger U.S.
businesses recovered faster from the financial crisis that began in
late 2007.

If you find this graph style useful I’ve made a template that you
can use. For more info on this graphical style, be sure to check
out Naomi B. Robbins and Richard. M. Heiberger’s article “Plotting
Likert and Other Rating Scales.”

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1AN1itYONCFYttr47VnTa3tvegSeHfySwjjixUtvJnp8/edit#gid=623208211
https://www.amstat.org/sections/srms/Proceedings/y2011/Files/300784_64164.pdf
https://www.amstat.org/sections/srms/Proceedings/y2011/Files/300784_64164.pdf
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Interval Data

A useful and safe way to summarize interval data is as if they are
ordinal data.

Summarizing interval data with averages and standard deviations
(see the “ratio data” section below for a guide) is possible, but only
if the distance between intervals is even. For example, questions
like “on a scale of 1-10” with answers of 1, 2, …. 9, 10. are generally
considered even intervals. However, there is some controversy to
this.

People tend to avoid extremes, so it might not be accurate to say that
the interval of 5-6 is 11 times an answer of 0-1. Think of measures of
pain, for example: is the distance from 5-6 the same as 0-1 or 9-10?
I bet not.

My suggestion is to treat interval data as ordinal data if the intervals
are even, otherwise treat it as nominal data and use a contingency
table for summary.

Below is an example of the way that uneven interval data can
misrepresent data. This example comes directly from someone I
consider a great visualizer of information: Stephen Few. I highly
recommend Stephen’s site on visualization, especially with his
article about selecting the right graph for your data.

You can also use a free template for Google Sheets.

http://www.perceptualedge.com
http://www.perceptualedge.com/articles/ie/the_right_graph.pdf
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1AN1itYONCFYttr47VnTa3tvegSeHfySwjjixUtvJnp8/edit#gid=627693211
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Ratio Data

There’s one big advantage to using ratio data: it’s rich enough to
support averages. As before, for our purposes here, when I say
“average” I’m specifically referring to the popular arithmetic mean,
for example (1 + 2) / 2 = 1.5.

It’s perfectly valid to take a set of ratio data and calculate the
arithmetic mean like ($38,500 + $65,214) / 2 = $51,857.

Averages give you, the surveyor, a measure of where the data
centered. They are also useful to measure the spread of responses,
especially using the standard deviation statistic. Intuitively, it can
be thought of as the average distance from the center of the data.
Calculating the standard deviation requires a two step process.

1. Calculate the variance statistic
2. Take the square root of the variance statistic

The variance statistic is defined as: SUM( [each value - mean]ˆ2 ) /
N - 1

For example:

For this survey data, we would report, “the average number of
sessions attended was 5 +/- 2.64 sessions.” Ratio data is special
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because it allows for measures of centrality (average) and disper-
sion (standard deviation) unlike nominal, ordinal, and non-equal
interval data.

7. How to Interpret Survey Results

Focus on the High-Points

Visualizing data is one of the most important activities I carry out
at Zapier. It’s a passion of mine because graphs can elicit a wide
variety of emotional responses. People have very different reactions
to data based on how it’s graphed, so it’s important to be thoughtful
when creating visualizations.

Knowing the challenges with measurement, I guide my coworkers
at Zapier to focus on trends and avoid reading too much into small
differences in data. It’s easy to lose the big picture when looking at
statistics and graphs, so it’s important to remember that some error
exists with any method.

Don’t miss the forest through the trees; when interpreting results,
start with the largest differences first, not the most unusual. If you
notice an unusual result, be skeptical and see if the result can be
replicated in another survey.

Collect a Few Baseline Surveys Before Making a
Large Change.

If it’s practical, try repeating and summarizing surveys a few times
before making a large product or business change. Get a feel for
what’s normal and how much responses vary from survey from
survey. It’s possible to fall into a trap of chasing noise (sampling
error) and effects that are not repeatable. Replication (repeated
surveys) is the best way to learn what represents signal and what
represents statistical noise.
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When repeating the same survey, you might find that responses
vary wildly for the same question even though no great change was
made (see the section titled “How many people should I survey?”).
In this case, you’ll learn that the question is not a reliable metric for
defining success. Or, you might be lucky and find that responses are
generally similar before making a large change.

Once you make the change, you’ll have a better idea of whether
changes in response to the survey question are due to the decision
youmade or not. The point is to learn a bit about how users respond
to the survey before using it to make a large decision.

Respect Your Surveys Limits of Precision

It’s crucial to understand the limits of precision for each dataset
you work with. Since most surveys represent only a small fraction
of the group of interest, there exists error when making inference
on a population. If the survey were actually sent to several groups
at the same time, the resulting relative frequencies (percentages)
would likely vary by more than 1%. That means showing numbers
like 25.67% would communicate a false degree of precision.

When reporting your survey results, round to numbers like 25% to
avoid communicating a false degree of precision. Howmuch should
you round? That depends on your survey’s sampling variability (see
the section titled “How many people should I survey?”).

Table or Graph?

Tables are most useful when you’re looking at precise numbers, or
when there are few comparisons. Large tablesmake it hard to reason
about the distribution of outcomes, and in these cases visualizations
are preferable.

I’ll use an interesting survey of small businesses as an example. The
survey is carried out by Gallup, Inc. for Wells Fargo bank, and they
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present a raw table for you to use on the Wells Fargo site.

In this case, the individual numbers are the important part. The
table is useful, but it’s very difficult to digest. Below is a visual
representation of the table titled “Financial Situation 12 Months
From Now”:

Copyright © 2015 Gallup, Inc. All rights reserved. This
graph is an interpretation of data compiled by Gallup,
Inc. However, Gallup, Inc. had no part in the creation
of this graphic interpretation.

The visualization (called a diverging bar chart) makes it clear
that small businesses turned very pessimistic about their financial
situations beginning in the first quarter of 2009. It’s also clear that
optimism hasn’t yet returned to the levels seen when the survey
data begins in 2004.

Conclusion

Surveys and polls are a very effective tool for gathering feedback
from customers and reducing the uncertainty around important de-

https://wellsfargoworks.com/q2-2015-small-business-index-survey-results
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cisions. Bywriting down the purpose of your survey and hypotheses
up front, you’ll be able to learn where your intuition is strong and
find organizational blind spots.

Surveying is hard and biases can enter through poor survey delivery
and poor question design. It’s important to think about which data
type will be most useful to answer the questions at hand. Focused
surveys are the most likely to yield actionable results.

Rather than sending out one massive survey, iterate on a set of
survey instruments sampling a bit of the population as you go. The
process is as much about finding the right questions as it is about
finding their respective answers.

Once you feel confident with your design, send out one large final
survey. Keep in mind that the best designed survey in the world
is useless if its results are not communicated effectively to stake-
holders. Don’t abuse categorical or ordinal data by taking averages,
summarize by relative frequencies. Don’t bombard readers with
huge tables that are impossible to digest—take a bit of time and
create a diverging bar chart. If you use interval data, keep in mind
its utility for segmentation and don’t fool readers by visualizing
uneven intervals.

Finally, surveys are no place to get fancy. Keep it simple and you’ll
find that no matter the results you’ll learn something of use!

You’ve made it. You’ve learned about the difference between forms,
surveys, and polls, have found the best form apps and survey
builders, learned how to integrate forms into your work, and now
have the tools you need to analyze your data. But there’s something
more. Sometimes, you need a bit more power than just a standard
survey for form builder gives you. Perhaps you want an easier way
to analyze your data directly from a database, or want to build your

https://zapier.com/learn/ultimate-guide-to-forms-and-surveys/what-is-a-form-survey-poll/
https://zapier.com/learn/ultimate-guide-to-forms-and-surveys/what-is-a-form-survey-poll/
https://zapier.com/learn/ultimate-guide-to-forms-and-surveys/best-online-form-builder-software/
https://zapier.com/learn/ultimate-guide-to-forms-and-surveys/best-survey-apps/
https://zapier.com/learn/ultimate-guide-to-forms-and-surveys/best-survey-apps/
https://zapier.com/learn/ultimate-guide-to-forms-and-surveys/form-software-automation/
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forms into an in-house tool that works together with the rest of your
data.

For that and more, there are database-powered app builders. In
Chapter 9, for some bonus apps to help you do even more with
forms and surveys, you’ll find a roundup of the best apps to build
your own in-house tools without much more work than most form
builder apps require.

Written by Zapier Data Scientist Christopher Peters.

Image Credits: Election photo courtesy Library of Congress.

https://zapier.com/learn/ultimate-guide-to-forms-and-surveys/simple-database-app-builders/
https://zapier.com/learn/ultimate-guide-to-forms-and-surveys/simple-database-app-builders/
http://twitter.com/statwonk
http://blogs.loc.gov/loc/2012/11/stop-the-presses/


Chapter 9: Building an App
the Simple Way: 6

Database-Powered App
Builders

Whether you need to manage customer data, organize inventory
information, or keep track of your business contacts, there’s likely
an app for that. Or 30. The only problem is, no app is a perfect match
to the way you work.

In your business, you have specific customer characteristics to
track, unique inventory to categorize, or new types of contacts to
file away. So with custom needs piling up—and software options
whittling down—you come to a conclusion: it’s time to build your
own web app. But the thought of that—the billable hours or staff
time—make your cringe.

Fortunately for you, there’s another option you may not know
about: building your own internal tool with a database builder.

From tools like Microsoft Access to more modern apps like Zoho
Creator, there are database builders that make it simple to build
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any type of app you need. The only requirements are that your data
can be entered with a form, stored in a database, and displayed in
common rows, tables, or charts. If you’re able to manage that, you’ll
get an app with just the features you need, and it won’t even be that
difficult to make it or break your budget.

Learn About Database Builders

• Why Build Your Own Tools?
• The Database Builder Solution
• An Intro to Databases and Common Terms

Build Your Own Internal Tool

1. Lay the Foundation
2. Pick a Database Builder
3. Put Your New Internal Tool to Work

The Need for Custom Internal Tools

“Although I have never written a line of code in my
life I was able, with the video tutorials, to build a
decent database and interfaces.” Matthew Whittall,
Knack user

Have you ever needed a particular tool for your work, but even after
trying dozens of apps couldn’t find anything that fit your needs
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precisely? That was exactly the dilemma the inVigor Law Group
had in finding a tool to track their work for billing and more.

“We’d tried a number of different solutions and they were all
clunky and not customizable,” says inVigor Law Group founding
partner Kyle Hulten. Even the industry-leading time-tracking app
for lawyers, Clio, didn’t fit their needs.

“Clio just wasn’t customizable enough,” said inVigor Law Group
founding partner Kyle Hulten. “We have a largely transactional
practice (meaning we do more contracts than litigation) and Clio
and most legal productivity software is built for litigation. We’d
tried a number of different solutions and they were all clunky and
not customizable.”

Using TrackVia to build a customized tool

TrackVia, a database builder that makes it easy to create your own
internal tools, saved the day. The inVigor team used TrackVia’s tools
to build forms they’d need to collect data, charts and tables that’d
display their data, and used Zapier—and app integration tool—to
connect to their other software. And before long, they had their own
database-powered internal tool that did everything they needed.

https://www.invigorlaw.com
http://www.goclio.com
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Coding your own custom software is difficult, time consuming, and
expensive—it’s far more trouble than most teams can justify. But
with a database builder like TrackVia, Knack, or even Microsoft
Access, you can make something that works like that app you’ve
always wanted for your business without touching a line of code.

The Database Builder Solution

Microsoft Access has long been the first choice for
companies who want to build their own internal app

Start listing the apps you currently use or need for your business—
the tools that track your customers, inventory, and finances—and
you’ll quickly realize that most of them, at their core, are built to
store data. Each one has an interface that makes it easy to add, view,
and manage that data, but they’re all built on a database that keeps
things organized.

That’s the basic framework for most apps: a main interface that you
interact with, and the hidden code where your app data is stored.
Your CRM, inventory manager, and even social network apps are
all—on a basic level—a database with a pretty face.
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If you ever tried to make your own app on a PC in the ’90s
or early 2000s—or if you worked at a small store that had their
own custom in-house programs—there’s a good chance you used
Microsoft Access. That’s the database program that was bundled
with professional versions of Microsoft’s then-ubiquitous Office
suite, and it promised the ease of Excel with the power of a
database-builder. (Let’s not dwell on whether or not Access lived
up to that promise).

Today—through newer versions of Access and other online database
builders like Knack and Zoho Creator—it’s even simpler to make
your own software tools.

What is a Database?

When I imagine a database, I picture a giant, searchable server
farm that stores billions of data points—the kind of thing that the
cast of CSI would tap to cross-check a fingerprint fragment against
thousands of criminal profiles. Like most Hollywood depictions,
that’s a little overblown, but it’s not totally off base.

A database (“DB” for short) is a structured collection of data. The
key word there is “structured”: searching an unstructured database
would be like trying to thread a needle in a dark cave with oven
mitts on.

In most database systems, each piece of data—everything you save
into the database—is related to other pieces of data. A contact,
for instance, may be related to all other contacts from the same
company, or all others that live in the same state, or all others
that have shown interest in the same product you sell. And a good
database will make it easy to surface those related pieces of data.

https://zapier.com/blog/common-dev-terms-explained/#database
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The Admin screen for a MySQL database

Of course, databases aren’t the only way to store your data. For
things like personal finances of a list of contacts, a spreadsheet
should do the trick. Even a plain text orWord document could work
(if you enjoy tormenting yourself).

So why a use database? Because you need to do more with your
data than just see it in a list.

In a spreadsheet, you could sort your addresses by state, or your
contacts by company—or perhaps you could use your app’s search
tool to dig a bit deeper. In a database, though, you’ll be able to make
queries that show those specific, related pieces of data. And, unlike
the data that compiles inside your form app, you’ll be able to update
the data that’s been entered over time, and reuse existing data in
new forms.

It’s that ability to update data that led the Lotus Gardens team to
use TrackVia, a simple online database tool, after having trouble
manually updating spreadsheet info with new data from Wufoo
form submissions. “We were finding the information increasingly
tedious and complicated to manage details such as personal info,
membership discount, housing, meals, our shuttle service, etc.” says
Lotus Gardens’ Linda Fisher.

http://lotusgardens.org/
https://www.trackvia.com/
http://www.wufoo.com/
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Switching to TrackVia and using its integrationwith Zapier—an app
connecting TrackVia to hundreds of complementary apps—to keep
things up-to-date simplified their work immensely. “The relief was
amazing—seeing things move fromWufoo to Trackvia in real time!”
Fisher says.

Before you dive intomaking your own internal tools with a database
builder, though, here’s a quick primer on the terms you’ll need
to know as we dissect the available options for simple online
databases.

Common Database Terms

• Database: A file that contains your entered data in a struc-
tured, organized format that enables easy access to data.

• Database Builder: An app that makes it easy to create a
database, along with the forms and tables needed to add and
view data in the database

• Table: A set of related data inside a database, similar to a
sheet in a spreadsheet.

• Field: A set of data inside a database table that describes one
aspect of the data entry, similar to columns in a spreadsheet
where each data item is a row in the spreadsheet.

• Record: One data item, which is stored in a database table
and is made of of entries in any number of fields.

• Query: A search or filter that displays a set of your data
records.

• DBMS: An acronym for Database Management System, or in
other words an app that manages a database.

• SQL: A popular programming language to manage data in a
database, used in MySQL, Microsoft SQL Server, and more.

There are other database terms, including those for their related
apps and tools, but these are the ones you need to know to use the

https://zapier.com/zapbook/trackvia
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following database builders in this chapter, and then some. If you
really want to learn more about databases, the Wikipedia article on
databases is a good place to start.

For now, let’s look at how you can build a simple database-powered
internal tool.

1. Lay the Foundation

Sketches of Zapier’s review pages, made during our
design process

You likely already have some idea of what you want your own
internal tool to include—the things your team will need to track,
the reports in which you’ll need to find those things again easily,
andmore. You’ve likely used or seen apps similar to what youwant,
and have a list in the back of your head of aspects that you’d like to
be different, just like the inVigor Law Group did.

Before you dive into one of the app builders below, however, you
should stop and list your team’s requirements from the internal tool
you need. Start asking broad questions. What data do you need to
collect? How do the piece of data relate to each other—do you need
to sort products by category or contacts by company or industry,

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Database
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Database
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for instance? If so, those will make up the “tables” and “fields” in
your database, and you’ll need form fields to make it easy to add
each of them.

Then ask the team:What do you want to do with the data? List each
answer and keep that document handy as you’ll want to check over
it when evaluating the database builders below. These answers will
become the “views” and “pages” in your internal tool.

Once you’ve planned what you’ll need from your tool, you’ll be
ready to actually start building it while you’re trying out apps
below.

2. Pick a Database Builder

Now that you’re ready to build your own database-powered tool,
here are the best database builders we’ve found for the job. Each
one makes it easy to make forms, collect data, and sort through that
data. Plus, they each have their own features to make them unique.

Each database builder’s name and screenshot is linked to a full
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review of the app, so be sure to click through to the review to
learn more about the details that might sway you towards one app
or another. You’ll also find extra screenshots, features, companion
apps, and detailed pricing info in each review.

TrackVia

for building quick, graphical apps

https://zapier.com/zapbook/trackvia/review/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
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If your business has already been collecting data for some time,
you’ve likely been using spreadsheets as a manual database. There’s
no need to reproduce your work, though, since TrackVia can turn
that spreadsheet into a database-powered app for you. Just upload
your spreadsheet, and it’ll turn sheets into tables and columns into
elements, and import the data automatically.

Better yet, get started quickly by using one of TrackVia’s pre-made
apps. You can import inventory tracking, project management,
CRM, and other app templates, and customize them as you want.
And if you want to make your app a bit smarter, you can add
formulas and logic flows from simple drop-down menus that let
you code without typing in any text.

Then, when you’re working on the go, TrackVia has you covered,
as well. Most web apps will work OK from your smartphone and
better on your tablet, but they’re not not ideal and you’ll often find
yourself constantly zooming and trying to tap the right button. That
won’t be a worry with TrackVia, since it includes iOS and Android
apps that let you add data, view and sort through it, and more all
from your phone. It won’t be exactly like your full-featured internal
tool, but you’ll get most of the features from wherever you are.

• Price: $199/month for up to 10 apps, 10 users, and 250k

http://trackvia.com/?utm_source=zapier&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=partnership
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records
• Skill Level: Beginner—very easy to use, with templates and
spreadsheet imports

For a deeper look at features and pricing, see our TrackVia review.

Knack

for simple database building

Knack is another simple take on a database builder, one that’s
focused a bit more on your database itself. When you first open
Knack, you’ll be asked to add the database objects (or tables) where
you’ll store the data, and the fields that each table needs along with
the type of data the field is for. That’ll help you make sure you are
collecting all the data you want and storing it in an orderly manner.

Then, Knack does the rest of the work for you. Click the form
button to add a form, for instance, and Knack will ask you to select
a database object and then will automatically create a form that
includes all of the fields you already added. It’ll do the same with
views, giving you simple ways to sort through and visualize your
data based on the work you already put into your database.

https://zapier.com/zapbook/trackvia/review/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
https://www.knackhq.com/?utm_source=zapier&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=partnership
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If you want to add more features to your internal tool, Knack
includes Workflows that’ll automatically run whenever data is
added. You can use them to sort data, verify it, send notifications
about new entries, and more. Then, if you’re using your app to
collect data for your website, you can embed your Knack views into
your site to share your work with the world.

• Price: $39/month Starter plan for 3 apps and up to 20k records
• Skill Level: Beginner—quite easy to use, though you will
need to think more about your database

For a deeper look at features and pricing, see our Knack review.

Podio

for building an ecosystem of apps

Want a way to keep all of your team’s work together, and also
make your own apps? Podio might be the best option for you.
It’s a business social network, with a live activity stream of what
everyone’s working on, individual and team chat, and workspaces

https://zapier.com/zapbook/knack/review/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
https://www.podio.com/?utm_source=zapier&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=partnership
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to keep everything organized. And, it also includes hundreds of pre-
made apps to manage everything—project, accounting, marketing,
news, files, and so much more—along with a simple app builder to
make anything you want.

You can install a tool from the Podio App Market and tweak it for
your needs, or make your own internal tool by dragging in simple
form fields. Then, your team can add data from the form, organize
it in tables, boards, lists and more, have data automatically added
to apps via RSS, email, Podio Extensions or from other apps via
Zapier. It’s incredibly simple to start using, and will make nice
looking simple internal tools—though perhaps without as advanced
of features as you could script together with more database-centric
tools.

• Price: Free for up to 5 users; from $9/user/month Basic plan
with most features

• Skill Level: Beginner—simple to use, but needs to be used
with other Podio apps to get most benefit

For a deeper look at features and pricing, see our Podio review.

Zoho Creator

for building advanced apps with scripting

You’re reading through this list of database builders so you can build
your own tools without coding—but Zoho Creator might convince

https://podio.com/market
https://podio.com/extensions
https://zapier.com/zapbook/podio/review/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
http://creator.zoho.com/?utm_source=zapier&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=partnership
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you that a little coding isn’t so bad. It’s a form-and-database-
focused app builder just like the others, but it also includes simple
workflows that’ll help beginners write code.

Start off by adding form elements to your Zoho Creator app, and
it’ll make the appropriate database tables from those fields. Then,
you can add custom actions to each field to verify data, show or hide
fields based onwhat’s entered, and display data from your database.
Each of these actions can be hand-coded, or you can click buttons to
add the code directly and then tweak it yourself. Then, when you’re
done with your database, you can code your own pages to display
the data in the same way.

Zoho Creator can still be a simple app for building internal tools—
you could just make forms and use its pre-made views to quickly
put together your own tool—but it can also let youmakemuchmore
advanced tools if you want to dig a little deeper.

• Price: Free for 3 apps and 750 records; from $5/user/month
beyond that

• Skill Level: Intermediate—easy to get started using, but
scripting will take more effort

For a deeper look at features and pricing, see our Zoho Creator
review.

QuickBase

for building advanced apps with scripting

https://zapier.com/zapbook/zoho-creator/review/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
https://zapier.com/zapbook/zoho-creator/review/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
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From the same team as QuickBooks, Intuit’s QuickBase is another
great way to build internal tools, either with a template from the
QuickBase Exchange, a spreadsheet your team’s already been using,
or by hand-designing your database. You’ll define every database
field, then QuickBase will automatically make forms for adding
new entries, and you can use QuickBase’s quickly customizable
dashboards and reports to analyze your data.

Then, if you’re working in a team, QuickBase’s best feature is
its detailed permissions and workflows. You can set exactly what
everyone on your team is allowed to see, add, and change, and
then get QuickBase to do the heavy lifting with workflows that
can automatically move and update data, and more. There’s also
extensions to add data from Google Maps, integrate document
signatures and file uploads, and more.

• Price: From $15/user/month for basic app features
• Skill Level: Intermediate—there’s more options to tweak, but
you can make advanced workflows and set strict permissions

For a deeper look at features and pricing, see our QuickBase review.

http://quickbase.intuit.com/?utm_source=zapier&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=partnership
http://quickbase.intuit.com/exchange
http://quickbase.intuit.com/partners/add-ons
https://zapier.com/zapbook/quickbase/review/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
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Any Form App

for doing more with simple forms you already use

This chapter started off by telling you why a form isn’t enough—
and it really might not be on its own. But a form can be the first
part of a series of apps that, together, can help you do a lot more.

You’ll want to make your form first, adding fields for everything
you need to collect, and possibly making more forms for other
things you want to save. Then, you’ll need to save your data to
another app where it’s easy to access—you could copy it to a Google
Docs spreadsheet, or to Smartsheet where you can also update
entries. You could even use Zapier to connect a form to a MySQL
database, sending each new entry into the database. Alternately, if
you use Google Sheets to make your form, your data will already
be in a spreadsheet—and if you use iFormBuilder, you can push
updated info back to your form’s own database.

Then, you’ll need a way to view and sort through your data—that’s
where the spreadsheet comes in. You can make new pages in your
spreadsheet that let you visualize your data in charts and graphs,
sort it with Pivot Tables, and use the simple filter and search tools to

https://zapier.com/zapbook/google-sheets/
https://zapier.com/zapbook/google-sheets/
https://zapier.com/zapbook/smartsheet/
https://zapier.com/zapbook/iformbuilder/review/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
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organize your data. And if you want to do anything else with your
apps—send email notifications, publish blog posts, etc.—you can use
Zapier along with your form or spreadsheet to trigger everything
else you need done.

By the time you’re done, you’ll have built your own app with a
form, and won’t need to worry about setting up a “real” database.
What really matters is that you’re getting your work done in a tool
that works for you and your team.

• Price: From free—and no additional cost if you’re already
using a form builder

• Skill Level: Intermediate—easy to make a form, but you’ll
have to work harder to make your data useful

Jump back to Chapter 2 for a roundup of the best
online form builder apps to find a great app to make
forms, then check Chapter 5’s form automation guide
for ways to make your form work more like a custom-
built app.

WordPress + a Form Plugin

for self-hosted internal tools integrated with your blog

https://zapier.com/blog/form-software-automation/
https://zapier.com/blog/form-software-automation/
https://zapier.com/learn/ultimate-guide-to-forms-and-surveys/best-online-form-builder-software/
https://zapier.com/learn/ultimate-guide-to-forms-and-surveys/best-online-form-builder-software/
https://zapier.com/learn/ultimate-guide-to-forms-and-surveys/form-software-automation/
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Yes, it’s a blog engine. Yes, it’s not your typical app builder. It’s not
even your typical form builder. But WordPress is built on a MySQL
database, and if you’re running it on your own servers, you can
turn a WordPress installation into a feature-filled app that might
not even include a blog.

You’ll first need to install aWordPress form builder plugin—Gravity
Forms, Formidable, and Ninja Forms are all great options. You’ll
build a form with your form builder, and then whenever your form
is filled out, your data will show up in your MySQL database. Now,
you can use the form plugin’s own features to display your form
data in WordPress, or you can build your own MySQL queries or
MySQL plugins to display your database info inside your own pages
in WordPress.

It’ll take a bit more work, but you’ll end up with something almost
as customizable as a hand-built MySQL app without the headaches
of software development.

• Price: Free, plus form plugin and hosting costs
• Skill Level: Advanced—easy to make a basic form, but ac-
cessing the database will take more work

http://wordpress.org/
https://zapier.com/zapbook/gravity-forms/review/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
https://zapier.com/zapbook/gravity-forms/review/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
https://zapier.com/zapbook/formidable/review/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
https://zapier.com/zapbook/ninjaforms/
https://wordpress.org/plugins/tags/mysql
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For a deeper look at features and pricing, see our WordPress review,
then check our Gravity Forms review for info about a compatible
form plugin.

Microsoft Access

for building tools on your PC with Office integration

Microsoft Access was one of the original apps in the database-
building space, and today it’s still one of the easier tools out there. If
you use a Windows PC for your work, and already have Microsoft
Office, you can start making your own internal tools for no extra
cost. They’ll be tied to your computer, but that might work for a
small business.

Or, you can use Access 2013 with Sharepoint or OneDrive Pro to
build web apps in Access. You’ll use the same set of tools to lay out
your interface and database tables inside Access, and it’ll turn them
into anHTML5 and Javascript poweredweb app. You’ll then publish
it to Sharepoint, and let any of your team members add and view
data online or in your intranet, just as with these other database
builders. The main difference is that you’ll need to use Access on
a PC to build and edit your internal tool, and you won’t be able to

https://zapier.com/zapbook/wordpress/review/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
https://zapier.com/zapbook/gravity-forms/review/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
https://products.office.com/en-us/access
http://blogs.office.com/2013/11/04/webinar-a-gentle-human-intro-to-access-2013/
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integrate with other apps as easily.

• Price: From $12/user/month for Office 365 Business Premium
or ProPlus, including Office apps and online storage for
Access web apps.

• Skill Level: Advanced—designing an app on your PC and
uploading it to Sharepoint will take a bit more work than
most of these other tools

If you want to build database-powered tools that only
run on your computer and don’t have a web app,
LibreOffice Base is another database builder that’s part
of the LibreOffice (or OpenOffice) suite. It’s free, and
runs on Linux, OS X, and Windows, so that could be
another great option for offline tools.

3. Put Your New Internal Tool to Work

“Although I have never written a line of code in my
life I was able, with the video tutorials, to build a
decent database and interfaces.” Matthew Whittall,
Knack database user

Once you’ve built a database-powered internal tool, you might be
tempted to stop there. But don’t: Your internal tool might be useful
on its own, but it’ll be far more useful if you integrate it with other
apps to automatically import data, send notifications, and more.

Your database builder may include features to send notifications
and perhaps will let you import data from a spreadsheet or other
services. For everything else, you can connect your internal tool
to Zapier and give it features from the hundreds of apps Zapier
supports.

Here’s some ideas from other teams who’ve built internal tools with
these database builders:

https://products.office.com/en-us/business/compare-more-office-365-for-business-plans
https://products.office.com/en-us/business/compare-more-office-365-for-business-plans
https://www.libreoffice.org/discover/base/
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Send Notifications

Your new internal tool may be able to send email notifications when
new data is added, but after that it hits a brick wall. For everything
else, you’ll need Zapier.

Notifications about everything that happens in your internal tool
might get tedious, but with filters in your Zapier integrations and
workflow automations in your own app, you can get just the
notifications you want. And, you can get them where you want—in
your team chat app, via SMS or push notification, or even in a more
customized email.

And, you can send notifications to your clients, contacts, and others
that are important to your business from your internal tool if you
want. The Web Gumption team, for instance, sends text messages
to their clients with lead information directly from their Knack-
powered tool.

Personalized features like that can surprise and delight your cus-
tomers, as Web Gumption found out. “Our clients loved us because
we opened up a whole new set of features for them,” says Web
Gumption’s Rick Maggio.

Zaps:

• Send SMS message via Twilio when Knack form is filled out
• Get notified in Slack whenever a new entry is added to your
TrackVia database

• Send an email with Gmail when a new record is added to
Zoho Creator

• Send a fax from Phaxio when your Gravity Forms form is
filled out

http://webgumption.com
https://zapier.com/zapbook/zaps/1261/send-sms-message-when-knack-form-is-filled-out/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
https://zapier.com/zapbook/zaps/1262/get-notified-in-slack-whenever-a-new-entry-is-added-to-your-trackvia-database/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
https://zapier.com/zapbook/zaps/1262/get-notified-in-slack-whenever-a-new-entry-is-added-to-your-trackvia-database/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
https://zapier.com/zapbook/zaps/1263/send-an-email-with-gmail-when-a-new-record-is-added-to-zoho-creator/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
https://zapier.com/zapbook/zaps/1263/send-an-email-with-gmail-when-a-new-record-is-added-to-zoho-creator/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
https://zapier.com/zapbook/zaps/1025/send-a-fax-from-phaxio-when-your-gravity-forms-form-is-filled-out/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
https://zapier.com/zapbook/zaps/1025/send-a-fax-from-phaxio-when-your-gravity-forms-form-is-filled-out/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
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Collect More Data

You can use the forms in your new internal tool to gather data as
an easy way to add new customer contact info and more, but don’t
stop there. The best thing about your new internal tool is that you
can update data in your database through Zapier, so you can use
that to keep collecting more data automatically.

Marketer Adrien O’Leary uses this feature to create an entire
workflow from his Knack database for managing clients. His clients
will add email addresses to the Knack form, and a Zapier integration
will then send a FluidSurveys invite to each of those contacts. Then,
when they fill out the survey, it’ll add the data back to Knack, along
with other info from emails they’ve sent. Finally, it’ll send an email
via Mandrill when the project is complete.

Zaps:

• Send FluidSurverys invites for new Knack form submissions
• Add info from emails in Mailparser to your Knack database
• Send emails from Mandrill whenever your Knack form is
filled out

You’ll need to think through everything you’re collecting in your
internal tool when you’re initially putting it together. Then, if you
think about all the ways you can connect your new tool to other
apps, you can make an even more powerful workflow that can do
more than you’d ever imagined. “To me, using Knack together with
Zapier feels like Access on steroids,” O’Leary says.

Stay Connected

“Without it, we’d have to work with the more expen-
sive and less-flexible lead distribution systems.” Rick
Maggio, Web Gumption

http://b-unique.ca/
https://zapier.com/zapbook/zaps/1178/send-fluidsurverys-invites-for-new-knack-form-submissions/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
https://zapier.com/zapbook/zaps/1264/add-info-from-emails-in-mailparser-to-your-knack-database/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
https://zapier.com/zapbook/zaps/1265/send-emails-from-mandrill-whenever-your-knack-form-is-filled-out/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
https://zapier.com/zapbook/zaps/1265/send-emails-from-mandrill-whenever-your-knack-form-is-filled-out/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
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Building your own CRM (contact relationship management) tool is
perhaps one of the best use-cases for these database builders, since
the things each team needs to track about contacts, leads, prospects
and more varies widely. Instead of worrying about customizing
another tool, you can add fields for just the things you need to track,
and make the workflow optimized for your team.

And then, you can optimize it for others, too. “Knack is the heart
of our lead distribution system,” Maggio says. “We use knack to
capture lead information, store it, send it to clients and report to
clients.”

Internally, Knack is their team’s full CRM. But then, thanks to
Knack’s flexibility when integrated with Zapier, they’re able to
add extra features for their customers. They send emails with lead
information to customers with Mandrill, or used Zapier’s SMS
integration to send the lead info via SMS.

Most impressively, though, they’ve used Zapier to add leads to their
clients’ own CRM apps automatically from their Knack database.
“They no longer had to add leads manually to their CRMs, Zapier
did it for them!” says Maggio. That’s enough to impress any client.

Zaps:

• Add Highrise contacts from your Knack form
• Add TrackVia database entries as new HubSpot contacts
• Create Pipedrive Deals via Gravity Forms
• Create Podio Items from New CallTrackingMetrics Calls
• Create leads in Salesforce from Ninja Forms form submis-
sions

Whether you’re using your new internal tool to collect customer
data and send it to a CRM, or want to make an ingenious new
workflow like the Web Gumption team did, Zapier’s ready to
connect to any apps you need.

https://zapier.com/learn/ultimate-guide-to-crm-apps/best-crm-app/
https://zapier.com/zapbook/zaps/1267/add-highrise-contacts-from-your-knack-form/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
https://zapier.com/zapbook/zaps/1266/add-trackvia-database-entries-as-new-hubspot-contacts/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
https://zapier.com/zapbook/zaps/203/create-pipedrive-deals-via-gravity-forms/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
https://zapier.com/zapbook/zaps/679/create-podio-items-from-new-calltrackingmetrics-calls/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
https://zapier.com/zapbook/zaps/421/create-leads-salesforce-ninja-forms-form-submissions/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
https://zapier.com/zapbook/zaps/421/create-leads-salesforce-ninja-forms-form-submissions/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
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Import Data

The new internal tool you’ve built might have forms, but you also
may have other forms you’re already using. There’s no reason to
pull them off your site now—just integrate them with your new
tool, and they can become an essential part of your new workflow.

Fisher’s team at Lotus Gardens uses Wufoo forms to let people cre-
ate reservations, sign up formemberships, andmore at their Tibetan
Buddhist center. “We collect our program registrations and shuttle
reservations through Wufoo and then transferred everything to
Excel spreadsheets,” Fisher says. “This created a nightmarish sit-
uation for staff—trying to manage, share and keep consistency in
the sheets.”

Once they discovered TrackVia and built a tool to manage all
of their members, they integrated all of their Wufoo forms with
their database, which simplified everyone’s lives. Now, they can
add each member’s data when they sign up, then update the info
when they create reservations for retreats. “The ease of getting our
registrations/reservations through Zapier available for processing
in TrackVia within in seconds keeps staff up to date and happy,”
Fisher says.

• Zap: Save Wufoo form entries to TrackVia database

Your data might be elsewhere: you might be storing it in a Google
Docs Spreadsheet, or it might be coming to your company in emails.
Either way, you can connect them all to your new app with Zapier,
to manage all of your data in one place.

Zaps:

• Add new Google Sheets rows to Zoho Creator as records
• Copy emails from the Zapier Email Parser to your Knack
database

• Save Typeform form entries to a MySQL Database

https://zapier.com/zapbook/zaps/1268/save-wufoo-form-entries-to-trackvia-database/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
https://zapier.com/zapbook/zaps/1174/add-new-google-sheets-rows-to-zoho-creator-as-records/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
https://zapier.com/zapbook/zaps/1270/copy-emails-zapier-email-parser-your-knack-database/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
https://zapier.com/zapbook/zaps/1270/copy-emails-zapier-email-parser-your-knack-database/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
https://zapier.com/zapbook/zaps/926/save-typeform-form-entries-to-a-mysql-database/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
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Manage Finances

Finances are one of the most important—and annoying—things to
manage. But with your own internal tool for finance that records
every bit of financial info you need and can put that data to work
automatically, you just might find that managing finances isn’t so
stressful.

That’s what O’Leary did with Knack, using it to build another
internal tool to track everything about his finances. Using Zapier,
every new sale and its related data from PayPal is stored in Knack.
Knack then calculates the fees from each transaction’s currency,
and send them to Freshbooks for his accountant’s records. Then,
once a week, Knack notifies his accountant about the new fees. It’s
a full finance system that’s customized just for his needs.

Zaps:

• Save PayPal payment data to your Knack database
• Create FreshBooks invoice from Knack records
• Send an email when a new record is added to your Knack
database

InVigor Law Group added similar features for their own team’s
invoicing needs into their time tracking internal tool. Whenever a
new customer is added to their TrackVia database, Zapier creates
a new client in Freshbooks automatically. Once that client pays,
Zapier sends the Freshbooks info back over to TrackVia.

Zaps:

• Create new FreshBooks clients from TrackVia entries
• Record FreshBooks payments in your TrackVia database

Your own accounting needs may be different. You might need
to send a receipt to customers, log sales to a spreadsheet that’s

https://zapier.com/zapbook/zaps/1275/save-paypal-payment-data-to-your-knack-database/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
https://zapier.com/zapbook/zaps/1276/create-freshbooks-invoice-from-knack-records/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
https://zapier.com/zapbook/zaps/1277/send-an-email-when-a-new-record-is-added-to-your-knack-database/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
https://zapier.com/zapbook/zaps/1277/send-an-email-when-a-new-record-is-added-to-your-knack-database/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
https://zapier.com/zapbook/zaps/1273/create-new-freshbooks-clients-from-trackvia-entries/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
https://zapier.com/zapbook/zaps/1274/record-freshbooks-payments-in-your-trackvia-database/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
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shared with your accountant, or track canceled orders from your
eCommerce system. Either way, you can connect your finance apps
to your new internal tool and keep everything flowing smoothly.

Assign Tasks

When you’re working in a busy team with a lot going on, you’ll
need a simple way to keep track of what everyone’s working
on. That’s why the TrackVia development team made their own
TrackVia-powered internal tool to manage tasks, to keep track of
their projects and the tasks those projects entail.

The only problem was, the tasks started getting overwhelming.
“When you are assigned a new task as a developer you get an
email but that can flood your inbox pretty quickly,” says TrackVia
frontend developer Taylor Rose.

To solve that, he connected TrackVia to Slack, so he’d get a notifica-
tion in Slack each time a task is assigned to him. “I receive desktop
notifications on Slack whenever a new task is assigned to me,” says
Rose. “I can very quickly click into the task and assess the priority of
it or start a discussion with the team about requirements.” It keeps
him connected to his team, without overloading his email inbox.

• Zap: Get notified in Slack whenever a new entry is added to
your TrackVia database

Depending on your team, you might use your internal tool itself to
track tasks, or you might want to use your tool to create tasks in the
to-do list app you’re already using. Either way, a Zapier connection
can keep things flowing and help you stay on top of what you have
to do without overwhelming you with notifications.

Zaps:

https://zapier.com/zapbook/zaps/1262/get-notified-in-slack-whenever-a-new-entry-is-added-to-your-trackvia-database/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
https://zapier.com/zapbook/zaps/1262/get-notified-in-slack-whenever-a-new-entry-is-added-to-your-trackvia-database/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
https://zapier.com/blog/best-to-do-list-apps/
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• Create a newAsana task when a new record is added to Zoho
Creator

• Add new Podio task to Todoist new task
• Create Evernote Reminder from Knack
• Create Trello cards from Ninja Forms form submissions

Create Documents

Believe it or not, you can use your database-powered internal tool
to create contracts, certificates, licenses, letters and any other form
documents your team needs. You likely won’t build a new word
processor on your own, but you can use integrations with document
template apps to create formatted documents from your tool.

That’s how the Claim Bees team uses their auto insurance claims
internal tool that they built with Knack. “I use my Zaps to take
data from Knack and populate forms in WebMerge,” says Claim
Bees founder Matthew Whittall. “I automatically produce reports,
invoices, charts, and more. The Zapier filter functions enable me to
create some fairly complex routing rules, very easily.”

Zaps:

• Create documents from WebMerge from Knack entries
• Create Personalized Documents from Zoho Creator with
WebMerge

• Create Personalized Documents from Gravity Forms with
WebMerge

• Create Personalized Documents from Podio with WebMerge

Being able to simply create form documents is the main reason
Whittall loves Knack. “I used to do the same job for my old
employer—there our system didn’t fit the requirement and the
output was a barely structured e-mail,” he says. “Now our work
looks great for a fraction of the cost.”

https://zapier.com/zapbook/zaps/1271/create-a-new-asana-task-when-a-new-record-is-added-to-zoho-creator/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
https://zapier.com/zapbook/zaps/1271/create-a-new-asana-task-when-a-new-record-is-added-to-zoho-creator/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
https://zapier.com/zapbook/zaps/1391/add-new-podio-task-to-todoist-new-task/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
https://zapier.com/zapbook/zaps/1272/create-evernote-reminder-from-knack/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
https://zapier.com/zapbook/zaps/429/create-trello-cards-ninja-forms-form-submissions/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
http://www.claimbees.co.uk
https://zapier.com/zapbook/zaps/1260/create-documents-from-webmerge-from-knack-entries/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
https://zapier.com/zapbook/zaps/277/create-personalized-documents-from-zoho-creator-with-webmerge/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
https://zapier.com/zapbook/zaps/277/create-personalized-documents-from-zoho-creator-with-webmerge/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
https://zapier.com/zapbook/zaps/299/create-personalized-documents-from-gravityforms-with-webmerge/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
https://zapier.com/zapbook/zaps/299/create-personalized-documents-from-gravityforms-with-webmerge/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
https://zapier.com/zapbook/zaps/297/create-personalized-documents-from-podio-with-webmerge/?utm_source=formsurvey&utm_medium=profile&utm_campaign=ebook
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If you need to create your own form documents often, there’s
no need to open your word processor and copy data every time.
Instead, just use the data you’re already collecting in your new in-
ternal tool, and send it to WebMerge to fill in and create documents
automatically.

Go Learn Something New!

Now that you know everything you need to build amazing forms
and surveys, and use them effectively in your work, it’s time to
learn something else. The Zapier team has written an entire library
of app guides and resources to help you get the most out of the apps
you need in your work. Here are some of our most popular eBooks
that you can start reading next for free:

• An Introduction to APIs
• The Ultimate Guide to CRM Apps
• The Ultimate Guide to Email Marketing
• The Ultimate Guide to Remote Work

Then, there’s the Zapier blog, where you’ll find articles like those
included in the chapters of this book, along with articles about
productivity, remote work, and more. Be sure to check out our blog

https://zapier.com/learn/apis/
https://zapier.com/learn/ultimate-guide-to-crm-apps/
https://zapier.com/learn/ultimate-guide-to-email-marketing-apps/
https://zapier.com/learn/the-ultimate-guide-to-remote-working/
http://zapier.com/blog/
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and sign up for our email newsletters to be among the first to know
whenever we publish new articles, free books and more.

Written by Zapier Marketer Matthew Guay.

Image Credits: CERN server room photo by Torkild Retvedt via
Flickr.

http://zapier.com/blog/
http://zapier.com/blog/
http://twitter.com/maguay
https://www.flickr.com/photos/torkildr/3462606643/in/photostream/
https://www.flickr.com/photos/torkildr/3462606643/in/photostream/
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